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PREFACE 

My prefatory remarks \vill be limited to the brief 

consideration of two sets of limitations within which this 

study has been conducted. 

The first limitation is self imposed. It involves my 

basic attitude toward the subject-matter itself. It 

concerns, broadly, the fundamental problem of how one might 

meaningfully approach the study of the religions of other 

people. This problem certainly involves the question of 

methodology, but, in the first instance it involves the 

attitude one has to the religions of other people .. 'r 
J... am 

in complete agreement with Philip H. Ashby ylhen he says, 

We knO\v today that every religion ~ust, not ought 
to, be understood on the basis of its own funda
mental and absolute presuppositions or it is not 
understood. And the unqualified certitude of the 
!tomo r~lig_~su~ wherever found is) most certainly, 
that supreme value is present, islof the essence, 
of that to Ylhich he is committed. 

More often than not, Western scholars of Indian spirituality 

have failed to recognize this point. 

In the first chapter of this work I have grappled 

with the problem of what one might consider the " . . . funda-

mental and absoJute presuppositions .. . " of Indian 

1 
Philip H. Ashby, "The History of Religions and the 

Study of Hinduism", £:.(L~; Ess ays in Divinity, Vol. I, ed. 
Joseph H. Kitagawa. Chicago: University of Chicago Pre3s , 
1967, p. 148. 
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spiri tuali ty. My problem has been this: HOvl is it 

possible to understand the ". fundamental and absolute 

presuppositions . .. " of Indian spirituality without 

resorting to a fundamentalism? Rather than resorting to 

fundamentalism I have chosen to concentrate on what I 

consider to be a fundamental factor pertaining to " •.. the 

essence of that to which he (i.e., the orthodox Indian) is 

cOI11Juitted". That factor is a basic attit.ude towards reality 

as a whole and the relationship of the individual to the 

whole. I have concentrated in Vac to draw this question 

into focus. vac seemed like the best topic in that, because 

it is central t.o Vedic rel igion and the phenomenon of Veda 

itself, it allows one to consider religious texts within 

the framework of the phenomenon of religion. 
2 

India has long recognized two approaches to the 

symbolism of the ~edas: (1) .E5',roksa, the esoteric ~vay, and 

(2) nidana, the method of symbol association. I have used 

the latter method si~ply because I do not have the linguistic 

capability to use the former. 

This raises the second point of limitation. My 

2 
V. S. Agra1,vala, Visi.on in Long Darkness, Varanasi : 

Bhargava Bhushan Press, 1963, p. v. 
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primary concern is the study of religion, and not linguistics. 

I have done no original translations of the tex ts involved. 

In the case of the BE Veda I have used t~vo sets of trans

lations - one in German, the other in English - and ~.,here 

they differ I have referred back to the Sanskrit to find 

the basis of difference. Unless otherdise acknowledged, all 

general references apply to Hymns of the Rgveda, 2 Vols. 

Ralph T. -H. Griffith, trans., Varanasi: Vidya Vilas Press, 

1963 (fourth edition). It would have been preferable to 

have been able to translate the material, but because of the 

vast amount of material covered, it became impractical. 

vfuere I considered entire hymns, I used Geldner's German 

rendition of the Sanskrit. His approach is interpretive, 

but consistent throughout, and generally valid. Where I 

have found it to be invalid I have given the basis for my 

judgment. 

The linguistic limitation is not, in my opinion, a 

terribly serious one. Geldner's translation is generally 

respected; where it is called into question on points of my 

concern I have pointed to the criticism and the reasons 

for it. The linguists have long had their due in the Indian 

(v) 



texts. Often the question of Vedic religion was secondary 

to them and their theories on Vedic religion demonstrate 

this. My primary interest is in putting forth an "under

standing" of Vedic religion, in the sense considered 

above. I have applied linguistic tools to this end 

rather than consider them an end in themselves. 

(vi) 
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CHAPTER I 

1. Scope and Objective of the Work 

Three questions arise when undertaki-ng a study of 

this sort: "Why?", HWhere?", and "How?". The latter are 

interrelated academic questions, basically methodological 

in nature, which arise in great part due to the overwhelming 

complexity of the material available and the disparity of 

accord between those scholars who have dealt with it 

previously. They are questions which can only be resolved 

through careful delineation of the scope of the topic at 

hand, and the context and perspective from vIi thin which 

the study will be carried out. The question of "'ilhy" one 

chooses such a topic is more personal than academic. 

Why 

This study was motivated by the conviction that in 

India language has long been understood in such a manner as 

to be of central significance within the salvational aspira-

tions of the Indian religious mind. 

My interest in the problem of language in Indian 

, 
.... 



thought was initiated by my studies in Western philosophy. 

The Western scholar \-lho is true to himself must recogniz e 

that fact because he does not stand within the Indian 

Tradition. He can never be a serious spokesman for it for 

he can never possess the claim to authority which the 

Tradition gives to those within its fold. He is left with 

the difficult and dangerous task of interpretation. That 

philosophic problem which has interested me most regarding 

India is the very problem which I have found most difficult 

to comprehend 'Illithin my own Tradition: it is the question 

of the status of language within the context of religious 

experience. 

To understand the problem of language in the modern 

West one must eventually c.onfront one of the most profound 

thinkers of our time, Martin Heidegger. During one such 

confrontation I happened across t wo r eferences wh ich have 

never ceased to stimulate my sense of wonder regarding both 

the East and the Wes t. The first is a short statement which 

is in the first paragraph of one of Heidegger's works on 

language. He says provocatively, "De r mensch spricht 

2 



I 
Als der Sprechende ist der Mensch: Mensc.h." The other 

is the last line of Stefan George's poem "The Word": 

"Where word breaks off no thing may be." Heidegger comments 

at length on this line, and it is worth quoting him in part 

for it serves to illustrate how one sentence can stir a 

sense of wonder in a Tradition as alien and wonderful as 

that of India, while at the same time provide a guideline 

for the furtherance of that wonder: 

· .. "Where the word breaks off no thing may be ." 
• .• this line makes the word of language , makes 
language itself bring language to itself, and says 
something a'oout the relation between word and 
thing . The content of the final line can be 
transformed into a statement thus : " No thing is 
where the word breaks off. " \IThere something 
breaks off, a breach, a diminuation has occurred. 
To diminish mec>.ilS to take away, to cause a lack. 
• . . No thing is ,>There the word is lacking , that 
word vlhich names the given thing. ... Thus the 
puzzle r emains: the word of language and its 
relation to the thing, t9 everything that is - that 
it is and the way it is. 

3 

My debt to Heidegger, within the limits of this work, consists 

of the fact that the insights which he gave me into my 

1 
Heidegger, Unterwegs zur Sprache, p. 1. 

2 
Heidegger , On the Way to Language. Peter D. Hertz, 

transl. 60-62. (The essay entitled "Die Sprache", to which 
note 1 ref ers, i s no t included in the English translation.) 



Tradition also provided me with a key that opened the 

door to a most central and fascinating question of another 

Tradition. To see the centrality of this question within 

both Traditions ha s made Indian religion more meaningful 

for me. The rela t ionship between word and thing is one 

which has been of central importance in Indian thought, 
3 

but not as a puzz l e throughout. In certain hymns of the 

~g Veda the question is problematic but it is clear that 

even within the ]] Veda the vision of the ~ came to be 

understood as a model of the resolution of the dilemma. 

This was in the formulation of a clear understanding of the 

role of language and the relationship between speech and 

speaking, and people and things. They saw a two-sided 

alliance between speaking and silence and the problematic 

came to be not the marvel that "der mens_ch spricht" but 

the fact that people speak when they should not. 

Language is regarded in two senses: (1) as the 

matrix of reali ty itself which reveals itself through the 

3 
This point is discussed more fully in Chapter II. 

4 



vision of the Vedic seers. Here, to use Heidegger's phrase, 

" ... language brings language to itself. " It is 

not a case of "Der mensch spricht" for the :Piii , as a 

personality, does not speak. He is the medium of reality 
4 

as speech. Speech as "revelation" is non-personal. (2) If 

speech which is the highest reality expresses itself fully 

and impersonally in t he "revelation" which is Veda., then all 

true speech is con t ained in Veda and is impersonal, or 

better, trans-personal, in nature . Every tiling which is true 

has been "revealed"; everything els e which is said is less 

than true or real. 'People-talk ' is non-Vedic talk; r eality 

distorted by the taint of individuality and personalism. 

Thus one who sees speech clearly recites Veda i f one 

must speak: doing s o , one no longer speaks, but language 

speaks through one. In the final analysis silence is the 

highest form of speaking. 

4 
For discussion of the applicability of the t erm 

"revelation" to the Indian context see Paul Younger, Intro
duction to Indian Reli gious Thought, Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1972, pp . 80- 88, Hereafter cited as 
Introduction. The question of "revelation" is discussed 
again in Chapter III of this work . 

5 



I-lhere 

The object of this work will be to examine the 

relationship between language and the phenomenon of the 

religious experience in an attempt to determine the 

r elationship between speech and personhood , or better, 

t o ascertain the broad relationship between language and 

ontology. 

I have used two phrases which are of special import 

and are deserving of further consideration in that they 

raise major problems: (1) "salvational schema" indicates 

that the concern i s with language and that type of 

experience which is understood to be of a religious 

natur e, and which takes place within an ordered view of 

reality as a whole, and (2) " I ndian religious tradition" . 
5 

I use the word "tradition" to imply that reality is 

understood as a whole, and, this being the case, all 

experience within the context of "tradition" in the 

sense in which it will be used here is to be understood as 

being of a religious nature. 

5 
I use the term "tradition" in a very specific sense; 

part of what follows will make explicit exactly what that 
sense is. See note 35, this chapter, for an explanation of 
the form in which t he word is used here. 

6 
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The question of "tradition" must be dealt with 

because of its centrality to the thesis of this work. 

vlliat the term signifies within the Indian context has 

aroused much controversy, and the opinions regarding this 

question are many and varied. It is necessary , therefore, 

tha t my understanding of the term, the reasons for my 

interpretation, and the relationship of my understand i ng 

to that of others be made c l ear. This will serve to 

justify my choice of texts, the manner in which I have 

used the materia l therein, and, ultima tely, serve as the 

foundetion upon which the central thesis of this work is 

to be built. 

My thesis is: that a study of the relationship 

between language and ontology indicates that there is 

indeed a "salvational schema" present in portions of the 

~g Veda which stands as a paradigmatic model of the order 

of right relation between the individual and reality as a 

<"hole, and although the form in which this model is 

expressed ~hanges, the essence of the model persists as 

the core of what right relation means on into the later 

classical philosophical "tradition:'. The "salvational 

7 



schema" contained in the ?-g Veda which is reflected in the 

model which right relation to language presents, presupposes 

a metaphysic. Because of this metaphysic I intend to show 

that I am justified in including the Jig Veda within the 

context of the Indian "tradition" when many other Western 

scholars have felt they could not do so. 

The Importance of the Question of "Tradition" 

Clarification of the use of the term "tradition" 

regarding the Vedic literature is of vital importance, for 

how one understands the scope and applicability of the term 

will determine \\That a "religious experience" means in that 

the "tradition" provides the context and synthesis of all 

such experience. 

8 

For the non-Indian scholar the question of "tradition" 

raises serious methodological problems. The non-Indian 

must ahlays struggle for credibility - not so much from his 

mvn kind, for this is primarily a matter of technique, but 

from those from within the "tradition" for whom authentication 

rests upon conviction rather than scholarly evidence. This is 



so because much of the research done on India, despite the 

tremendous contributions made to scholarship, has proven, 

for methodological reasons, to be fundamentally offensive 

to what India holds most dear, i.e. the integrity of the 

"tradition" as they understand it: that is, that the 

"tradition" is continuous, integral, and rooted in Veda. 

General l y, scholarship on India by Westerners has 

been characterized by the attempt to mold the material into 

patterns in keeping with the conditions common to the 
6 

Western world-view. Marlya Falk charact~rizes these two 

related presuppositions: (1) " •.• ethnological generaliza-

9 

tions in the light of 'primitive' standards of thinking . .. ," 

and (2) 11 . philosophical generalizations from points of 

view of Western thought considered universally valid • . " 

I shall consider these presuppositions from two perspectives: 

(1) to determine their influence on scholarship on India by 

forcing unjustifiable categories upon Indian thought, and (2) 

to see in what manner these presuppositions, although the basis 

of many problems, point to the possible resolution of these 

problems. The presuppositions mentioned tend to set up sets of 

6 
Marlya Falk, Nama-Rupa and Dharma-Rupa, p. 1. 



10 

false distinctions which call into question the use of the 

term "tradition" and complicate the question of "where to 

begin". The distinctions may be classified as being 

literary, religious, philosophical, or historical; they 

are not always di stinct in themselves, but the one feature 

they share in common is that they are the product of Hestern 

scholarly technique, and more often than not they serve to 

fragment a "tradition" which India insists is unitary. 

" Tradition" and the Question of "Continuity" 

Huch has been s2.id regardir..g the relationship be tween 

the various texts as to the Itcontinuity" of content. Winter-

nitz made a radical distinction between the early and later 

Vedic texts on the basis of descriptive cultural dif fe rences. 

He said, 

In the Vedas we find an active, joyful, warlike 
people , of simple, and still partly savage habits . 
Singers implore the gods for help agains t the enemy, 
victory, glory , and booty, wealth, gold, cattle, 
rain, children and long life. As yet , we do not 
find in the songs of the ~ig Veda that effemenite , 
ascetic, and pessimistic trait of the Indian 
character which we

7
shall meet again and again in 

Indian literature. 

/ 

Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. 1, 
Part 1, p. 73. 



Subsequent research has shmm that this statement is perhaps 

an over-simplif ication of both aspects of the culture. The 

radical distinction which Winterni tz makes has been drawn 

into question by the findings that perhaps the "feminine" 

aspect of which he speaks is perhaps foundational t o the 
8 

very earliest elements of Indian culture and that those 

elements which some Western scholars have been eager to 

label as pessimism are perhaps based in a fundamental 
9 

optimism of the l oftiest sort. Of interest is the fact 

that Winternitz makes his distinction on purely descriptive 

grounds. He sees the question of "conUnuity" in such terms , 

\01hile others have emphasized quite different issues to the 

point that the term "continuityfl should be understood only 

in the s ense in which it is being used within a given argu-

ment. In fact, much of the confusion in the question of 

"continuity" arises out of confusion in the use of the term 

"continuity". 

8 
Gonda, Change and Continuity, p. 13. 

9 
Gonda, Change, p. 7. 

Birth of the Indian Religious 
Concept of Dukkha. 

See a lso P. Younger , The 
Tradition or Studies in the 

11 



While Winternitz makes a radical distinction wi thin 
10 

the sruti literature, Renou points to a break at a later 

period. In fac t , his distinction rests on that between the 

~ruti and sm~ti texts. He sees no opposition at all between 
11 

the Upani7ads and the Brahmar:as. He does say that "The 

Vedic and the Upani~adic tex ts both seek the same end, but 
12 

they use different means." The difference of means he 

characterizes as a diff erence between mythological invention 

and speculative inquiry, but "lith bo th functioning to the 

same end. He says "In richness of mythological invention 

and assured hand l ing of mythical themes, the ~gveda was 

destined to have no successor: Vedism is a mythology that 
13 

is broken off abruptly." His dis tinction thus far, then, 

10 
It was perhaps Renouls publication of The Destiny 

of the Veda in India, first published as Le aestin du Veda 
dans llInde, in "E tudes Vediques et panineenes," VI (Par is, 
1960), which rais ed the question of the continuity of the 
Indian Tradition a new, and pointed to the paradoxes inherent 
in the question. 

11 
Renou, Religions of Ancient India, p. 27. 

12 
Ibid .. , p. 18. 

13 
Ibid., p. 23. 

12 



is one of form rather than function and objective. The real 

distinction he sees to fall between what he calls "Vedism" 

and the advent of "Hinduism": 

Religious terminology is almost completely trans
formed between the Veda and the Epic or the R..uranas, 
a fact which has not been sufficiently emphasized; 
the old terms have disappeared or have so changed 
in meaning that they are hardl~ recognizable; a new 
terminology comes into being. l 

Renou, then, does not argue against the integrity of the 

sruti literature, but , rather, for it. In fact, he argues 

against those who maintain that the main distinguishing 

difference betueen early and late Vedic literature is the 
15 

arrival of the doctrine of karma-sa~sara, or the moral 

order of rebirths . He says, 

There can be no greater blessing than never to 
die; not to escape from rebirth, which

6
was to be 

the desire of classical India .... 1 

And of the distinctions between the Vedas proper and the 

Upani~ads he says, 

.. the ol d term~, with its wide range of 
associations, has been replaced by satya, which 
means exact i tude. There are isolated passages 
in the Upani~ads in which the word karman is 
used in the sense of a good or bad action on the 
moral plane; but it is never used for the present 
effect of a past action of the foreseeable con
sequence of an action performed in the pres ent, 

14 
Ibid., p. 47. 

15 
Winternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. 1, 

Part 1, p . 225. 
16 

Renou, Rel igions, p. 27. For a discussion of the 
Vedic view of death see Sten Rodhe, Deliver Us from Evil, pp. 
81-105 . 

13 



conceptions which constitute the essential 
meaning of the wo rd in later usage. 17 

Karma-sa~sara, which many hold to a great point of difference 
18 

between the yedas and the Upani~ads is a doctrine of epic 

or "Hindu" making. Renou holds that the sruti literature -

single block which, although differing in form of expression 

serve the same function which is the prolongation of life 
19 

and the attainment of "this worldly ends" . 

He sees the change of form through the ~g Veda to 

the Brahn~ and the Upani~ads as a movement from the 

intuitive my tho-poetic outpourings of the ~ to the 

14 

"practical minded elabora tions" of the Brahmar;tas ("Mythopoetic 

activity ceases", he s ays, "when the mind turns to magic, for 

magic establishes a direct contact between the performer and 
20 

the effect he desires to produce . ") 

17 
Renou, Religions, p. 29. 

18 

to the ingressive 

See Pande, Studies in the Origins of Buddhism, pp. 
280-289. 

19 
This phrase should be understood as it applies to the 

broad fr amewo rk of a "salvational schema", and not as it might 
apply to the analysis of Winternitz or to that of Max Weber 's 
The Religion of India, or Alber t Schwei tzer 's Indian Though t 
and I ts Development. The mos t significant of "this war Idly 
ends" in Indian s pirituality is a salvational one vlhich is best 
indicated by the term mok$a. Wha t is a t ques tion is how one 
understands the scope of the end, and not the end itself. 

20 
Renou, Reli~ions , p . 21. 



reflection of the Upani~ads. He says that "In this way 

the Veda comes full circle and epitomizes the whole course 
21 

of the evolution of Indian thought. II It is a circle of 

vision, ritualization, and reflection, all directed to the 

same objective. 

In ~upport of the view that the relationship bet,veen 

the texts is best characterized as one of both "change" and 
22 23 

IIcontinuityll, Gonda and van Buitenen have shown that 

many central concepts of the later period function with 

essentially tIle same root meaning as they bore earlier, and 

that many of the prime differences in meaning are as a 

direct outgrowth of their earlier usages. Both men have 

tended to analyse the literature in terms of the integral 

growth of the "tradition" by meeting the IItradition" on 

its own terms - that is, without forcing the material by 

imposing ethnological or philosophical generalizations - and, 

without compromising the rigors of Western scholarship. 

21 
Ib id., p. 25. 

22 
J. Gonda, Change and Continuity. 

23 
See his study on "Ak~ara" in J AOS, No . 79, pp. 

176-187, "Studies in Samkhya (II); AhalJlkara" , JAOS, Vol. 77, 
pp. 15-25, "Vacarambha~~m" , Indian Lingllis tics-;- Vol. 16, 
pp. 157-162. 

15 



Gonda while arguing for "continuity" is careful to point 

out that, " ... continuity is no identity, that is to say 

that culture elements which are preserved are nevertheless 
24 

subject to change and transformation." Again, the emphasis 

is put on form as an element of change. He criticizes those 
25 

who have made too much of the factors of difference 
26 

within 

the "tradition" a s \olell as those Indian "Traditiona lists" 

who have failed to recognize genuine change within the 

"tradi tion", vlhen he says, 

16 

Those au t hors ",ho enl a r ge on the great and undeniable 
differences bet,veen Vedism and Hinduism , emphasizing 
that the former was polytheistic and the latter 
comprised some practically mono theistic reiigious, 
that the great ideal of Hinduism, mok~a, like t he 
great importance attached to yoga , the guru , temp le 
rites, etc., was foreign to the Veda in the proper 
sense of the term, and so on, these authors t oo often 
overlooked that there are on the other hand many 
points i n which important culture traits of the 
latter grea t period do not appear to have considerably 
departed from what was characteristic of the earlier 
centuries. Too often they failed to draw attention 
to a great variety of elements which though chronolo gically 
Vedic and incorporated in the corpora of Vedic litera ture 
precluded phenomena or institutions which are generally 
regarded as typically 'Hinduist' and disregarded what 
notwithstanding considerable differences points to 
unmistakab l e continuity. . .. Whereas they were first 

24 
Gonda, Chan~, p. 1 7. 

25 
Specifically, Von Glasenapp and Hopkins. 

26 
C. Kunha n Raja, P<.?et- philosophers of the 13-ig Veda, 

1963, provides a good example . 



and foremost captivated by the changing scene of 
outward forms and interested in tracing 'historical 
developments', the attention of traditional Indian 
scholarship was not rarely arrested by those elements 
which, actually or in appearance, remained in the 
course of time unaltered, and by that which may be 
said to reflect a deeper meaning underlying the 

17 

outward phenomena, or, by their ' mystical ' or 
philosophical background. . .. Indian traditionalists 
~n the. othe: hand fai1 29 to recognize that continuity 
1S po ldentlty . . • . 

Paul Younger has given serious consideration to the 

28 
questions of "tradition" and "continuity"; his conclusions 

must be considered bec.ause th2Y are criginal, provocative, 

and founded on quite different considerations than those 

discussed thus far. 

Younger s t ates that, " •.• it was the Buddha's message 

and the Upanisadic insights which combined to formulate the 

central religious understanding whic.h was to be the Indian 
29 

Religious Tradition." He would, with WintErnitz, but contra 

27 
Gonda, Change and Continuity, 16-17. 

28 
Paul Younger, The Indian Religious Tradition, 

Varanasi: Bharatiya Vidya Prakshan, 1970, p. 31, hereafter 
cited as Tradition . In the two books, Introduction and Tradition 
Younger appears to put forth two different attitudes as to the 
place of J3..g Veda within the "Tradition" . This is due in great 
part to the different methodologies employed . Both claim to 
put forth an int e~pretati on; the l a tter is much more concerned 
with historical problems. Both books are frought with minor 
form errors which in the final analysis do not detract from the 
central arguments which are presented in a bold and original way . 
In referring to his conclusions, I refer to those of the earlier 
work. 

29 
Younger, ibid., p. 31. 
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Renou and Gonda isolate not only the Indus civilization, but 

also the Vedic texts from what he understands to be the core 
30 

of the "tradition". He excludes the Vedic civi l ization 

30 
He hints at continuity from the Indus civilizations 

when he talks of possibility of the persistence of elements 
which he feels may re-emerge in the Epic period. He mentions 
similarities in the art of Mohenjo-daro and that of the Sunga 
period, but is careful to point out that Sullivan in "A 
Re-Examination of the Religion of the Indus Civilization", 
has called such associations into question. My attitude to 
the Indus question is this: to argue that the three-headed 
figurine of Mohenjo-daro represents a proto-Siva as Harshall 
has done (Sir John Marshall ~ aI, Mohenjo-daro and the Indus 
Civilization, Vol. I, eh. 5) is no more convincing than 
Sullivan's argument that the various figu.rines bear more 
resemblance to other widely diverse findings such as the 
Heidelburg Madonna , and therefore, have little relationship 
to later Indian religion. The premises upon which" such 
hypotheses are founded are untenable. I agree with Gonda 
when he says: 

It can ha r dly be denied that the religious ideas of 
those peoples which constituted the substratum have 
contributed a great deal towards the formation of 
the concepts underlying the later Hindu cult, theology 
and mythology. The apparent reproductions of sacr&l 
objects or scenes on the pre-historic objects may 
have contained the germs of various ideas and con
ceptions of the historical period. It may even be 
conceded that not rarely the Vedic traits of Hinduism 
were real ly superimposed on their pre-Vedic or 
non-Vedic core. The only thing I wish to do here is 
to indicate the fact that these 'substratum hypotheses' 
implicit ly or explicitly involve doubt, or even 
negation , of Vedic-Hinduist continuity, that is to 
say, negation of that very unbroken tradition which has 
among the Hindus of all times always been beyond 
dispute. Change and Continuity, p. 13. 

Such enterprises are not only an offense to the "tradition" 
(continued) 
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because it is not compatible with his de f inition of "tradition" 

which he understands as "a conscious authoritative selection 
31 

of r eligious experience". However~ it is not made clear 

why this definition excludes the Vedic civilization from the 

30 (continued ) 
in t hat they call int o question that which the "tradition" 
considers to be its very foundation~ but they also result in 
an infinite regress of theories and categories which undermine 
those factors which make the "tradition" distinctive . Renou 
sums up t he pitfalls of this particular t ype of historical 
orientation to the study of r eligion when he says ~ 

If we wished to att empt a definition and classification 
of the essentials of Indian religion we could take 
as our star ting-point religion as it is today~ with 
its multip l icity of local cults~ beliefs and super
stitions~ and its many village gods ~ and try t o compare 
it ,"ith what \Ve know of the ancient religion from 
literary and archaeological evidence ; and we could 
then consider it i n relationship to forms of r eligion 
outside India. This method \Vould inevitably result 
in a collection of miscellaneous features which 
would be conveniently termed 'non-Aryan' ~ and \Vh ich 
would really be features common to primitive religions 
allover the world. Hhat would remain then as a basis 
for 'classical ' Hinduism? No thing, apart from those 
elements emana ting from Vedism; and VIe must bear in 
mind that Vedism itself contains el ements of primitive 
religion~ and therefor e of Hinduism (or, VIe might say, 
of pre-Hinduism), the existence of VIh ich at a period 
earlier than the Veda could be ver i fied by the evidence 
of the Mohenjo-daro excavations. Religions, p. 47. 

My concern is to understand an aspect of the Indian reli gious 
"tradition" within the terms VIhich the "tradition" itself has set. 

31 
Younger, The Indian Religious Tradition~ p. 3. 
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"tradition". In fact, he argues at cross-purposes on this 

point. On the one hand he says of the Buddha, "In a sense 

he was a "starting point" in the historical story of the 

Indian Tradition, but what is more important, he was the 

"starting point" in that he represented the theologica l 

point to which the later stages in the Tradition looked in 
32 

order to identify its distinctive charac ter and orientation." 

On the other hand, he says, 

. . • (one) approach to the establishment of intel
lectual links bet,,7een the ~g V20ic hymns and the l ater 
Indian Tradition would be t he examination uf the goa l 
of the intellectual process as understood in each 
setting . . .. the goal of the ~g Vedic p~et was 
to get above his mvn se:lsual imagery to a "vision" 
(dhI) through ~vhich he became a participant in the 
meaning of the universe. In a similar way all the 
philosophy and art of the later Tradition vJaS an 
attempt to express a "vision" which, reaching beyond 
this life, could participate in ~he meaning of the 
whole. The Upani~ads are the purest form in which 
such a "vision" can be put into ~vords. The Buddha 
image is the perfect realization of a ~g Vedic 
"vision" translated into the visua l arts . . .. The 
rootage of the "vision" and therefore t he \vhole 
intellectual process \vere to be more complex in the 
Tradition than they had been in the ~g Vedic Civilization . 
Nevertheless, when the Buddha preached his me.ssage it 
was the ~g Vedic Civilization to which he w~~ indebted 
for this 'Vision of the Way Beyond' •... 

32 
Ibid., p. 35. 

33--

Ibid., pp. 25-26. 
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One reason for Younger's reluctance to include the 

13-g Veda \vithin the "tradition" may be the fact that he 

discerns various attitudes concerning the nature of reality 

which are to his mind sufficiently variant as to deny the 

13-gVeda the firm foundation of authority which his definition 

requires. He sees the attitudes r eflected in the development 

of the ~ figure - from the charismatic 'hero' fighting to 

es t ablish order in both community and cosmos , to the lonely 

poet trying to find a measure of stability in the sea of life, 

to the 'hero ' \lho rises above the 'fatalism' of the e;'1dless 

succession of routine events to crea tively reinterpret the 
34 

new estab lished order. Thus, he chooses to concentrate on 

the historical aspect of the phenomenon of the _~ rather 

than examining the phenomenon in a fundamental sense in terms 

of t he "goal of the intellectual process" . It is my contention 

tha t the phenomenon thus viewed does reveal a model of that 

"central r eligious understanding" which is the core of what 

the "tradition" means to those who are within it in India. 

The argument turns back to the use of the \vords 

"tradition", "authority", and the meaning of the term 

34 
Ibid., pp. 14-25. 



"religious experience" within the context that the former 

signify. 

A definition of the term 'tradition' which is very 

appropriate to the Indian religious 'tradition' is cited 

by Rowland in his book The Art and Architecture of India: 

Tradition . . • embraces the whole of a civilization, 
in all its modes and departments, and tends to the 
obliteration of all antitheses, s uch as 'sacred and 
profane', even 'creator and crea t ion'. A truly 
tradi t ional civilization has its roots fixed in a 
doctrine of the purely metaphysical order. This 
doctr i ne gives to the whole a principal or sufficient 
cause. The other constituents of the Tradition, 
whether ethical, social, or artistic, down to the 
most petty activities of daily life, all derive 
their authority from this doctrine, to be exercised 
in their prescribed spheres. Ideas of a metaphysical 
order are the cement which binds every part togethe r. 

22 

. . . The mechanism by which the Truth is made to 
circulate through the body is the Tradition from Master 
to pupil, which stretches back into the past and 
reaches forward into the future. 35 

I use this definition because, in summary form, it mos t fully 

expresses as I understand it what India h~s understood her 

use of the term "tradition" to signify. Through the use of 
36 

the term thus understood, it is possible to avoid most of 

the prejudices, pitfalls and frustrations that have plagued 

35 
B. Rowland , The Art and Architecture of India. 

Baltimore : Penguin Books, 1967 (third edition), p . 6; citing 
Marco Pallis, Peaks and Lamas (London, 1939) . 

36 
It is with this understanding in mind that the term 

is henceforth used without quotation marks and is capitalized, 
i. e. Tradition. 
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some Western scholars which have been discussed above. For 

Younger~ "tradition" is defined as " •.. a conscious 

authoritative selection of religious experience~ (and, 

therefore) these civilizations (Indus and ~g Vedic) cannot 

properly be spoken of as parts of the Indian Religious 
37 

Tradition. 11 On the other hand~ for India that thought 

which has been accep ted as orthodox, in keeping \vi th 

"authority"~ and therefore within the Tradition~ has been 

that which accepts as unquestionable revealed truth that 

body of literature - part of which Younger does not consider 

to be within the Tradition . All of the orthodox schools of 

Indian philosophy accept as a prama~a~ sabd~, or valid verbal 

tes timony ""hich is the revealed truth of the Vedas . The 

Ajlvakas~ Lokayatas~ Buddhists and others who refused to 

accept the truths of the Vedas as being a priori were 
38 

considered unorthodox and out of the fold of the tradition 

37 
Younger~ Th e Indian Religious Tradition, p. 3. 

38 
Opinions regarding the orthodoxy of Buddhism are 

divided. Winternitz states that" ... even the Buddhists~ 
who deny the authority of the Veda, yet concede that it was 
originally given or Tcreated' by God Brahman: only~ they 
add~ it has been f a lsified by the Brahmans, and, therefore, 
contains so many e r rors." History~ p . 48 . Renou~ in 
examlnlng the Buddhist literature, states that the case is 
"varied"; the canonical texts are derogatory, the post
canonical texts mor.e so. (1. Renou, DestinLof the Veda in 
India, pp. 27-30, and notes) . It would appear that the 
Buddhists found the 'yeda::; not merely erroneous, but dmvnri ght 
offensive: Hinternitz docs not cite a reference to "God 
Brahman lT and I have not found one in that context. 



for that reason. 

Thus, for t hose of the Tradition, the Vedas have 

served as the criterion for the " ... selection of religious 

experience". One either has valid religious experience or 

one does not just as when - if it is the case that a true, 

i.e. metaphysica l l y rooted, Tradition obliterates the dis-

tinc tion be.tween the sacred and the profane \vi thin the 

Tradition itself - one is either within the Tradition and 

therefore in the sacred or outside of the Tradition and in 
39 

the profane. For this reason the Jains and all other 

unorthodox movements have always been considered entirely 

wrong on the fundamental issues by the or thodoxy, i.e., 

entirely wrong in that the core truths which these movements 

espoused lacked the backing of the only authority which the 

orthodoxy recogni zed as valid. 

39 

24 

I am aware of the implications of this asser tion 
for the study of I ndian spirituality. It calls into question 
the applicability of the sacred/profane :"Tithin the context 
of the Tradition. The Tradition is by definition sacred 
and to apply the distinction of the sac:red and the profane to 
the Tradition, as many canter-lporary his torians of religion are 
prone to do, is a contradiction in terms. 
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Tradition and 'Religious Experience' 

The Tradition defines what is a valid and what is 

an 'invalid' religious experience. To answer the question, 

"What is a religious experiencet'outside of the context of 

the authority of a Tradition is as problematic as the question 

"What is religion?". Serious consideration of questions of 

such magnitude must necessarily fall beyond the scope of this 

study. Much work has been done in this area, but the 
40 

questions remain unanswered. 

40 
That such a reconsideration of these questions is 

warranted seems apparent by the fact that claims made thus 
far as to the !universal' factors inherent in the phenomenon 
of religion fall short of being universal. Theravida Buddhism 
which holds 'soulessness ' (anatta) as a central tenant; that 
all life is suffering, and tha t all of reality is flux stands 
as an embarrassment to many scholars. 

One outstanding example can be found in the work of 
Rudolf Otto, Das Heilige . He relates the questions of 'religion' 
and 'religious experience' directly when he says, "Das wovon 
wir reden und was wir versuchen wol len einigermassen anzugeben, 
namlich zu GefGhl zu bringen, lebt in allen Religionen als ihr 
eigentlich Innerstes und ohne es waren sie garnicht Religion ." 
(C. H. Beck'she Verlagsbuch-handlung (Oscar Beck) Hunchen 
1963, p. 6). He says that the term which best describes that 
which stimulates such f eeling is 'Numinose '. " ... diese 
Kategorie vollkommen sui generis ist so ist sie wie jedes 
ursprungliche und Grund-datum nicht definibel im strengen Sinne 
sondern nur erorterbar." (p. 7). He sees t he feeling as one 
of 'Abhangigkeitsgefuhl ', of mysterium tremendum: "Gefuhl des 
mysterium tremendu~, des schauervollen Geheimnisses . Das Gefuhl 
davon kann mit milder Flut das Gemut durchziehen in der Form 
schwebender ruhender Stimmung versunkener Andacht: es kann 
so ubergehen in eine statig fliessende Gestinmtheit der Seele 

(continued) 

I 

· 1 



To attempt to define "religion" or "religious 

experience" in strictly psychological or sociological 

categories, or by using terms such as "dependence" or 

"creatureliness" fails to bring into adequate focus a 

fundamental aspect of the religious life -- the very 

practical aspect of Vlhat is essentially and in the first 

instance an individual concern. 

<10 (continued ) 
die lange fortwahrt und nachzittert bis 
und die Seele wieder im Profanen lasst . 

sie endlich abklingt 
Es kann auch mi t 

Stassen und Zuckungen plotzlich aus der Seele herforhrechen . 

26 

. • • Es kann zu dem stillen deniutigen Erzittern und Verstummen 
der Kreatur werden vor dem - ja wovor? Vor dem was im un
sagbaren Geheimnis tiber aller Krea tur is t." (p. ~4). I have 
not found that such descriptions apply to the Buddhism 
presented in the Pal i tex ts. The erorterbar which he uses 
to amplify his understanding of the term ' Numinose ' as far 
as Buddhism goes concentrate on that of T'ang and Sung China 
(p. 87) and not that form which would not tolerate the term 
'Seele' and deni es that there is any sort of 'unsagbaren 
Geheimnis uber aller Kreatur'. For further discussion of 
this point within the context of Otto's role in the history 
of the phenomenology of religion, see C. H. Long, "Archaism 
and Hermeneutics", BaR, pp . 69-70. 

The fallacy inherent in scholarship of this sort --
the fallacy of super-imposing "generalizations from points of 
view of l;.Jester n though t considered universally valid (in Otto's 
case, as Long points out, the theory of a religious ~iori 
wherein " Rel i gious expressions and their peculiar modalities 
are manifestations of a sui generis religious consciousness" , 
(Ibid., p. 69) -- has been described well by Younger; he 
speaks of it as the 'attempt to construct a theology of all 
religions' : 

Such an endeavor may someday be possible if in t he 
course of history the religious traditions of mankind 

(continued) 
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It is individual in the sense that by, ,.,ith, and 

through it the individual is integrated with his whole 

environment, ~7ith exi.stence in its totality . Thus religion 

is the individual 's assertion of existence. It means that 

the man who realizes himself to be incomplete seeks whole-

ness. Religion is founded upon a fundamental sense of the 
41 

intrinsic "wrongness of existence" with the hopeful 

40 (continued) 
are shared to the point where some future generation 
feels that it is heir to them all . At that time 
the formulations of th eology of the approaches to 
truth ,,,ould all be set forth on the basis of a common 
tradition and a co;:nmon experience . But \"e have not 
yet arrived at a common tradition and a common 
experience , and universal theological systems at 
present must be either missionary enterprises 
projecting one set of experiences on all men, or 
abstractions which have nothing to do with concrete 
religious life. (Introduction, p. 11.) 
41 

J. G. Arapura, Religion as A~xiety and Tranqui1it2, 
The Hague, Mouton and Co., 1972, see Chapter 6 . 

The phrase '\,rongness of existence" is used to offset 
terms like "practicality" and "assertion of existence" ,,;hich 
are decidedly biased tm"ard the \\Ies tern Horld view . Arapura 
distinguishes the sens e of the '\.,rongness of existence" as a 
fundamental ontological principle. Thus , Long's critici.sm 
that hitherto, all methods used to relate phenomenology to 
history have b een inadequate in that "Al l have made a direct 
relationship bet\"een historical expressions and a law of 
ontology" ("Archaism and Hermeneutics", p . 73), is not applicable 
in that while his concern is with symbolic representations of 
religious experience the concern here is with fir st principles, 
the non-mediated , non-representat ional fundemental experiential 
condition. This is in keeping with the dominant Indian a ttitude 

(continued) 
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possibility held open that the situation might be righted. 

The "practicality" of religion resides in the real possibility 

of rectification. In the case of India, the authority of the 

Tradition is sustained by the fact that it is able to provide 

consistent witness to the practicality of its position. 

The Indian Tradition has insisted that the authority 

of its position is self-validating in experience and that, 

the revelation of Veda aside, the truth claims are borne out 

in experience. In the ~g Veda the symbols of religious 

experience are in perceptual rather than conceptual terms; 

as ~ti - perception or vision. 

The "dhi" of the ~ and the transcription of the 

"vision" into sacred poetry expresses more than an act of 

the creative imagination: it is a particular model of 

existence \vhich is paradigmatic. It is because their hymns 

were experientially based that the poets could offer first-

hand advice as to the practicalities of lived involvement 

with the transcendent. Gonda speaks of the practicality of 

41 (continued) 
that there is no categorical distinction between being and 
knowing. The designation of the fundamental experiential 
condition as "religious" is also not meant to designate a 
categorical distinction, for such would be out of keeping ~ith 
the understanding of Tradition as outlined here. The us e of 
such terminology reflects the attempt to evaluate the phenomenon 
within the context of an es tablished, if not appropriate, 
framework of discuss i on . 



ancient Indian r e ligion which he describes as "Sorge fur 

Reil und Wohlsein im Weitesten Sinne, in dieser Welt und 

im Jenseits, als o e ine entschieden prak tische angelegenheit." 

The concern for "daB Reil" is certainly central to the Ved ic 
43 

world-view, as well as ar.y other which can, within this 

understanding, properly be called religious, and, to this 

end, every religion must consider itself "practical". This 

is to say no more than that all religion takes place in a 

ritual context) using the term "ritual" in a broad sense to 

denote an action or set of actions which serve to satisfy 

an individual's sense of fitness within a larger .cor.text of 
44 

reality. The term "ritual" as used here denotes those 

42 

29 

q·2 

J. Gonda , Die Religionen Indians, Vol. I: Veda und 
alterer Rinduisinus (Series: Die Religionen der Menschheit, 
ed. C. M. Schroder, Vol. XI; Stuttgart: W. Kohlhamn1er VerlCig, 
1960), p. 15. 

43 
See Sten Rodhe, De~iver Us from Evi l, who speaks of 

the many concerns from which Vedic man sought deliveran,:e . 
Gonda, in his Loka gives de tail ed elaboration on the complica
tions of the phrase "in dieser Wel t und im Jenseits". 

44 
For Eliade, a ritual act is an act which has 

"religious intent". Sacred and Profane, p. 87. 



actions which serve to homologize the temporal and the 

transcendent. Such actions are 'religious' by the simple 

fact that, as Eliade says, ". • such actions are in-
45 

accessible to a non-religious man" . 

30 

What is important is the manner in which "practicality" 

can be understood in the Vedic context as a paradigmatic 

mode of existence, not tmva~d reality, but as the expression 

or embodiment of a greater reality \vhich is transparent to 

particular personhood. The visions as portrayed in the hymns 

are not of the nature of deductions from experience. They 

are expressions of the experience itself; not the dichotomized 

experience of mundane existence but of the perception in 

transcendence of t h e ultimate kinship of all worldS· Agrawala 

describes such perception as the exercise of the third eye 

of wisdom: " .•. the faculty of intuiting the truth of the 

45 
Mercea El iade, Sacred and Profane, p. 71. J. G. 

Arapura, in an article, "Philosophy, Mythology and the Rene\v8.l 
of Comparative Rel i gions", p. 218, says of ritual that 
II ••• ritual is that act which we perform of which t he end 
in no wise can be literally conceived but only mythically, 
that is by way of myths. Clearly each individual act by 
itself is not a ritual .... But when we take the totality 
of all acts of man, \\Thether it has a symphonic unity or not, 
no end can be conceived literally but only mythically. Now 
actual religious rituals dramatize and enact the ritual tha t 
life itself is, including its mythically perceived end." 



Cosmos and its Source by direct perception .•. 'non-
46 

" the "mental eyes of ~g Veda mediate perceptio~' . ., 

10.lS.3." 

The term "practical " suggests to the Western mind 

the dichotomy between practical/theoretical, but that 

understanding does not apply to the Vedic Tradition where 

theory and practice serve the same end: 

• • . the concept of Veda ("tradition") enables 
the individual to give meaning to his varied 
experiences . Because it is designed to give 
meaning to experience, the Veda was expressed 
in psychologica l language . This experiential and 
psycholo gical language avoided t he dichotomy 
between ontological and sociological language 
which has been characteristic of the Wes t. As a 
result, ques tions of truth and behavior are never 
separated, and there is no pendulum s1;ving from 
ontological statements that have no relevance to 
experience, to behavioristic statements that are 
unable to talk about the meaning of life. The 

31 

Veda sets forth patterns that are living and experien
tial, and raises these patterns into a structure of 
meaning that related man's experience to the highest 
reality. 47 

This end, in terms of the larger context of reality, 

is a ritual one. "Decidedly practical" indicates the 

fundamental importance of the question of resolution in 

reference to the functional aspect of formal ritual on the 

46 
Agrawala) Vision in Long Darkness, p. 1. 

47 
Younger, Introductio~, pp. Sl-S2. 



one hand, and, on the other, to the totality of experiential 

involvement characterized by the vision experience and the 

spontaneous witness to that experience in the outpouring of 

the sacred Word, which is reality witnessing unto itself. 

The question of what is decidedly practical is the question 

of right relation to the sacred Word . 

W. Norman Brown speaks of the general problem of 

such practicality in the Vedic context as the problem of 
48 

".:orrect or right behavior . .• " He states that, 

Correct or right behavior is viewed as a personal 
responsibility . Particular application of 
the idea of duty appears as early as the iig Veda. 
There it starts with the notion that our cosmos 
contains two opposing forces: that of ordered 
operation , progress, and harmonious cooperation of 
the parts; and that of disorder, chaos, destruction. 
The universe in which we live is held to operate 
under a code or set of principles to keep it going, 
and this code, this body of cosmic truth or order, 
has the name satya or~. But disorder, anti-order, 
knmvn as anrta , is ever beating at our universe, 
tending to disrupt or destroy it. To keep our 
universe operating smoothly, every being has a 
function. Gods have their specific functions; human 
beings have their functions. No two gods have the 
same function , and human beings' functions also 
differ. Each god and each human must assiduously 

48 

32 

W. Norman Brown, Han in the Universe: Some Cultural 
Continuities in Indi a . Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1970, p. 10, hereafter cited as "Han" . 



devote hiQself to his function. If he fails in per
forming it, to that extent the operation of the 
universe is impaired. The word for this individual 
function is vrata (RV 9.112), and so important is 
the concept that in post-Vedic times the word comes 
to mean a solemn, religious vow •••. 49 

Within the definition of Tradition used here all acts 

are religious acts in that, from the "practical" aspect of 

33 

the religious life, every feature of existence is significant. 

The interrelated nature of every aspect of an individual's 
50 

existence came to be expressed by the term "dharma". The 

49 
Ibid., pp. 10-11. 

50 
On the term "dharma" in Vedic thought see J. Gonda, 

"Ret Begrip Dharma In Ret Indische Denken", Tijdschrift voor 
Philosophie, Vol. 20, 2, 1958, pp. 213-68. I have used t he 
term here to characterize the totality of involvement of the 
.r:2:. as the 'hero ' of the community, and the fact that it is 
only correc t performance of proper ritual by those who are 
qualified which main tains not only the community, bu t, because 
it is itself a microcosm, the world and the cosmos as well. 
Thus, in 1.174 .50, proper sacrifice bestows immortality upon 
the~, and in 10-16, the Sun, \",hich \",as brough t forth by the 
first primordial sacrifice (5) exists as the 'quickening spirit' 
and the 'breath ' of the Earth. The ri tual preserves t he realm 
of light which Indra won with his vajra when he killed Vrtra . 
(See Norman W. Brown , "The Creation Hy th of the ]3.ig Veda", 
JAOS, Vol. 62, pp . 85-98 on the Indra/Vrtra conflic t. ) Hare 
directly, where Brhaspati, the poet of poets (2.23.1) rescues 
the cows (light , speech) from the darkness of the cave of the 
Panis; without the sacred Word and the forces of light (Agni). 
(10.130. 4) "Closely vJaS Gayatrl conjoined with Agni ... " all 
would r emain concealed in darkness and indiscriminate chaos 
(10.129.3). Thus , the ritual act is the most practical of all 
actions in t erms of Lokasafngraha. As Renou puts it, "The duty 
of the.f:~ was to ensure the ordered functioning of the world 
and religious ceremonial by reproducing the succession of cosmic 
events, the ordo rerum, in their acts and in the imagery they 
conceived ." --:Rcligions of Ancient India, p. 17. 
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51 
terms "vrata" and "dharma" both signify the unitary relation-

ship betvleen being and doing, concept and precept. Only the 

~ saw dharma directly, and Veda is the record of those dhih . 

Only they had the gift of non-mediated perception. Nir. 120 

states that, "Seers had direct intuitive insight into duty . 

They by oral instruction handed down the hymns to later 

generations, declining in (power of) oral communication, com-

piled this work, the Veda . . • in order to comprehend their 

meaning . " 

HOvl 

The question of how to conduct such an inquiry has 

been touched upon in the elucidation of the questions IIWhy? " 

and "Where?". A brief summary will serve to make explicit 

what was implicit in the foregoing discussions. It will serve 

to reinfo rce my cla im for the interrelatedness of the questions 

and their centrality to the unique problems inherent in the 

study of Vac. 

51 
Gonda makes the association bet'veen these terms or.. 

p. 218 and p. 223 in his "Het Begrip Dharma In Het Indische 
Denken". 
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In the section "Where?", I have argued for an under-

standing of Tradition ,,,hich allows for the reality of change 

within the authority of a model of continuity which is based 

on the persistence of an experientially-grounded truth 

claim. 

I have argued that the foundation of this truth claim 

is discernable in the 13-g Veda i.n the form of the model which 

the rsi urovides for practical resolution to a fundamental 
-L-O_ • 

concern "'hich is the predicament of wrong relation . In that 

this model stands as the authenticating guide as to what is 

right and wrong relation, I conclude that the Ved7-s -- noting 

that the discussion has centered on the ~g Veda -- must be 

considered as the foundation of tradition and, therefore, the 

starting-point for one outside of the Tradition of an inquiry 

into Indian spirituality. This conclusion is consistent with 

the manner in which the Indian religious Tradition has under-

stood its m"n foundations. 

The texts of 13-g Veda span a period of perhaps a 

thousan~ years, and because they represent a latent and 

fragmented r ecord of what was originally an oral tradition, 

their precise chronology is i mpossible at present to determine. 

Of this problem Renou says, II • • • no definite chronology can 



be established, and this is an embarrassment to Western 
52 

scholars." Much effort has been made to overcome this 

embarrassment . In fact, the majority of nineteenth century 

scholarship was obsessed with this problem, the result of 

which vlaS, as Renou points out, that ". . • various erroneous 

speculations on the chronology of the Veda were advanced, and 
53 

these did great d.isservice to the subj ect." 

The argument on the question of the scope and nature 

of Tradition appear s at first sight to be based on purely 

historica l differences. But this is the case only among 

Western scholars, for the West and the East regard history in 

different ways: In the West, history has generally come to 

be regarded as a process characterized by the progressive un-

folding of truth. Because of this, chronology has figured 

central in the Western world-view, for it is by chronology 

that one has a gauge for truth. India has never subscribed 

to the linear theory of history. There, the rhythms and 

cycles of the perpetual recurrence of day upon night and 

52 
Renou, Religions of Ancient India, p. 2. A recent 

attempt to deal with this question is the ,vork by M. N . Law, 
Age of the &gveda , 1965. The work provides a good his tory of 
the debate. 

53 
Ibid., p. 3. 
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season upon season led to the understanding that what the 

West sees as "origination" is in fact "repetition", and that 

time as history always ultimately turns in upon itself in 

the unalterable rhythm of the recurrence. 

One may say that India has a mythology of recurrence , 

but the understanding of reality as recurrence cannot be 

classified as pure theoria. In orthodox Indian religion, 

conception and perception are seen as complementary modes of 

rela tion betv-Teen individual awareness and reali ty as an 

integral vThole. 

In such a contex t change is not in terms of the 

fundamental structures of consciousness, but in the way the 

fresh data from the ever-deepening experience of consciousness 

is applied to the fundamental structure. Thus, although the 

symbols merge and transform, the structures of those symbols as 

that which they point to and participate in remain basically 

the same. The dialectic between what has often been called 
54 

the mythological and conceptual modes of consciousness is 

54 
This distinction is expressed in various ways. Ernst 

Cassirer speaks of "synthetic supplementation" and "mythic/ 
ideation"; see his Philosophy of Symbolic Forms , Vol. II; ~~~~ 
on Man; "Hyth and Religion", pp. 72-108; Language and Ny th. Eliade 
uses the t erms "Sacred/Profane" and "archaic/modern"; see his 
Images and Symbols and Sacred and Profane. I do not recognize 
such distinc tions t o be valid within the understanding of Tr adi tion 
as discuss ed above . Some of the implications of applying such dis
tinctions to the Indian context are discussed further in Chapter 
III of this work. 



expressive of this deepening experience, and the reflection 

upon it. Within the intellectual tradition this points up 

the fact that continuity is the necessary prerequisite for 

any change that might take place. Change in this sense 

represents a fresh expression of that continuity . Further, 

to understand the central problem in the attempt to make 

sense of the I ndian world-view as an issue on the choice 

between theor-i es of history is to deny the dynamic of con

sciousness upon which that world-view rests. 

38 

What begins as a historical question becomes, from the 

phenomenological standpoint, inquiry into the structure of the 

dynamics of conscious ness. It must be stressed here that I 

am not against the historical concern, but, rather, the 

phenomenon which is my central concern, is, as will be seen, 

best characterized as being a-historical, or trans-historical. 

Just as this dynamic must be considered as central to an 

adequate understanding of continuity within change, so must 

it figure prominent Jy in any discussion of Tradition where 

Tradition is seen as the criterion against which all truth 

claims are judged. 
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55 
Consciousness is considered here in "phenomenological" 

rather than psychological terms; the phenomenon of religious 

consciousness in India prohibits any rigorous distinction 

between behavioral and sociological categories. Consciousness, 

as I am concerned with it, is expressed in terms of the 

dynamics inherent in the quest for resolution of the fundamental 

question thre.ugh r ight relation to Vac. I am concerned with the 

struc tural model \vhich the consciousness of the ~ exemplifies 

in the dynamics of the dual role which the t§i embodies -- from 

the mere po~t caught up in "sorge" or lived-\vorld personal 

realities, to t he visionary as a model of the transcendence of 

personal categories through right relation to Vac. This model 

is the medium of Tradition as "revelation", and, as well, the 

enduring criteria against which Tradition judges itself. 

I do not claim that it is the only possible model. Its 

primary significance lies in the fact that it is clearly 

foundational to t he Tradition, and in that although the form 

55 
The problems inherent in understanding "phenomenology" 

as a methodology have been raised in this chapter and will be of 
concern throughout t h i s work. It is discussed at some length in 
Chapter IV, n. 5. Although the question of methodology is 
important it has been considered only in those contexts where 
it is obviously a problem , and only to the extent tha t such 
problems concern the subject of this work . For this reason, 
such considerations have been dealt with in the footnotes rather 
than the body of the work. 
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in which it is expressed changes, the structure of the model 

endures ,.,ithin the Tradition. Hence my method ,viII be to 

interpret the weaving of structures of data relative to the 

phenomenon of religious experience, as presented in the texts. 

The presuppositions which govern the selection of data concern 

the experience factor which I have defined in fundamental terms 

as it relates to the question of "religion". 

Thus, my method Hill be phenomenological -- to examine 

evider.ce of rel igious experience as it relates to language, and 

"interpretive" in that I will assemble the data acquired 

phenomenologically into constructs of meaning, the defining 

lines of which will be the understanding of Tradition as dis

cussed earlier. 

The language questions will be considered in three 

closely related sets which are the basis of the following three 

chapters: (1) Speech in itself (Vic), (2) Speech (Vic) the 

speaker, and the nature of that which is spoken, and (3) a 

combination of both as Vic pertains to Vedic cosmology/cosmogony . 

These distinctions are nothing more than organizatioml 

conveniences: clearly, the centrality of Vac as sruti to the 

question of Tradition illustrates that Vac is reflective of a 



sophisticated Weltanschauun& which necessarily has a bearing 

on the other sets, especially (3) where, in some respects one 

is dealing \-lith a W~ltbild. This distinction is often 

expressed as one between metaphysics and myth in studies on 

the nature of the third distinction, but I will argue that 

this distinction is valid only as a heuristic device, and 

that the problems which arise within the third set, some of 

which were discussed in the preceding chapt er, do so only 

when this fact is lost sight of. \.[eltbild is always trans

parent to Weltanschauung. However, it is the uniqt:e nature 

of Indian religion, within the contex t of Tradition, that 

the two exist side by side. This point is hardest to argue 

in the ig Veda . Thus, selective but detailed consideration 

has been given to the ~g Veda. I have employed categorical 

distinctions and heuristic devices as a matter of expediency; 

to avoid reductionism I have abandoned these tools \-lhenever 

necessary . Distinctions) methodological or categorical are 

means, not ends in themselves. In the end, the texts must 

be allowed to speak for themselves. I have tried to do this 

41 

by moving with the texts. To attempt to comprehend the imagery 

of the l}g Veda without "moving ll with it can be likened (to use 



a Vedic image) to trying to milk a cow without pulling on the 

teats. 

One runs the risk of moving too fast or too far and 

ending up in a seeming incomprehensible quagmire of identifi

cations, associations and allusions. However, one featur e 

of the Vedic understanding of Vac is the fact that there are 

indications that the question of Vac was understood within 

the complex of a metaphysic to ,;"hi eh Vac itself \"as centra l. 

These indications, although not systematically presented, 

serve to compl i ment the spider' s-\l7eb of images and synibols 

within which the question of V~c is framed. 

42 
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CHAPTER II 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TERt'1 IIVACII 

General Observations 

Hany facts are given concerning the nature of 'lac. 

She was born from the Ak9ara 0.55.1). Prajapati is th e son 

of Vic. She was born from the heavens in the days before 

time (3.39.2). She was the essence of the primordial 

sacrifice (10.130), and was the fir~t sacrificial material. 

She is the warp and woof of all creation (10.130; cf. 6.9.3). 

She is the heraJd cf both wor lds (1.173.3). She is rooted 

in the Ak9ara , and knows no herdsman (3.57.1), so that through 

he-::- multitude of names She has many abodes (10.114.8). Her 

revelation as name is the greatest treasure (10.71.1); she 

has been established as seven paths of Ligh t (the seven I_~i~) 

or the seven rivers of V~c (1.32.12), which are the pillars 

of creation, offering :r:efuge to the troubled mo rtal (10.5.6). 

She is the "Gladdener" who yields food and vigour to man 

(8.89.11). 

43 
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.... , 
) 

Vac is hidden from the ordinary mortal for She is the 

ancient secret of the forefathers (3.39.2): "The sages guard 

the Holy Order and keep the names conc ealed within them" 

(10.5.2). In 7. 82.10, Aditi and Vac are associated (Savitar's 

Song of Praise) : Vac is the "God who strengthens the law." 

The greatest portion of her remains hidden: Ak~ara is h2r 

highest portion; she inhabits the three realms. Ordinary men 

speak only of one-quarter of her; only the Brahmans knov7 al.l 

four divisions (1.164.45). One must strive for effectual Vac 

(5.34.11), and t h is is cha racterized as being a laborious 

enterprise (5.47.1). She transcends normal comprehension 

(8.89.10). She must be -revealed (10.114. 9). She is rrse e. ~1 " 

but only in the "mind's eye" (10.130.6), and expressed through 

poetic wisdom (4 . 11.3). Vac-Sarasvatl strengthens the thoughts 

of man (6.61.4). 

She is kep t secret by Agni (4.5.3), who is ins pired by 

vic (3.27.9). Vac is the Mother (5.47.1) to the Father (Agni) 

(6.10.2). In her highest form (Ak~ara) she is well guarded 

(10.5.2). As effective ritual speech she is fleeting (8.89.10). 

In sp eaking of the i gnoran t man (Nir. 1.19), it is said that: 

she i.s selective to ~"hom she r eveals herself: "He who hath 

made him doth not comprehend him: from h i m who sm" him surely 



is he hidden" (1.164.23): yet, in praise of one who unuer-

stands (Nir. 1.19), ". . . to another hath she shown her 

beauty (as poetic wisdom) as a fond well-dressed woman to 

her husband (10.71.4)." 

One must be worthy of revelation: " . . the voice 

he heard yields neither fruit nor blossom. No part in Vac 

ha th he who hath abandoned his O\vll dear friend (Nir . 1. 20: 

"Friend" = Vac) • . . even if he hears her still in vain he 

listens : naught he knows of righteous action (10.71.5,6)." 

The false attainment of Vac by the sinful leads to entrapment 

rather than transcendence (10.71.9). She presents herself in 

the midst of god-like speakers (8.89.10). She is the result 
1 

of deeds well done (J~ 2.5.2.6 ff .), simply because she is 

revealed in poetic inspiration and never 'understood': "Hhat 

sage hath learned the meter's application? Illio hath gained 

Vac, the Spirits aim and object" (10.114.9). The mystery of 

the meter is spoken of again in 10.130.3-6: "Hhat were the 

hymn, the chant, the recitation, when t:o the Gods all deities 

paid worship? Closely was GayatrI conjoined with Agni ; and 

closely Savitar combined with Usnih". By this knowledge men, 

through the vision of the "mind's eye" were made ~ (v. 6). 

45 

(cf. also Ad . B. 111.13 where Prajapati allots meters to the gods.) 

1 
Jules Eggling , trans. Satapatha-Brahmaq.a, 5 Vols, ~BE, 

F. Max~uller, ed., Delhi: Motilal Banarsidas, 1963 . 
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Whatever the enigmatic and fleeU.ng nature of Vac , 

two things were understood clearly: (1) true speech presents 

itself through inspiration only in the ritual context, and 

(2) there were rig i d linguistic criteria for discriminating 

between the poetic wisdom of transcendence and mere poetic 

talent. The meter of poetic revelation is correspondent to 

Vac as meter vlhich is based on the highest syllable (1.164.23-24). 

He who opposes tradition and thus Stands against Vac 

must die (10.125.6; SB 3.5.1.21; 6 . 1.1.9). 
/ . . 

vac, as srutl, 1S 

the foundation of Tradition . 

In summary, Vac is the multiform manifestation of the 

highest reality, the Imperishable Syllable, which is a mystery 

(1.164.39) . She is revealed through vision to the ~oJorthy ~ 

as name in meter, verse , song, or mantra; as mantra, she is the 

"holy gift from mortal men" (8.9.16). The Akf?ara expresses 

itself as the basis of the mystical riddle (brahman) (1.164.35). 

She represents the self-revelation of Wisdom through the Word: 

thus the dedi.cation of 10.71 to Jn7:lnam. Geldner, in commenting 

on 10.125.8, goes as far as to identify it wi th the Brahman-·Atman 

doctrine. He says, "So ist das Lied eine Vorstufen der PraI)a-

Brahman-~trnan-Lehre. Vg1 . die Verherrlichung de r V~c 8,100,10 
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(101,13-16?); T.Br . 2.8.8.4 fg. und RV. 10.71. Auch die 

Selbstoffenborung der Wissenscha ft in den versen das Nir. 2 , !f." 

The formalization of the potential of the Ak~ara occurs through 

its manifestation a s particularization in name (language is 

made manifest by t h ose who are 'vise in spirit in 10.71. 2), on 

the one hand, while, on the other hand, through right relation 

to Vac the ~ overcomes the "profitless illusion" (10.71. 5) 

of the particular iza tion of mundane rea lity in the tra ns c end ent 

vision of the One, "the S\vift moving" Ak~ara (7.36. 7) • 

Occurences and Meani ng 

2 
In various grammatical forms the term "Vac" occurs 

3 Lf 

frequently in th e ~g Veda , primarily in the ninth manda l a . 

There has been li t tle agreement among those who have tried t o 

categori ze the meaning of the term on a purely linguistic 
5 

basis. Max Huller was perhaps the first to make a simp le 
6 

distinction which t he linguists have adhe red to: tha t is, 

2 
Hermann Gras s mann, Worterbuch Zum l}gveda, Inesbaden : 

Otto Ha rras sowit z , 196 4, lis ts nominitive , voca tive a nd ac cusa
tive f or ms of t he noun. 

3 
, Ibid., Gr assmann lis t s n. occurrences. 
4 

29 times: Singh, Ved ic E ty~o logy , p. 204. 
5 

Grassmann l ists 16 categories of the use of the t er m; 
Singh gives twelve . 

6 " Max· Muller , Lectur es on the Sc i. ence of Language , London: 
Longm8.n , Green , Longman, and Rober ts , 1862 , p . 79 . 



between the use of the term as a tlpersonified tl deity, and 

other uses. This distinction is seen to correspond with the 

classification of the first and last mandalas as the ('later" 

texts in which such "personification" occurs. 

The presumption that the "personification" of Vac is 

a "later development of Vedic religion" has been called into 
7 
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question, as has t he thesis that the first and tenth mandalas 
8 

represent "later" texts. My task here will be to argue that 

it is artificial to distinguish bet\veen the "personified" and 

"non-personifieJ" uses of the term, for Vac is essentially non-

personal, and the language of personhood is not applicable to 

the question. 

It is said that Vac exists as far as prayer ex tends 

(10.114.8); she pervades the entire universe. In 10.5.6, she 

is the axis bet,veen the transcendent and mundane real:ns, and in 

1.173.9, it states that the voice of the priest, as Vac, goes 

between both worlds. She manifests one-quarter of herself in 

7 
Bernard Es sers, Vac, Groningen, thesis, 1952. This is 

the only major work written on Vac. Essers is concerned with 
the structure and development of god-consciousness as reflected 
in Vic and its r elationship to ritual. He reverses the t hesis 
that 'personification' is a later development. He sees the 
SarasvatI-Vac ass ociation of the ~ra.!"tmaI}as 3.S depicting a transi tion 
in the inspirational model from abstraction to nature expression, 
and uses Chan. Up_. 4.5 fL as support fo r his argument (pp. 140 fL ). 
The author disagrees with and argues against Esser's thesis on the 
development of Vac in t he next chapter; he argues that Vac is 
essentially" ... ~ pe rsoonJ.ijk ... " while I argue that the 
unique feature of V~c lies in the fact that it is in itself totally 
non-personal. 

8C. Kanhan Raja , lis ya Viimasya Hymn, Hadras: Ganesh and 
Co. (Madras) Private Ltd., 1956, pp. xxvii ff. 



the mundane world as the prayer, sacred song, or brahman. 

This reveals a basic fact which is consistent with the 

occurrence of the term throughout the 13-g Veda. The term is 

always used to refer to any sound which is called "speech" 

when it is perceived to be a spontaneous response to an 
9 

intima te relation with a "pm.er". 

As 'voice', ". • singers in their song uplift their 

voices . . . with steady purpose .. " (6.67.10; see also 

2.21.6; 7.22.3). As the faculty of speech we are told that 

Soma, in his search for the gods, raised his voice, and 
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" • flowed upon his way . . ." (9.78.1), and thf:l t, ". . . this 

Soma flo,,7s along, raising a vigorous voice that \.akens with the 

dawn" (9.84.14; see also 9.86.33) Vac is speech or decree in 

10.166.3; 1.79.10; 5.76.1. She is prayer, song, chant, hymn 

in 1.40.6; 1.53.1; 1.92.9; 1.112.24; 1.130.9. She is the meter 

of the hymn, or a line of the verse in ~B 8.5 . 4 . 1; 10.5.2.15. 

She does not exp~ess herself solely through humans, for it is 

said that the fro gs in inspiration lifted up their voice 

(8.103.1), and in 8 . 89 .11, it is said that, " anima ls of 

9 
The term "power" is discussed on p. 51 ff. 
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every figure speak to her . " The priest speaks to the 

Soma-stones, and they carry the speech to Indra (10.94.1). 

She is a supra-natural controlling Itpm.;rertr, transcendent and 

imminent in 1.164.45; 10.71.1; 10.114; 10 . 125, and in A~ 9.12.5 

and 10.2.7. She is the trcontinuous voices in the wood (9.7.3), 

who was born from the Ak~ara" (3. S5 .1) • 

The term which is used to denote mundane sound, outside 
10 

of the context of the trpov!er" relation is "svanatr. In the 

~g Veda it is lIsed to denote the sound of the wind (9.70.6), or 

the sound of fire (1.104.11; 10.3.5), or the sound of rain 

(9.41.3), or of water in genera l (10.75.3). The term is also 

used in this WCl.y in the eIta in 1.39; 12.39; 19.13. 

Because the distinction between V~c as supra-natural 

exp r ession of trpower" and svana as meI'e mundane "sound" is 

clear throughout the ~g Veda it is improbable that as ;'lax N~ller 

declared, "The Brahmans in the hymns of the Veda, raised language 

to the rank of a deity, as they did with all things of which they 
11 

kne~.;r not what they were." 

10 
Singh, Vedic Etymo10JQ:, p. 204. 

11 
Max Huller, Lectures on the Science of Language , p. 79. 



The Inter-relatedness of Phenomena 

In the Vedas there is a multiplicity of associations 

of relationship between the vast range of powers and the 

mediums through which these powers are manifest. The com-

' plexity of these phenomena has led to theories on the nature 
12 

of Vedic religion which recent scholarship has sho~n to 

12 
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H. Oldenberg in his Ancient India-Its Language and 
Religions, Calcutta: Punthi Pustak, 1962 (reprint, no original 
date given), pp. 45-83, gives a brief account of the difficulties 
encountered in t he attempt to understand the nature of Vedic 
religion, and some of the early theori es regarding the nature 
of it. Max M~ller, in his Lectures on the Origin and Growth 
of Religions , as Illustrated by the Reli gions of India, London : 
1878 and later editions, speak3 of the evolution o~ religion 
through the physical, anthropological and psycholo gical stages. 
He considers the r el i gion of the Vedas an examp le of the first, 
"the babbling of child-humanity" (quoted in Ranade, H:istory 
of Indian Philosophy , Vol. II. Poona: 1927, p. 3). It was 
Muller who first coined the term 'henotheism' which describes 
an essential fact of Indian religious l ife which is the tendency 
to associate or identify a variety of powers or attributes of 
distinct entities or powers to a single power, god, person, or 
entity at a particular time. This tendenty, the operation of 
it, and the understanding of reality on which it is found ed 
is the topic of this part of our discussion: the 'nature of 
Vedic religion', the 'relationship of the Vedic Pantheon' • 
the question of 'polytheism' versus 'monotheism' and the 
development from one to the other are , by their very magnitude, 
beyond the scope of this discussion although it is hoped that 
examination of the phenomenon with which we are concerned here, 
because of its centrality to the Indian religious consciousness, 
will shed some small amount of light upon these questions. 



13 
be simplistic. 

Renou holds that this tendency to seek principles of 
14 

association is inherent in the Indian mentality. He says, 

"The Indian mind is constantly seeking hidden correspondences 

between things which belong to entirely distinct conceptual 
15 

systems." The presupposition that the various conceptual 

systems are "entirely distinct" no longer seems as valid as 
16 

it once did in light of recent scholarship. It is clear 

13 
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Especially Gonda's Some Observations on the Rela tio ns 
Between "Gods" and "Pm"ers" in the Veda , ~os of t he Ph r as e 

'SUNUt! SA~'. The Hague: Bouton and Co., 1957. He demonstr a tes 
that on the basis of the na tm:e and complexity of "pmver rela tion-
ships", the historical and theologi ca l classifications of 
earlier studies are abusive to what is essentially a profound 
and sophisticated view of Reality. 

14 
L. Renou, Religions of Ancient India, New York: 

Schocken Books, 1968, p. 18. 
15 

Ibid., p. 18. 
16 

Gonda, Observations, illustra t es that,with regard to 
power relationships, the fact that they were perceptually founded 
rather than conceptua lly fabricated renders the idea of "con
ceptual distincti ons " iuapplicable here: "conce}!tual distinctions" 
have been the obsession of Western scholars ~vhile in Indi.a no 
rigorous separation of concept and precept has been recognized 
within the religious life. Gonda shows that categorization on 
the be.sis of precep ts is i mp ossible due to the integral under
standing of reality i n India. Renou seems to tend in this 
direction of interpretation when he sp eaks of a sort of "collective 
yoga" (Religions, p. 18), developing apparently as early as the 

(con tinued) 
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that such associations in the Vedic literature are associations 

perceptually based. Only in a secondary sense do they represent 

a "conceptualization". Further, India has not recognized a 

fundamental distinction in the different darsanas - they are 

regarded as different approaches (views) of a single truth. 

The terms most frequently used to describe this 

tendency are 'bandh~t~' and 'nidana' which refer to connections 

bet~veen seemingly different things, connections which are not 

discernable to those who are lacking in vision (dhIQ). These 

16 (continued) 
~g Veda, but he does not follow his point up. Gonda elaborates 
further on this idea in his study Ojas and Augos , pp. 74 ff. He 
speaks of the necessity of making distinctions in the use of 
terminology and the applicability of such distinctions within 
different contexts. His concern is a phenomenological one. He 
says, 

. . The ancient Indians and t heir relatives in Iran 
assumed the existence of a large number of 'power 
substances' which though often partly identical in 
scope and function, or co-operating in producing the 
same or similar effects, possessed, as a rule, enough 
distinctive traits of characteristics to be marked 
out from each other. The use of such vague and general 
terms as power, and especially the prede1ection for a 
term corning of a tainted stock like mana . . . may . . . 
easily lead us to overlook distinctions w:lich in such a 
complicated and almost systematised culture as the ancient 
Indian was, are real and essential . Ojas and Augos, p. 74. 

It should be noted that in Observations which is a later work con
cerned entirely wi th Indian religion his distinctions are concerned 
with the scope and, primarily, function of powers, and his phenomeno
logical use of the reference material illustrates that such 
distinctions are far from absolute. 
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terms are most frequently applied to the Brahmc:.~, but it 

has been shmvn that the phenomenon is not restricted to the 

Brihma~ic literature , but persists throughout the ~ruti texts 

in various r.lanners which bear different but related designa-
18 

tions. The meaning of the term lupanisad l indicates that 

the Tradition under s tood the inter-relatedness of the sruti in 

17 
For a brief discussion of this point see Ranade, 

History, Vol. II, pp. 61-63. 
18 

Renou makes this point with sufficieLt authority that 
hi.s argument deserved to be quote<i in f ull : 

It is known that the ~gveda presupposes a system of 
correlations and homologies between the divine and the 
ritual world (that which \OJe believe, is designa ted by 
the tern ~); it is no less evident , even though less 
often noted, that the basis of the though t of the 
BrahmaDas-Aravyakas-Upani9ads consists in bringing out 
some of these similarities (those which have a justifica
tion for the under8tanding of the described rite or myth. 
This is what the Brahmanas call nid~na or bandhuta . 
or further, occasionally, ayatan~"place (ideal)" 
prati \,.~ "point of support (symbolic)" . . . saIjlpad 
"(numerical) congruence" ... adesa "(correlative) 
indication". The very word upanisad strictly speaking sig-
nifies lIthe relation between two semantic planes, oriented 
sometimes to adhyatrrlan, sometimes to adhidaivatam" ... 
in liaison with the verbal expression ~a-as \.;rhich itself 
implies an equivale~ce, atmanam upas i ts atmety ev~ . 
. . . Also cf. Pra tika in the sense of "symbol" or vidya 
in the sense of "knowledge" (consisting of understanding 
a correlation). Already t he Ji8.veda, hymn X, 130 relative 
to the creation of the Sacrifice had put among the 
essential elements of the sacrifice, beside prania "norm" 
and pratima ("counter·-norm, rejoinder"), the-n=fdana, 
that is to say the "link expressed or felt between the 
act and the object \Olhich animates it". But nothing of 
the "chains of ontological agreement s" any longer subsist 
in the " sma_£..ta" portion of the Veda; the Kalpa, in 
particular, is exclusively technical and strictly 
descriptive . . . whi le the Brahmavas have nothing vf the 
kind. Renou, Destiny of the Veda in India, pp. 76-7, n. 7. 
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19 
such a ma.nner. 

Myths in the Brahma!las which attempt to explain hm" 

the bandhus came about do so in picturesque language describing 

various competitions between the gods, with the bandhus as 
20 

reward. The llo/ths are inadequate as explanations in themselves 

19 
Renou, Religions, p. 18: 

In the Upani~ads, all these correspondences are reduced 
to the comprehensive equation atman/brahman , \"hich 
appeared to the new kavis as a resume of the whole of 
Vedic though~. The word upani~ad itself, as it is first 
used in the Satapatha Brahma~a, means only 'equivalence' . 
According to S' , B. X,4, 5,1, the function of the 'Jpani9ad 
is to formulate: Agni is the l-lind, Agni is the Sun, 
Agni is the Year. Hence the aim of the whole of Vedic 
thought may be expressed as the attempt to formulate 
~pani9ads (or, "equivalences") . 

This is another fact in support of the argument that the sruti 
literature is an intF!gral unit and must be regarded as such in 
any understanding of the Tradition. 

20 
See Ranade, History, Vol. II, pp. 61-62 . One example 

cited to il l ustrate the point: 
The gods did not agree as to which one of them should 
drink first of King Soma: They desired each of the~: 
'Let me drink first, let me drink f irst." They cOlr.ing 
to an agreement, said: "Come: let us run a race. 
Whichever of us wins he shall drink Soma first." "All 
right." They ran a race. As they started forward, in 
the course of the race, Vayu got ahead and took the 
lead. • .. Now Indra perceived of Vayu, 'He is winning .' 
He ran up to his side saying, "Let us share together, 
and so let us both win." Vayu answered , " No : I alone 
shall win." "A third for me : so let us win together," 
said Indra. " No," he replied: "I alone shall '.Jin." "A 
fourth for me: so let us win together," persisted Indra. 
"Be it so," replied Vayu. . .. Hence Indra has a quarter 
as his portion, Vayu three-quarters. (Aitareya Brahmava, 
II, 25). 
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but they point to the fact that the bandhus were formed on the 

basis of intimate 'power relationships' rather than super-

ficial descriptive or symbolic similarities. Thus Ranade says: 

• • . through what causes or circums tances can things 
have a relat ion of bandhuta b etween them subs equently 
leading to an assertion of their downright identity? 
To the Brahma~a seer this does not appear to have been 
a very great problem. One thing is quite clear . I t 
was not a case of mere symboli sm. This latter idea 
is for t he mos t part foreign to Hindu r eligious 
philosophy. Even the i mages worshipped in l a ter Hindu 
temples are not to be viewed a s mere symbols or represen
tatives. They are permeated by actual divine presence; 
and ther e is a regular ce remony (the Pr13.r;,apra tish t ha) 
for invoking the spiri t of God to abide wi t hin it. The 
Brahma"0as a t any rate show clear indicatiQns of a belief 
in the presence of some subtle, secret, and mystic bond 
connecting a thing and its bandhus, and the bandhus 
amongst thef.1se lves. The bond is subtle, and none but 
priestly wisdom could discover it; and it is hidden, 
for, Parokshaprivi hi Devab : the Gods love what is 
hidden. 2I 

Further, it can be said t hat the seers und erstood the rela ti on-
22 

ships in perceptual rather tha n conceptual terms. 
23 

The dynamics of the pOHer relations are very comp lex . 

The term frequently us ed to denote such power is 'tejas' (energy ). 

21 
Ranade, His t ory, VoL II, pp. 62-63. 

22 
Ranade, Ibid., p. 63, cites what can only be considered 

feeble attempts t o unde~stand the phenome~a in ' conceptual ' rather 
tha n 'perceptual ' t erms: many such at t empts involve speech throu gh 
the develop ment of fanciful etymo logie3 and the attempt to relate 
the power exchange to the relationship between the meters of the 
sacred hymns to the correct performance of ritual action. 

23 
See GonGa ' s Observ~tion~ , and Qjos and Augos. Full 

discussion of these relations is well beyond the scope of t his 
thesis; they will be discussed here and elsewhere only as they 
pertain to Vac and only wher e they pertain to the very core of 
the argument . 
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Rather than being a subjective fantasy, it was understood as 

an actual interna l force which could inhere in gods, people 

(particularly the ~), and things. Something or someone 

possessed of ~ej as is spoken of not as being possessed of 

tejas, but of being tejas itself. Here it functions as a 

proper name, denotative of a model of . relation which, in the 

case of E, is transcendent of these factors of individuality 

and personality of the rsi involved. Gonda says that, " ... an 
...&....<--

enumeration of entities or phenomena which, each of them, is a 

tejas is given in MEH. 13,104,62 ff.: fire, cow, brahman, sun, 

man Great r~is, earth, fire, are elsewhere (13,22,10) 
24 

likewise called t e jas." The term indicates a substantial 
25 

relation which tra ns cends descriptive differentiations. 

The 'power ' can be assumed (SB. 5,2,3,8), endowed or 

'sprinkled' (SB. ~ .3,5,8). It is not a 'spiritual' phenomena 

in that the t~j a~ may assume a material form such as where the 

sun is called the tej as of the year (SB. 10,2,6,2): this is 

24 
Cited in Observations, p. 62. 

25 
'Tej~~ ' cannot be understood as a proper 'essence': 

~)B. 10,6,5,2 sp c ~lks of both the tej as (ener gy) and the r as a 
(essence) of th e Primeval Man. The t r ans formation of te jas 
into fire i s a modi fication of form within a single set; the 
essence (rasa) i s not modi f ied, but is expressed in another 
form or medium. Thus fire and the Primordial Man are one in 
essence and iden cical while the form of that ess ence which i s 
expressive of a s ;} t e jas or ' energy' manifestat.ion varies. 
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further evidence of the perceptual nature of the phenomenon of 

power relation in support of the argument that the bandhuta. 

associations are experientially grounded . The power can be 

transferred dB. 6,7,1,4;9) betvleen the "entirely distinct" 

realms of the animate and inanimate. It can be detached from 

the bearer or medium (SB.7,4,1,39), or it might be stolen (}R . 

1,160; 2,242). The power may simply depart from the medium 

dB. 12,7,2,1) ,,,hich is especially relevant in the case of the 

r9is who strive to maintain the gi f t of t he ' visior-' (dhI). 

/ 

The power can be transformed in form as in SB. 10,6,5,2 

where the .!..ej as of the Primev21 Purusha was transformed into 

fire. Thus when it says that a thing is transformed into or 

becomes so~~thing els e apparently quite different the trans-

formation must be understood to occur only at the phenomenal 

level with regard to the form (rupa) of t he pmver. This is a 

crucial point if we are to understand the complexity of different 

symbols which are used interchangeably to refer to Vac. 

Another crucial point with r egard to the :rE1is and the 
, 

capaci ty for vision is founrJ in the CO!ltext of SB. 12,7,2,4; 

12,7,3,12: here the A~vins are called tejas, and they are also 

called the visual faculty. If one sacri f ices to these gods the 

capacity for vision as well as tejas will be given t o the sacrificer 



by the priest. The relationship between tejas and the eyes 
26 , 

is also mentioned in~. 12,7,1,2. In AV. 1,35,3 we are 

told that a priest reciting an incantation has sufficient 

mastery over tejas that he can inject the pmver into someone 
27 

else. Gonda points out that the mundane and the supra-

59 

mundane co-opera te in generating mediums of power . AV. 1,35,3 

provides an example \vhere the mundane and the supra-mundane 

are expressed within a single phenomenon : the individual 

personality as poet (kavi) in conjunction with the trans-

personal or transcendental v i sion becomes a~, and is 
28 

able thereby to generate further mediums of power. This 

two-fold role, which the term ~ denotes , resides in the 

trans-forma tive abi l ity of the tejas (energy, power) through 

26 
The importance of the pmver relations to the capacity 

for 'vision' of the ~ which determines the proximity of th e 
rji to reality i n itself through trans cendence in vac will be 
discussed in full beloV!o 

27 
See Observations, p. 60. 

28 
The .r£ as a trans-personal model of righ t relation 

to reality through speech is the topic of the following chapter 
and will be discussed in full th ere . Note number 33 of this 
section anticipates the argument. 
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29 
various rupas . Thus, a medium or beare r which is the form 

(~) of a power is that power, and, in turn, has the reciprocal 
30 

capacity to generate that pmver . Here association is identi t y . 

Nama- Ru.pa 

Philosophically, this phenomena was unders tood within 

the question of t be r€la t ionshlp 'oetv;een nelme and form (nZi ma and 

29 
The idea of the two-fo ld role i s one that is central 

to the Indian mentality . It is the i dea t hat one entity can 
embody t\vO J:lutual l y cOQtradictory elemcm:s in harmony . Thi:; 
can be seen not only in the rs i, but in the character of various 
deities in t he Hindu panthco~s-uch as Siva and Kali. Of t en i . t 
appears in the cort,bination of a deit~1 and the con'sort. It is 
also fundamental to the Indian understandi~g of the nature of 
history where novelty does not occur . Moore expresses it in 
the following manner: 

destruction i s only reproduction in an~ther 
form; and as creation is a modification of a pre-existing 
format ion of matter , the creative, as 'Nell as the 
destructive power, is thus admit ted to be also, although 
less evidently , in constant ac t ion . Such ac tion is, 
hO\-7ever, inevitable in its results , and (he principle 
or power exciting it, is less ardently, and less 
consc i ously, invoked and propitiated t han its destructive 
precursor; although their reciprocal action and reac tion 
have caused a sort of unity of character. 

(Hindu Pantheon, p . S.) 
For the Indian r eligious mind the distinctions such as creation! 
destruction, personal/impersonal , etc . are not ab201 u te in 
themselves but serve , rather, within a complex which is dialect ical 
in nature to point beyond such distinctio ns to the integrity of 
reality. 

30 
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31 
rupa): they provided a metaphysical analysis for the bandhuta 

and an explanation as to why "bonds" of relation could be drawn 

betyleen what appear to be "entirely distinct" entities to the 

undiscerning observer. 

Polynomy, in the Vedic context, is not simply the 

indication of a 'highly personal' relation wherein the names 

and attributes of mar;.y gods have been combined in one. Rather, 

31 
Ranade, History, Vol. II, pp . 63-4, relates the 

questions of bandhu and n~ma-rQpa, as does Gonda in Observa tions, 
pp. 45-58. The more obvious ly 'philosophic' a s pects of t his 
question with regard to metaphysics and personhood will be 
dealt with a gain. The references to n~ma and rGpa used h er e 
which are non-Upani ::;;adic aloe considered by the author to b e 
'philosophic' in na ture by virtue of their centrality to the 
metaphysics of vac. 

The one major work written on the subject of nama-fG~ 
is interesting and provocative; lhrlya Fa lk, N~ma-Rfip a a nd 
Dharma-Rupa: Origin and Aspects of an Ancient Indian Conc ep tion. 
Calcutta: Uni versity of Calcutta Press, 1943. The work is 
inadequa te in tha t the author draws relationships betwee n 
symbols without providing adequate justification for doing so. 
This is most evident in the section on the ~g Veda wher e s he 
claims the concep ts originate: her argument presumes a metc_
physic which is dualistic in form, but she does not demonstrate 
how this is anything more than a presumption within the context 
of the k Veda itself. 

The mos t comprehensive ~vork on the phenomenon of names 
and naming is Gonda ' s Note s on Names and the Name of Go d in 
Ancient India, Amsterdam : North-Holland Publishing Comp any , 1970. 
Of particula r interest are pp. 7-37, and pp. 79-90. 
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it is that, ac cording to Gonda, 

The idea underlying these names, is irrespective of 
the vagueness of the conception of the divine powers, 
no doubt the conviction that every superhuman potency 
or phenomenon has two aspects, which can for the sake 
of simplicity be called 'personal' and 'impersonal', 
or -- to express it otherwise -- the belief that t here 
must be sentient and rational beings 'possessing ', 
supervising and representing the mighty and often 
dangerous powers which make their presence felt in the 
universe • . . The endless repetition of these qualifi
cations of the gods is not only a poetical device; it 
serves to strengthen and stimulate the god's powers 
and fj~ulties and his readiness to give evidence of 
them. 

The name is thought to bear the particular power essence of 

the person or thing it denotes; the name is that Vlhich is 

infinite (BIh. Up . 3.2.12) only the form is phenomenal and 

finite. To gain control over a group of people one must know 

all their names (AV. 712. 2); 1ike\vise for control over bodily 

sores one must know their proper names (AV.6.83.2). 

The reality of name is identical to the highest reality 

which is ground of all speech, and, therefore, all particularity 

as individuali ty in name and form. Nama is the po~ver behind 

all rup~; thus we are told that Tvashtar formed the Parents 

through the process of naming. It is in conjunction '''ith forms 

(the meter of Mantra) that the pari-nama the Aksara manifests 

32 
Gonda, Observations, p. 50. 
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itself. Simila rly, as in _RV 8,41,3 and 5, it is through the 

power of name a s the matrix of form that the transcendental 

Vac manifests itself as the revealed Hord. 

By the metaphysic implied all language is etiological 

in that the essence of reality in name is transcendent of 

that which a particular name denotes, be it a 'power', a 

person, an object or any other phenomenal reality of particular 

designation. Thus the constant interchange between the mundane 

and the transcendent which is expressed in the many symbols 

denoting the different names, roles and functions of Vac, 

as "lell as the arr,biguous figure of 
33 

the individual personality 

of the kavi (poet) who transcends his individuality in the 
34 

vision (dhl) exemplify both sides of what Gonda has called 

the 'personal' and 'impersonal' aspects of the power relation . 

33 
C. Kunhan Raja, in his Poet-Philosophers of the ~~da: 

Vedic and Pre-Vedic, Madras: Ganesh and Co., 1963, says of 
such ambiguity: 

The ordinary elements in a poet, like the ordinary man, 
remain within him along r.vith the immortal element whi ch 
is special in the poet [~]. The body and other 
features in a poet are in common with the ordinary 
mortals . When he becomes immortal (,.,hen the 'poet T 

transcends his individuality and personality through 
the vis i on) it is only in a certain factor in him tha t 
there is his speciality, not found in common m2n. (p. 30). 
The question of the two-fold nature is the central 
concern of the next chapter. 
34 

Observations, p. 50. 
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Several significant conclusions can be based on th~ 

preceding discussion: (1) the Vedic understanding of pmoJer 

relationships was sufficiently complex and subtle th~t there 

is no basis for characterizing the texts, as Max Muller did, 
35 

as the "babbling of child-humanity"; (it calls into question 

the many theories regarding the "primitivism" of the Vedic 

world-view). ( 2) that this understanding is grounded in the 

reality experience rather than being conceptual fabrications, 

and (3) that thi s understanding of the nature of pm-ler relation-

ships allows f or the association and finally, identi f ication of 

different 'power mediums '. I-.Then imagery is understood within 

the synthesis o f a metaphysic it becomes methodologically sauna 

to collate the random specific references to V~C together with 

those power mediums with which Vac is associated or identified, 

for by the metaphysics of Vac all associations with Vac are 

ultimately identifications with Vdc. 
36 

Studies all RV 1.164.39 ,41,42,45 indicate that there 

is good reason to understand the question of Vac in metaphysical 

35 
Cited in Ranade, History, Vol . II, p. 3. See note #12, 

this chapter . 
36 

Two studies are of primary importance here: J . A. B. 
vanBuitenen , I!Ak~ara", JAOS, Vol. 79 (1956) p? 176-187 con
siders the passages in ques tion and relates his findings to 
later texts; Norman i-l. Brown, "Ag!li , Sun, Sacrifice and Vac: 
A Sacerdotal Ode by Dl r ghatamas" , JAOS, Vol . 88 (19 68 ) pp . 199-218 
considers t he passages wi thin t he limi ts of 1.164. \~. S . 
Agrawala, Vi sion in Long Darkness, Va r anas i., 1963, is of little 
use in that he employs the zaroksa, or esoteric ~vay, to gather 
together a vast range of information \vithout providing any clear 
indication of how this material can be related . 



terms. These passages provide the basis from which the later 
37 

and more systema tic philosophies of language developed. 

The passages in question have been translated by 
38 

Norman H. Brown as follows: 

39. The ak~ara of the~, on which the gods 
in highest heaven have all taken their seat -
what will he who does not know it accomplish 
by means of the ~. Jus t those T...rho know it 
sit together . 39 

41. The buffalo cow (Vac) lowed, fahsioning 
the t umultuous chaotic floods, having become 
one-footed, t wo-footed, four-footed, eight
foot ed , nine-footed, she who in highest 
heaven has a thousand syllables. 40 

42. Frcm her (Vac) flow forth the (heavenly) 
oceans, in cons equence of which the four 
directions exist. From her flows the ak~ara ; 

on it this entire (organized) universe 
has its existence. 41 

37 
Renou, Destiny of the Veda in India, p. 34: "It 

would be convenient to say a word here on the philosophers of 
language , whose speculations, it i s known, have their roots 
in the most ancient Veda. The famous verse in catvari vak 
parimiUi padani, RV, II (sic), 164, 45, corroborated on the 
vivid regis t er by-th e cat~i s~I].ga of RV, IV, 58,3, is, so 
to speak, the charac ter of this philosophy." 

38 

39 

40 

41 

"Agni, Sun, Sacrifice and Vac", pp. 216-17. 

rico akshare parame vyoman yasmin deva adhi visve 
nishedu~ / yas na veda kim rica karishyati ya it 
tad vidus ta i me sam asate. (39) 

gaurlr mimaya salilani t akshaty ekapadI dvipadI sa 
catushpadl / ash~apadI navapadi babhuvushI 
sahasrakshara parame vyoman (41) 

tasyai). samudra adhi v i ksharanti tena jIvanti 
pradi~a~ catasrab / tatab ksharaty aksharam 
tad vi~vam upa jlvati (4 2) 
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45. Vic was divided into four parts. These 
those BrahmaI;taS vIi th insight (and hence 
immortality) knmv. Three parts, which are 
hidQen, mortals do not activate; the fourth 
part they speak. 42 

He understands the importance of vv. 39-42 to be in the fact 

they offer an account of the origin of unorganized matter 

from Vic. He says, "Thus DIrghatamas indicates the place of 

the ~_~ in the co s mic evo lution: it provided the !!l_<.!.I.:!t_I..~.'§ 

which the first sacrificers used to organize the unorganized 
43 

material of the universe and to produce the Sun . " On vv. 

41-42 van Buitenen states that, "Already in the J3.gveda S2IJlhita 

ak£ra cla.ims th2 position of a supreme principle, without 
44 

hmvever for a momen t ceasing to mean "syllable". He also 

relates the ak~ ara to the ritual context in a manner which 

supports the position stated earlier regarding the question of 

Tradition and continuity; that is, that the question of Vac 

provides a mode l which serves as a cen tral principle of 

continuity wi thin the Tradition. He says, 

42 

43 

catviri vak parimita padani tani vidur brahmal)a 
ye manIshiI}al) / guha trII)i nihita nenga:,,·.nti 
turiyaIIi vaco manushya vadanti (45) 

"Agni, Sun, Sacrifice and Yae", pp. 209-10. 
44 

"Ak~ara" , p. 177. 
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••. for speech, that is the ritually powerful 
utterance, to be effective at all, it must be 
spoken in conjunction with the ritually powerful 
fire of the sacrifice. But this fire, too, is 
effective only in conjunction with the appropriate 
formula e . Together they originate, inseparable, 
in the womb of the true order [cf. RV 6.16.35-36]. 

The birth of Word and Fire is a cosmic event which 
is reproduced in the sacrificial area but happened 
primordially , at the beginning of creation. But 
once reproduced in the sacrificial area, this area 
itself b ecomes the matrix of the cosmic order: it 
is the source from which the brahman is born to 
beget of f spring again, the source of the ever
lasting continuity of the true order which, after 
its firs t initiation in heaven, is perpetuated 
ever since . Every single t erm at some tiITle wil l 
become the epitome of this total conception: 
etaj j yotir etaa ak~aram etat sat yam etad brahma -
it is almost a refrain in the upani~ads.45 

He makes it clear that the ques tion of continuity is at stake 

when he states that, 

Unless we understand the significance of the 
ritually effective Word fo r a class of priests for 
whom t he cosmic order was predicated upon the 
ritual order, and the significance of the actual · 
manifestation of that Hard in the embryonic 
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Syllable which grows into the fully potent brahman, 
we shall misunderstand the more advanced speculations 
which are inspired by this central ritual event. 46 

There seems to be a n ambiguity inherent in the language used 

45 
Ibid . , p. 178. 

46--

Ibid . , p. 179. 
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here: terms like "origination'!, and "beginning" are not 

compatible with "actual manifestation". Aksa.ra as the 
--'"---

basis of "actual manifestation" as brahman or name indicates 

an understanding of reality which is essentially metaphysical 

and out of keeping with the language of "creativity". 
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CHAPTER III 

THE NATURE OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETI~EEN VAC AND ~~IS 

The purpose of this chapter will be to inquire into 

and elaborate upon, through interpretation, the structures 

of the model of consciousness ~"hich the Ji"9i- figure examplifies. 

In this context the inquiry into the structures of this model 

will be at the same time an inquiry into the structure of 

reality itself, for, as the Sacred Word stands to the ~ 

they, in terms of that which is Real, are one and the same in 

that it is through the consciousness of the r.9i as "vision" 

(~) that reality expresses itself as that ,,,hich is heard, 

sruti. 

The phenomenon of the Verla presents itself first and 

foremost as the phenomenon of language and revelation; that 

is, that which is knmvn, Veda, is that which is heard, sruti, 

by way of the vision, dhiQ, of that which is heard. To see 

in a par ticular way is to hear tha t ~vhich is mos t sacred and 

most real, and that is to knm". That which is to be heard 

reveals itself, it appears as that which is. 

It is significant that the most sacred literature in 

India, the very fountainhead of the Hindu tradition is called 
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sruti. Sruti denotes Ittha t which is heard ll
, and we are told 

that the medium of Itthat which is heard lt is the transcendental 

vision, dhIQ, of the~, the hero-poet. Such seeing as the 

medium for a high er listening bespeaks the nature of the 

hymns of these t exts as the sacred revelation of a reality 

which presents i t self to a select few. My concern will be 

to demonstrate how the relationship o f the t$i to the language 

of revelation, the sruti hymns, functions as a structural 

model of the experience of transcen.dence. 

The rela tionship of the terms Itveda", Itsruti", and 

IIdhfl}1t ("~eda" or that Vlhich is known; IIsruti lt that which is 

heard as that which is known; Itdhll)" the vision by which that 

which is heard as the known is presented) indicates the 

centrality of the £~ as the model of right resolution to 

Reality by virtue of the fact that the term ltJ:;qi" i mp lies a 

unique relation t o language . To be discerning, to "see" (dhl) , 

is to be in right relation to Vac . Language is that which is 

the Real. To be Real is one with Vac. Vac is that which is 

Real: to be Real means to be one with Vac. 

Because Veda and the ~ are inter-related in their 

conunon matrix which is Vac how one understands Veda ,viII at 



the same time be a reflection of how one interprets the 

phenomenon of the ~9i. The ~ were the seers of mantra, 

and, at the same time, the speakers of that >v'hich was seen. 

The product of such speaking is Veda. Herein lies the 

question raised earlier of how one is to understand the 

significance of Veda regarding the question of Tradition. 

The Tradition has insisted that the language of Veda is 

of the nature of revelation (gruti) 'vhile Western scholars 

of the Veda have, as Renou has done, characterized it as 

an "invention" \vh i ch is "mythological" in nature. He says, 

in speaking of the uniqueness of the ~ Veda: " in 

richness of rr,ytho l ogical invention and assured handling of 

mythical themes , t he ~gveda was destined to have no successor; 
I 

Vedism is a mytho l ogy that is broken off abruptly." 

There is a fundamental conflict here in that the 

terms "revelation" and "invention" contradict one another: 

certainly no Western scholar who studies India , and who 

understands himself to be within the fold of the truth claims 

and authority st:ructures of a non-Indian tradition which is 

based on revelation , would accept an understanding of that 

I 
Renou, Religions of Ancient India, p. 23. 
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revelation as fabrication or invention. The West understands 

the reality of revelation to be essentially historical. When 

the question of the relationship between mythology and 

revelation has arisen in the West it has also been understood 

in historical terms. In this light, Eliade, an earnest 

student of the phenomena of myths and myth-making speaks of 

the historical reality of Jesus as the Christ at the point 
2 

where "Time itself is ontologised". If history is the arena 

of that which is Real, then it follO\.;s that that Hhich is non-

historical is non- real, untrue. 

Van Bui tenen discl'.ssed the term "revelation" and 

its implications in the Indian context. He says, 

The Hord ' Revelation' itself is deceptive. The 
Veda is by no means considered God's Hord. At 
no specific point of time did Go d interrupt the 
course of history by the revealing of a new truth. 
Revelation is neither theistic nor historic. Nor is 
it a 'Holy Wri t' . 

In its entirety the Veda stands revealed at 
the beginning of creation, it is given with the 
1;Jorld. At its dawn the ancient seers (S~) saw 
the Veda, which they thenc e transmit ted to their 
pupils . • .• It is not historic, in the sense 
that it i s datable; for when creation gives way to 
dissoluti on and r ecreation, the Veda re-emerges with 
the world itself. Bei ng eternal , it is simultaneous; 
any part may be used to elucidate any other part 

2 
Eliade, Images and Symbo ls, p. 169. 
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within each of the two Portions. Knowledge of it is 
not a matter of course, but the fruit of laborious 
and assiduous study. And the student, thus 
engaged in the sacred study, is conscious of continuing 
a life line which for us stretches back over a hundred 
and fifty generations;~ut to him to eternity.3 

It is useful at this point to anticipate part of the 

discussion of the nex t chapter to further cl~rify the question 

of the nature of "revelation". The darsanas of Nyaya and Himamsa 

hold opposing views of the question: the former hold that sruti 

is created by God, while the latter maintain that sruti is the 

matrix of rea lity itse lf. Sruti is eternal, pre-exis ting both 

men and gods, unalterable , and infallible. The view- put fo rward 

by Sankara incorporates the view of MImamsa within the under-

standing of Brahman as the Sole Reality. Thus, Sankara maintains 

that, "The authoritativeness of the Vedas has been proved 'from 

its independence', based on the original (eternal) connection of 
4 

the word with its sense ('the thing signified')." He does not 

hold with the sphotavadins that the word is the material cause 

3 
J. H. B. van Buitenen, Chapters in Indian Civilization, 

Vol. I, pp. 3, 4. 
4 

Vedanta Sutras, George Thibaut, trans. Vol. I, p. 201. 
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of the world: Brahman is the material cause of the world. The 

phrase, "origination of the world from the 'word l
" refers to the 

fact that, " ... while there exists the ever lasting words , 

whose essence is the power of denotation in connection ,,7ith 

their eternal sense . • . the accomplishment of such individual 

things as are capab l e of having those words applied to them is 
5 

called an origination from those words ." He does not equate 

sruti with the Real as does riImanlsa . Even the distinc~ian that 

Brahman is the material cause of the ,,,arId is purely }'L'uristic. 

The weight of ~abkara ' s argument falls on his under-

standing of the relationship of Brahman to the phenomenon of 

nama-rupa: Brahman stands before the creation of the ',·orld . 

Creation as "Beingfl takes place through the development of nama--
6 --

rupa, which prior to creation a re called "Non-being" in reference 

to the potentiality of Brahman . "Creation" of sruti, t hen , refers 

to the making manifest as a particular existent or flB ei ng" that 

which hither t o had existed in the latent causal condit i ,)n of "non-

being". The ,vorld of particulars is dissolved into thL' condition 

5 
_Ibid. , p. 203. See Chapter V, n.55 on ~J~~' \·~da . 

6 
Ib i d., p. 267 . 
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on "non-being" at the end of each kalpa, and is made manifest by 

Prajapati (Brahman within the limiting adjuncts of nama-rupa). 

Thus, Sar'lkara states that: "We therefore conclude that before 

the creation the Vedic words became manifest in the mind of 

Prajapati the creator, and that after that he created the things 
7 

corresponding to those words." Sankara adds: 

As, therefore, the phenomenal world is the same in all 
kalpas and as the Lords are ab le to continue their 
previous forms of existence, there manifest themselves, 
in each new creation, individuals bearing the same 
names and forms and the individuals of the preceding 
creations, and owing to this equality cf names and 
forms, the admitted periodical renovations of the 
world in the form of general pralayas and general 
creations do not conflict with the authoritativeness 
of the Veda. 8 

For Sankara the Veda both "Is" and "Is not" eternal, 
9 

as well as being both "Is" and "Is not" created. Within the 

understanding of Brahman as the non-dual Real Veda is the latent 

potential of the Real. The manifestation of Veda is not 

exhaustive of tha t potential, and it is therefore not definitive 

of it. The manifestation "Is not" in the sense that Brahman "Is" 

because, as a manifestation, it is subject to the condition of 

7 
Ibid. , p. 204. 

8 
Ibid. , p. 215 . 

9 
On this point see Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy , 

Vol. I, pp. 442-43, and Chapter V of this work . 
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~ralaya and cannot exist for all time as Brahman does. The 

manifestation "Is" in that the Brahman is the basis (adhi~t;hana) 

of all manifestation. 

"History" , or the realm of manifestation which is 

,!!laya is understood in the same 'neither/nor' sense. It is not 

a reality in itself in that Brahman is the only Real, while, 

on the other hand , it is not an unreality in that even as an 

illusion it is based on that which is Real. History as it is 

understood in the ~est is, from the Indian standpoint, based 

upon an untenable distinction. To say that 'history' "Is" 

in Sankara's sense is to commit oneself to the most' positive and 

illuminative aspects of ajnana . To say that history is as a 

reality in itself as in the West is to fall victim to the most 

negative and shrouding aspects of avidya. 

The Indian position is founded upon the understanding 

that all ontological distinctions are the result of a cognitive 

malfunction which is essentially a misorientation in terms of 

the Real . The Glta provides a good illustration of this point, 

and relates it to the 'historical ' question and the question of 

'revelation ': K~~~a appears to Arjuna. But this appearance 

cannot be said to be a coming into existence for Kr~~a is 
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described as the 

" .•• infinite Lord of Gods, in whom the world 
dwells, thou the imperishable, existent, non-existent, 
and beyond both."lO 

In that Kr~I;la is beyond both existence and non-existence his 

appearance before Arjuna must be understood as an appearance 

which both "Is" and "Is not" existence in the sense discussed 

above. It might be called an 'ir..histotization' but that would 

also be incorrect for K:r~I}a says of himself, 

of creations the beginning and the end, 
And the mi.ddle too am I, Arjuna. 1l 

Kr?I;la is the initiator, sustainer, and terminater of the 

historical order. There is no objective order of history apart 

from himself within which he might appear. In that he is beyond 

the exist~nt and the non-existent which is the realm of the 

created-historical the linhistorization' "Is not" in that it 

cannot exist beyond for all time as Kr~pa in his fullness does; 

again, the 'inhistorization' " I s" in that K;:-~I}a is the adhi$~hana 

of all manifestation. 

It is interesting that after having declared a multitud e 

of examples of rupas which are infinite, Kr~I).a says, 

10 
The Bhagavad Glta, Franklin Edgerton, trans. New York : 

Harper and Row , 1964. This translation is used throughout. 
ananta devesa jagannivasa 
tvam ak~ara6 s a d asat tatpatafu yat (XI.37,c- d) 
11 

sargaI).am adir antas ca 
madhyam cai 'va 'ham arjuna (X.32,a-b) 
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I support this entire 12 
World with a single fraction (of Myself) and remain so. 

The 'neither/nor/both' relation applies here too. It is as with 

the point made regarding the Veda; that is, the infinite variety 

of rupas manifestations of the Divine potential are neither 

exhaustive nor definitive of that potential. 

Arjuna is incapable of perceiving the marvelous rupas 

of Kf~~a with his mundane eyes. Krsna says, 

But thou canst not see He 
With this same eye of thine O'im; 
I give thee a supernatural eye; 
Behold my mystic pOTtler as God!13 

This would indicate that the 'revelation' of Chapter XI com-

pletely transcends imnled iate historical and personal categories. 

The mundane vision which is inadequate i.s a constituent of the 

antahkara2a which is the basis of the construct of delusion 

(XVIII.60,c : "mohatl!) known as the person 'Arjuna': transcendence 

of the immediate limitations of the faculty which is definitive 

of a particular condition of personhood is not the transcendence 

of the phenomenon personhood itself. It is a supr~-persona1, 

12 
vi9tabhya 'ham idam krtsnam 
ekamsena sthito jagat CX.42,c-d) 

l3 
na tu mam sakyase dra~tum 
anenai 'va svacak~u9a 
divyam dadami te cak~u~ 
paiya me yogam aisvaram (XI.8) 



not non-personal condition. Because this act of transcendence 

is supra-personal can be understood in the "Is", "Is not" 

sense. Consider the statement by Kr~va: 

If clinging to egotism 
Thou thinkist 'I \-1ill not fight!' 
Vain is thy resolve; 
(Thine mom) material nature \\Till coerce thee. 14 

Kr?va. attempts to make the i'oint throughout the Gf 6i that 

Arjuna should understand the lived-world reality in supra-

personal terms. Over-riding the frustrations of his personal 

concerns is the unalterable reality of the i.mpersonal gllI}a 

complex whi.ch he embodies. The complex "Is" his in the sense 

that the orde£ of the complex is expressive of a particular 

existential dharma/karma causal fact. The complex "Is not" 

his in that the self-generative dynamic of the complex is 

transcendent of the particular existential expression of tha t 

causal fact as the person Arjuna. The reality of the gUI}a 

complex "Is" to the extent that the reality of Arjuna as an 

effective causal agent "Is not". 

14 
yad ahamkaram asritya 
na yotsya iti manyase 
mithyai '~a vyavasayas te 
prak~tis tvam niyok~yati (XVIII) 59) 
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Arjuna's predicament arises from his fundamental 

delusions regarding the nature and function of the laws of 

dharma and the reality of karma. This delusion is expressed 

by his insistence on viewing these principles in an ethical 

sense, and in seeing the reality of these principles as 

arbitrary and secondary to his personal concerns. He sees 

karma in terms of ethical options rather than as a biological 

law. In the context of pointing out a basic difference 

betHeen the India and the ~vest, Betty Heimann states that, 

• • • the Western interpretation of karma in a 
merely ethica l sense is not only incorrect in its 
specified context, but also overlooks the wider 
possibilities. Even when it is taken in an ethical 
sense, Indian and Western types of responsibility 
are incongruous because of the different evaluations 
of the Person. Western ethics sees individual 
responsibility towards fellow-men and God only: 

80 

Indian ethics feels a quasi-neutral r esponsibility 
towards all cosmic grmv"'th. Nothing gets los t, and 
everything - thought and deed alike - equally 
materializes and attracts its due results. In India 
it is assumed that Nature works via 'Berson' . Persons 
and objects alike are carriers of cosmic dynamics,lS 

This is an interesting distinction for it points out clearly 

that India and the West have exactly reverse attitudes to the 

questions of Nature , the Real and what it means to be a person . 

It is significant because it reaffirms the fact that Western 

15 
Facets of Indian Thought, p. 176. 
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categories of understanding are for the most part more a 

detriment than a help in attempting to understand India. Here, 

however, the distinction between the Hest and India is extremely 

helpful in the attempt to understand Arjuna' s predicament. 

Arjuna's predicament lies in the fact that he understands in a 

vlay which is fundamentally wrong: he understands it in _"ha t 

Betty Heimann has characterised as Western terms, i.e. as being 

"man centered". 

That the predicament is, so to speak, l arger than 

Arjuna himself is indicated by the fact that it is centered on 

dharma and the i;ul}as \o.1hich are the foundc:>.tion of all mundane 

reality. The framing of the question of resolution in terms of 

dharma at once depersonalizes the question and renders the 

predicament out of which the ques tion arises universal. This 

transforms the question of resolution to the Real from what 

could otherwise be a mere arbitrary subjectivism into a universa l 

imperative. It affirms the centrality of the "historical" or 

existential factor as a fundamental personal condition, but within 

a context which is, finally, trans-historical and non-personal. 

It indicates also that right relation involves the transcendence 

of a cognitive condition which both "Is" and !lIs not" a 
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transcendence of empirical reality. It "Is not" in that to 

fulfill one's dharma is to function in total accord with the 

'law' of Nature itself. It "ls" in that moksa is transcenden t 
---'--

of dh?rma and therefore, empirical reality itself. 

The quest for mok~a which is the highest objective 

of Indian spirituality does not represent a denial of or flight 

from the Real. To the contrary, ~~ must be understood as 

the affirmation of that vlhich is Real in itself through the 

transcendence of that mode of the Real which neither "Is" Real 

in itself, nor "Is not" Real in itself. 
16 

Moksa is not '\lOrld 
---'-

and life negation". It is the transcendence in right cognition 

of the negative factor of the " I s" / "Is not" status 'I-!hich both 

world and life have. It is the realization of that which lies 

beyond the contradiction of the affirmation/negation contradiction. 

The aspiration to ytok~ is the aspiration to be Real in a manner 

which is non-contradictory. Hok~ pr-esnpposes dharma which is 

the regulative basis of world and life, but is not identical to 

dharma in that the fulfillment of dharroa is not an expression 

of transcendence. The fulfillment of dharma is supra-individual 

16 
The view that Indian spirituality represents "v!or1d 

and life negation" was put fonvar-d by Alber t Sch,,'eitzer i n his 
Indian Th.ought and Its_Develop1'1ent, Hrs . Charh:s E. B. Russell, 
trans., Boston: Beacon Press, 1957 (first published in English 
in 1937). 
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and supra-personal in that it represents the truest possible 

relation to that which is Real within the limitations of that 

context. On the other hand, mok1?a is liberation from the 

limitations of that context to the relationless condition 

which is non-individual, and non-personal. 

Ritual, Time and History 

Vac, its manifestation in dhi and expression as 

mantra within the timeless (a-historical) center of the ritual 

context provides a framework for the understanding of transcendence 

from within the historical complex. In this context one cannot 

ignore the significance of vratra-dharma if one is going to 

understand the rsi as a viable model of resolution. It is the 
....L.A-

immediate historical or existential foundation in vratra which 

makes the J§i figure si.gnificant as a paradigm of the practica-

bili.ty of transcendence. The condition of individual sorge 

within the context of a real historical or existential predicament 

and the resolution of that predicament through the transcendence 

through dhI of personhood and therefore historicity are both 

embodied in the rsi . 
....t....o..-

Eliade has called the combination of transcendence and 
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historicity the "transhuman quality of liturgical time" -- a 
17 

distinct characteristic of religious man in general. 

Eliade observes that, 

••. the religious man lives in two kinds of time, 
of which the mo re important, sacred time, appears under 
the paradoxical aspect of circular time , reversible and 
recoverable, a sort of eternal mythical present that 
is periodically reintegrated by means of rites. This 
attitude in regard to time suffices to distinguish 
religious from nonreligious man; the former refused 
to live solely in ,.,ha t, in modern terms, is called the 
historical present; he attempts to regain a sacred time 
that, from one point of view, can be homologised to 
eternity. 18 

Within the Tradition as defined here one cannot speak 

of two "times" for the integral nature of the metap~ysical 

foundation of the Tradi tion forbids such dis tinctions. All ,.,ho 

are within a given Tradition are religious by definition. In 

India, the centrality of the obligations of vratra-dharma 

render it impossible for one to refuse to live in the "historical 

present". Vratra-dharma concerns the i mmedia te historical 

moment as the expression of the reality of the fulfillment of the 

past, a reality which is the determining factor of the future. 

The present, therefore , cannot be isolated from the past or the 

17 
Eliade, Sacred and Profane, p. 71. 

18 
Ibid., p. 70. 
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future. The totality of this conditioning is representative of 

what it means to exist within a Tradition. These terms indicate 

the homologization of times and that they are grounded in a 

metaphysic whereby no categorical distinction can be made 

between the "temporal" and the "eternal", or, within the fullness 

of the metaphysics of Tradition, the past, present, and future. 

Thus, the integrating factor of Tradition itself as a metaphysical 

reality cannot be understood as being periodically operative. 

This is why the dual role of poet-visionary provi.des a model 

of resolution which is "practical" or existentially meaningful 

for all times precisely because ~ is a product of the 

historical present in this sense. 

The _li! is paradigmatic, then, in t\\'o ways: (1) in 

regard to the fulfillment of the reality of vratra in the 

immediacy of the historical moment which is inclusive of all 

moments. This is a supra-personal model . Thus, the ~ is 

regarded as the paradigm of the fulfillment of dharma by the 

later Tradition. Here the TIi is paradigmatic of "religious 

man in gene.ra1", and (2) regarding the transcendence of '!ratra 

and all historical categories. This is a non-personal model. 

Here the l~ is regarded by the later Tradition as paradigmatic 
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of the realiza tion of mok93. Through supra-personal involvement 

i n the rites which are the foundation of the temporal order the 

~~i attains transcendence \vhich is non-personal identification 

with the Real which is Vac. 

The issue of the nature and status of time is considered 

in RV 1.164.12: 

They (some) [thos e whose vision does not penetrate the 
mystery] say the father, five- footed, ~,vith twelve aspects, 
affluent, is in the upper half of the sky; others here 
say the \"ride-sep.ing one (the Sun) [Agni in its atmospheric 
manifestation] is set in motion in the seven-Hheeled, 
six-spoked (car) in the lower (half).19 

W. Norman Brown's comiuentary on the pass age is useful to help 

illustrate the centrality of V~c to the ritual in the perpetual 

struggle for light and life: 

Two diff erent views of Time of the Year, "hich is 
equivalent to, or controlled by, the Sun. One vi.ew 
is that he is in the upper half of heaven and is therefore 
supreme. The other vie~v, vlhich is that of the poet, is 
that the Sun is only the lower half; the upper half is 
the abode of Vac ... (as in stanza 10: ... On top 
of yonder sky, they say , is V~c, who knows all but does 
not enter [enlighten?] al l).20 

19 
W. Norman Brown, Trans., "Agni, Sun, Sacrifice and Vac: 

A Sacradctal Ode by Dirghatamas!l, .:!~O S , 88 , 1968, p. 212. 

pancapadaIJ pi.taraI)l dvada~ak1;i til}! diva ahut: pare 
ardhe purIshiQmn / atheme anya upare vicaksha~a~ 
saptacakre sah!ara ihur arpitam (12) 
20 

~bii., pp. 212-13. 
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The highest of the four parts of Vac (v. 45) is that of 

which one attains a portion, when approached by the firstborn of 

~ta, Agni (v. 37). Thus, the Brahman priest, the wielder of the 

mysterious riddle is the highest heaven of Vac (v. 35): Geldner 

3.55.1: "Once as the early morning red broke, there unfolded 

itself, the first Ak~ara in the wake of the Cow." Geldner 

comments that "Once" signifies the time of the first:~: "Path 

of the cows ll is equivalent to 1.158.2 ,,'here it means either (1) 

place of sacrifice, or (2) the freeing of the Panis' cmvs as in 

10.71 where light (Vac) is freed from the bonds of darkness 

(ignorance). That which reveals itself as that which is heard 

abides within (the Hear t: cf. 10.123.3). The priest through 

the sacred fire and speech, as functionary and visionary, 

maintains the temporal order and reaffirms the eternal . The 

vision of the ~ is the penetration of the mysteries of the 

darkness to the light of the One (1.164.6) which is the foundation 

and integrating principle of the created order. In BAU 1. 3.28, 

the sacrificer prays: 

From the Unreal lead me to the Real! 
Fran Darkness lead me to Light! 2 
From Death lead me to Immortality! 1 

21 
Cited in H. Norman Brm.rn, Han in the Universe, H. Norman 

Brown, trans., Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970, p. 16. 
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The ritual sustains Surya who maintains time (vv. 11-16; 48) 

and supports the worlds (2.6, 10.11,31). Vac, by virtue of 

her centrality to the ritual both sustains the phenomenal 

order wherein the question of the necessity of right relation 

arises, and p rovides the context and means for the resolution 

of the question. 

1.164.19 illustrates not only the centrality of ritual, 

but that all times - past, present, and future - are bound up 

in the histo~ical present through the correct performance of 

ritual. 

Those (rites) which lie in the future also lie, they 
[those whose minds are unfettered and see clearly (v. 37), 
who are ripe in miud aad in spirit discerning (v. 5) of 
the mysterious (v. 37)] in the past; those which lie in 
the past; t hey say, also lie in the future . What things, 
a Soma, you and Indra did, they , as though yoked to the 
chariot pole of the atmosphere, continue to dra",r it. L2 

The "mysterious" r eferred to here is, after v. 4, 5, 8,9 

the mys tery of the cows: Agni wi thholds the secret \vhich is the 

knowledge of the path of the Bird which is Vac: 

p. 2l3. 

22 
w. Norman Brown, trans., "Agni, Sun , Sacrifice and Vac" , 

ye arvancas tan u paraca ahur ye parancas tan u 
arvaca ahuJ::t / indra~ ca ya cakrathuq soma tani 
dhura na yukta rajaso vahanti (19) 



What shall I proclaim of these vlOrds. They 
speak wi thout fault of the secretly- held 
mystery of the cows - [the secret] that they 
[the wo r ds] have opened as a lock [is opened], 
He (Agni) withholds (as secret) the beloved top 
of the Earth , the path of the Bird. 
This is that gr ea t countenance of the great 
Gods who walks ahead, followed by the morning 
cow. In the place of concealment I found the 
lite countenance of Truth hurrying on . 23 

89 

"This" of v. 9 refers to a manifesta,tion of illumination on 

the analogy of the order of natural phenomenon. In the ritual 

context it would refer to Agni; analogically it refers to S~rya 

(in 1.115.1 Agni and Surya are identified). Geliner sees the 

"cow \l7ho walks ahead" as the calf Agni, and the "morning cow" 

as U~as. 

These verses raise two important points regarding 

the reference to the "mystery of the Cows" in the context of 

the rites; both points involve the centrality of V~c to the 

ritual context in that the mystery of time as the ordered 

sequence of phenomena past, present, and future is bound up with 

the mystery of the rite which the mystery of V~c. is central to. 

23 
This is my translation from Geldner's German: 

8. Was sol I mir von diesem Wor te verklindet werden? Sie 
sprechen sich tadelnd aus liber das geheim gehaltene 
R~tsel dey K~he, / das sie aufgeschl ossen haben wie 
ein Tor [Oder: wie einen Verschluss.]. Er [Agni] 
bewahrt [Als sein Geheimnis.] Den lieben Gipfel der 
Erde, die Sp~r des Vogels. 

9. Dies is t jenes grosse Antlitz der grossen (Gotter), 
welchem vorangehenden die morgendliche nachfolgt. Ich 

(continued) 
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The points are: (1) The "Mystery of the cmvs tl points to the 

concealedness of Vac; (2) That Agni is the guardian of the 

-
secret of this mystery indicates the revealedness of Vac, the 

context within which revelation which is the ritual situation 

wherein Vac is manifest in the most immediate sense. The 

imagery used a l so indicates the nature of the conditions of 

concealment and revelation. The former is the condition of 

darkness which is ignorance and it is likened to the res trictive 

darkness of the cave in which the COHS (Vac) are hidden. The 

latter is the condition of illumination which is knovlledge as 

insight into t h e dark mystery of the cave, and it is likened to 

the expansive character of the forces of illumina tion which 

mark the transition from night into day in the phenomenal order 

of recurrence. 

Among the natural pOvlers of illumination Agni is pre-

eminent as the one not silbject to the vicissitudes of natural 

23 (continued ) 
fand das an der Statte der Wahrheit erstrahlende (Antlitz) 
im Verborgenen, das eilig gehende, eilige. 

pravacyam vacasal) kim me asya guha 
hitam upa niDig vadanti / yad usriya
Dam apa var iva vran pati priya~ rupo 
agram padam ve~ (8) 

idam u tyan mahi maham anlka~ yad 
usriya sacata purv7a~ gau0 / ~itasya 
pade adhi c1Idyana~ guha raghushyad 
raghuyad viveda (9) 



recurrence. Thus, Agni is the guardian of the secret of the 

Bird. This means that the abiding presence of Agni in the 

ritual context is indicative of the abiding presence of Vac. 

91 

The above two points will nm.; be considered in detail: 

1. 

To sp eak of the "mystery of the cOvlS" as the concealedness 

of Vilc is to speak of that fundamental condition of the human 

predicament which i s rooted in a sense of the wrongness of 

existence which is a sense of wrong relation to that which is 

Real in itself, Vile. Dlrghat amas illustrates this ,,,.,hen he 

speaks of the condi tion of being, "unripe in mind" in spir:L t 

undiscerning ... " (I. 16/1 • 5), and when he declares, "\-lhat thing 

I truly am I know not clearly: mysterious, fettered in my mind 

I wander." (I.164.37) He is fettered in that he does not know 

that which is Real, Vile , and his mind wanders aimlessly in 

search of the Real. His mind does not have the focus of the 

vision (dhI). He cannot see that which is Real because something 

is lacking in his sense of discernment. The problem lies within 

him in tha t, " . from him who saw him surely is he hidden" 

(I.164.32). That which reveals itself remains hidden to those 

who do not know clearly. Yet , in an earlier verse Dlrghatamas 
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provides a clue to the particular type of knowing which is a 

seeing clearly of that which reveals itself as that which is heard, 

sruti. He says, "I ask, unknowing . as one all ignorant for 

the sake of knowledge." (1.164.6). To be unknowing is to be, as 

stated in the previous verse, "Unripe in mind, in spirit un-

discerning . " Knowing that he is undiscerning he then says 

"I ask", and with this what was for him nere unknml ing is 

transformed and he is " ... all ignorant for (the) sake of 

knowledge." "All ignorant" is the discerning that that which 

reveals itsel f remains hidden; the knovling that he rioes not know. 

The awareness that , as in 10.71. 4: "One man hath ne' er seen Vac 

and yet he seeth; one man hath hAaring but hath never heard her." 

With this he abandons the folly of his own unripe mind; when 

he says "I ask" he gives up his own mental resources which 

resulted in undiscerning to "all ignorance" w·hich is complete 

receptivity. Thus, he experiences the answer to the question 

he poses in verse four: "Who may approach the man who knmvs, 

to ask it?" He may nmv approach. 

Those \-lho knmv, those for whom that which reveals 

itself and stands in revelation as that which is heard rather 

than being hidden, are the~: "I ask, unknmving, thos e who 

know, the sages .... " They are the discerning ones. In 
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total receptivity he stands before the models of receptivity, 

the recipients of the vision of that which is heard. The 

condition of the human predicament which is an intrinsic 

y7rongness, an inability, an unwillingness to abandon ~vha t 

Dlrghatamas refers to as the "unripe mind" is overcome in 

receptivity which is the right relation to that which reveals 

itself as that which is heard. Right relation is the receptivity 

to the revelation of speech as Veda, that which is heard, sruti. 

The foundational condition which brings right relation 

is the knowledge \vhich is the realization that true inquiry 

lies within the individual, beyond the fetters of the wandering 

mind: "Ye thoughtful men inquire within your spirit . .. " 

(10.81.4). Therein lies the potential for the experience of 

speech as the highest reality. Thus in 10.71.3, it is stated 

that "Speech harbours within the ~ who bring her forth . . 

10_108 

In this hymn t he "mystery of the cows" involves the 

concealedness of Vic as a loss of vic. The loss, the theft of 
24 

" 

the cows by the Pa~is, represents a return to primeval darkness. 

24 
Geldner speaks of the relationship between the PaQis and 

Vala: "1m ganzen Liede werden sie nur im Pl ural genannt. Ein 
z,{leites N. pro des Hythos is vala.Dies bezeichnet die Berghohle 
und ihren Wachter (10 . 67. 7) . \.J'ahrscheinlich is Vala der Chef der 
Pa~is. In 10 . 108 wird er nicht genannt. An der I dentitat beider 
Personlichkeiten ist nicht zu zweifeln, abwohl heide nur 6,39,2; 
10.67.6 zusammen genannt werden. Die Kuhe des Vala (10,67,6;68,5) 
sind dieselben wie die vorn PaQi eingesperrten (1.32,11). Vgl . auch 
2.24.6b mit 10.68.6d." 10.67; 68 are discussed in detail in the 
next chapter . 
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The account is set in the i magery of the original creation myth 

where Indra slays the demon of chaos and darkness, separates 

the Sat from the Asat, and, thereby, establishes the realm of 

light and Order. The accouut inlD.lOB represents a partial 

assimilation of the original account to the understanding of 
25 

Vac as the Real and the rsis as the maintainers of the Real. 
~ 

That it is a partial assimilation is seen in the fact that although 

~ 
Indra is mentioned in the ~mn his role is secondary to that of 

Brhaspati. The figure of Indra seems to loom in the background 

for no other purpose than to legi tima'te the heroic feat of 

Brhaspati. Also, the hound of Indra , Sarama, which has an 

independent r o le in the original account, seems in this hymn, 

especially v. 11, to be identified with Brhaspati. Up to verse 
26 

11 the exchange alternates between the Pa~is and Sarama. From 

v. 5: 

5. (The Par:is:) 

25 

These are the kine which, Sarama, thou seekest, 
flying, a Blest One, to the ends of Heaven. 

Who will loose these for thee without a battle 27 
Yea, and sharp-pointed are our warlike weapons. 

The 'original' myth, the assimilation of it, and the 
significance of the elements involved are discussed in the next 
chapter. 

26 
The translation used is that of Ralph T. H. Griffith, 

Hymns of the~veda , Vol. II. 
27 

ima gaval]. sarame ya aichalf pari divo antan 
subhage patantI / kas ta ena ava s~ijad anydhvy 
utasmakam ayudha santi tigma (5) 
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6. Even if your wicked bodies, 0 ye PaDis, were arro~
proof, your words are weak for wounding. 

And were the path to you as yet unmastered, B~ihaspati 
in neither case will spare you. 28 

The "sharp-pointed weapons" of the PaIJ.is to their sharp-

ness or effectiveness of speech . Thus, the i r "words are weak 

for wounding" indicates that the Panis do not have acces s to the 

true brahman. In 2.24.8 B~haspati is likened to an archer, and 

his baH has the string of I3-ta. In AV 11.10-12 B~haspati is 

possessed of the brahman whid. he uses against the enemies of 

Speech. His arrows are sharpened by the brahman . Celdner 

understands v. 6,c to refer to the fort or cave of the PaIJ.is. 

Thus, even if the brahman cannot pierce their bodies , and even 

if their fortress cannot be broken they are not safe from the 

power of Brhaspati. 

7. Paved with the rock is this our treasure-chamber; 
filled fu ll of precious things, of kine and horses. 

These Panis who are watchful keepers guard it. In 
vain hast thou approached this lonely station. 29 

"Paved with rock: would be the "path" of v. 6 : it is hard to 

traverse, i. e. the "path" to Vac, the "path of the Bird" is 

28 

29 

asenya val} paq.ayo vacansy anishavyas tanval} santu 
papI~ / adhrish~o va etva astu pantha brihaspatir va 
ubhaya na m~i~at (6) 

p-yarp. nidhil). sarame adribudhne gobhi r agevebhir vasubhir 
nyrishtal). / rakshanti tam paI)ayo ye sugopa reku padam 
alakam a jagantha (7) 



difficult to attain. 

8. 1$ishis will come inspirited with Soma, Angirases 
unwearied, and l1avagas. 

96 

This stall of cattle will they part among them; r 

then will the Pa~is wish these words unspoken. JO 

Geldner's translation of this is interesting: 

8. Es werden die ~9i's, durch Soma scharf gemacht, 
hierher kommen: Ayasya, die Angiras' und Navagva's. 
Die werden die eingesperrte Herde der Kiihe under sich 
teilen. Dan sollen die ~aQj's dieses Wort sich 
entfahren lessen! (2mphas is added) 

His commentary on 8-d is significant: 

liD. h. sie mogen es in deren Gegenwart .liederbolen. 
vaman eigentlich: 'sie ni6gen es ausspeien ' .. Auch 
4,58,2 vom Wort . Dart das Sich entfahrenlassen eines 
Geheimnisses." 

The liis seek out the herd .vhich is Vac . They' look it up', so 

to speak. The Par:lis "spitting out" indicates the sponta neity of 

the revelation of the mystery, and is probably an allegorical 

reference to the manner in which Vac erupts forth from the ~ 

who is inspired with Soma. The parting of Vac among them 

probably refers to the division of roles in the rite as in 

30 
eha gamann :;-ishayal) soma~ita ayasyo anglraso navagval:! / 
ta etam urva~ vi bhajanta gonam athaitad vacal) pa0ayo 
vamann it (8) 
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10.71.11 : 

One plies his constant task reciting verses: one sings 
the holy psalm in $akvari measures. 

One more, the Brahman tells the lore of being, and 
one lays down the rules of sacrificing. 3l 

9. Even thus, a Sarama, hast thou come hither, forced 
by celestial might to make the journey. 

Turn thee not back for thou shalt be out sister: a 
Blest One, we will give thee of the cattle. 32 

10. Brotherhood, sisterhood, I know not either; the dread 
Angirases and Indra know them . 

They seemed to long for kine when I departed. Hence 
into the distance be ye gone, a Pa~is.33 

11. Hence, far a"V'ay, ye P aI)is ! I.e t the cattle lowing 
come forth as holy LmV' commande th, 

Kine which Brihaspati, and Soma , ~ishis, sages and 
pressing-stones have found when hidden. 34 

The role of Sarama in these verses is very confusing . If 

v. 10, a-b is an assertion of Sarama's independence which it 

appears to be, then v. 9, a-b is out of place. V. 9. a-b 

portrays Sarama to be some\,That of a muse of Vac . "Brotherhood" 

31 
This is Griffith's translation; the verse is dis

cussed below on pp. 139.140. 
32 

33 

34 

eva ca tvalJl sarama ajagantha prabadhita sahasa daivyene / 
svasaram tva krinavai rna punar ga apa te gava~ subhage 
bhajama (9) 

naha~ veda bhrat~itva~ no svas:ritvam indro vidur anglrases 
ca ghoraq / gokama me achadayan yad ayam apata ita 
panayo varlyah (10) . . 
dGram ita paI)ayo varlya ud gavo yantu minatir ~itena / 
b~ihaspatir ya avindan nigul~a~ soma grava~a ~ishaya~ 
ca vipra~ (ll) 
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may refer to the sense of community, \vhat Geldner calls the 

IIFretmdschaft", \vhich is felt by those who have a kinship to 

Vac, as in 10.17.1. 

Geldner ' s translation of 10.10S.11 is more complete 

than Griffith's , and indicates more of the nature of the l.§.!.: 

Hebt euch in die Ferne so weit als mBglich, ihr Pa9i'S! 
Auf dem rechten Wege sollen die brullen Klihe hereaus
gekommen , die B~haspati i;u Versteck fand und Soma, 
die Pressteine und die r edegewaltigen Rs i's! (emphasis 
added) 

35 
"Vip~~", the 'quivering one' is associated by Renou \vith 

mystical quivering . lIe associates it Vlith "vakroti" "tortuous - --- , 
speech!!. As such it relates to v. 7 of 10.108, the reference 

to the cave being "paved ",ith rock", and the general difficulty 

of attaining right relation to Vic. It also helps make more 

sense of the ~ being "durch Serna sharf gemacht" as in Geldner's 

translation of v. S. What is mor e important is the fact that 

"vipra" indicates something about the actual phenomenon of 

inspiration. All of this serves to integrate the last verse 

into the preceeding portions of the hymn, and draw it all into 

the ritual context . 

35 
Renou, Religions of Ancient India, p. 10. 
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The nature of the relation between the revelatory 

aspect of Vac and the principles of illumination will be 

considered in three parts: (1) re-examinatiqn of 1.164,19 

and general consideration of the principles involved, (2) 

examination of 10.177 and (3) consideration of the phenomenon 

of dhi. 

(1) 1.164.19: 

Those (ri tes) v!hich lie in the future also lie, 
they [those whose minds are unfettered and see 
clearly (v. 37), who are ripe in mind and in 
spirit discerning (v. 5) of the mysterious (v. 37)] 
in the past; those which lie in th2 past, they say, 
also lie in the future. Hhat things, 0 Soma, you and 
Indra did, [hey, as though yoked to the chariot pole 
of the atmosphere continue to draw it. 36 

On this passage \1. Norman Brown comments that there is: 

Affirmation of the effectiveness of both past and 
future rites if they are identical. By means of 
them the things, that is rhe heroic deeds . 
(of Indra as hero and visionary who killed 
Vr tra), or the celebration of the sacrifice which 
Indra and Soma did in the past will be duplicated 
in the future. The atmosphere (ra.jas) is mentioned 
here because it was there tha57Indra, aided by Soma, 
fought his battle with Vrtra . 

36 

99 

W. Norman Brown, trans., "Agni, Sun, Sacrifice and Vacl!, 
p. 213. 

37 
Ibi.d., p. 214. 
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The relationship between Soma and Indra, Agni and 

Surya is very involved. They are considered here only to 

the extent necessary to demonstrate the centrality of V~C 

to the above passages. 

Through the rites all times are united in harmony 

with the great cosmic event where Indra, with the elements 

of sacrifice, yoked to the sacred fire as Surya defeated 

the force of darkness, and, because they did "continue to draw 

it", made "time" itself possible. Thus the rite maintains 

the triumph of light won by Indra and Soma, and, through Agni, 

the day as ." time" recurs. 1.164.30 s ta tes: 

In the midst of the (three) homes (of Agni) 
lies the breathing swift-moving, living, restless 
enduring One (neut.) . The (immortal) life of thEJ 
dead one (the Sun that died the previous evening) 
fares according to his constituent nature. 
The immortal has a common origin with the mortal . 38 

w. Norman Brown's comment on this verse indicates the centrality 

of Vac to the question. He says: 

The Sun acquired an immortal life-force through 
receiving a portion of V~c (stanza 37), but 
its body is mortal. Hence the hymn can say that, 
when the new Sun is born, the im~ortal life-force 
and the mortal casing of it have a common origin 
(sayoniQl. He may probably assume at this point 

38 
Ibid . , p. 215. 
anac chaye turgatu jIvam ejad dhruvam 
madhya a pastyanam / JIvo mritasya carati 
svadhibhir amartyo martyen~ sayoni~ (30) 



that the reborn Sun appears above the horizon in 
the atmosphere , which is the middle one of Agni 's 
three homes 39 
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The chariot of Surya is described in detail in 10. 85 :
40 

7. Thought was the pillow of her couch, sight was the 
unguent for her eyes : 

Her treasury was earth and heaven when Surya 
went unto her Lord. 

8. Hymns were the cross-bars of the pole, Kurira
metre decked the car: 

The bridesmen were the Asvin Pair: Agni was 
leader of the train. 

9. Soma was he who wooed the maid: the groomsmen 
were both A~vins, when 

The Sun-God Savitar bestowed his willing Surya on 
her Lord. 

10. Her spirit was the bridal car; the covering thereof 
was heaven: 

Bright \"ere bo th steers that drew it, when Surya 
approached her husbands home. 

39 
Ibid. , pp. 30-l. 

40 
Translation by Ralph T. H. Griffith, Hymns of the 

~gveda, Vol. II. 

cittir a upabarha~a~ cakshur a abhyanjanam / dyaur 
bhumih ko~a asld yad ayat surya patim (7) 

stoma asan pratidhayaq kurira~ chanda opa~aq / suryaya 
a~vina varagni r asit purogavaQ (8) 

soma vadhuyur abhavad a9vinastam ubha vara / surya~ 
yat patye ~ansantlm manasa savitadadat (9) 

mana asya ana asld dyaur asld uta chadiQ / ~ukrav 
anaqvahav astam yad ayat surya griham (10) 

riksamabhyam abhihitau gavau te samanav itah I 
~rotra~ te cakre asta~ divi pantha~ caracarah (11) 



11. Thy steers were steady, kept in place by holy 
verse and Sama-hymn: 

All ear were thy two chariot wheels: thy path 
was tremulous in the sky. 

12. Clean, as thou wentest, were thy wheels: wind 
was the axle fastened there. 

Surya, proceeding to her Lord, mounted a spirit
fashioned car. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
14. When on your three-wheeled chariot, 0 A9vins, ye 

came as wooers unto Surya's bridal, 
Then all the Gods agreed to your proposal: 

Pushan as Son elected you as Fa t hers . 

15. 0 y e 1\10 Lords of lustre, when ye to Surya's 
wedding came , 

Where was one cha riot-\.;rheel of yours? Where stood 
ye for the Sire1s command? 

16. The Brahmans, by their seasons, know, 0 SDrya, 
those two wheels of thine: 

One , kept concealed, those only who are skilled 
in highes t truths have learned . 

According to v. 1 the Real (sat yam) is the base of 
41 

the Earth, wh ile Surya sustains the heavens. S. S. Bhawe 

suci te cakre yatya vyano aksha ahata~ / ano 
manasmayalJl suryarohat prayati patim (12) 

yad asvina p~ichamanav ayatalJl tricakre~a vahatulJl 
suryayuQ / vi~ve deva anu tad vam ajanan putraQ 
pitarav avri~Ita pusha (14) 

yad ayatam ~ubhas pati vareyalJl suryam upa / 
kvaika~ cakralJl vam as1t kva desh~raya tasthatuQ (15) 

dve te cakre surye brahma~a ~itutha vidu~ / athaikalJl 
cakr alJl yad gull a tad addhataya id viduQ (16) 

41 

102 

liThe Conception of ~use Poetry in the ~gveda", Journ8.1 
of Bomb~ Uni versity, 19, Vol. 2, pp. 19-27. 
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considers 10.85 to be an allegorical account of the illuminative 

source of poetic inspiration. He states that,ll. Surya's 

going to her husband (v . 7; cr. 10.12) symbolizes the wedding 

of poetry with the deity. And, consequently, S~rya's marriage 

with the A~vins or with Soma signifies the offering of Vedi c 
42 

songs to them." The A~vins are th2 husbands of Surya in 

3.39.1, and 1.62.~1. Surya chooses the Asvins as husbands in 

4.43.6; 7.69, and 10.85.15. 

Geldner in his commentary on 9.72.2 says that the Sun's 

daughter (surya sya duhi ta) i s Vac . In 3.53.15 Sahasp2rI "speaks" 

the Sun's daughter. Of note is 10 . 85 . 6 where Surya's garment 

is said to be embellished by the .gatha which is called "bhadr~", 

auspicious. In 3.39.2 the term is applied to prayer, while 

10.71. 4 refers to the appearance of Vac as a "fond well-dressed 
43 

woman". C. Kunhan Raja, in commenting on 1.164 . 29 says that, 

Perhaps the idea is that poetry first arises in the 
mind and is making the sound of poetry within 
and then when it is recited it shines out like the 
lightening. It looks as if the garment covering 
it is remQved and that it is thus exposed very 
clearly.44 

42 
Ibid., p. 25 . 

43 
V. 29, c-d, Hhich he translates: "She \.]i th her shrilling 

cries hath hurr,bled mor tal man, and turned to ligh tening, hath 
stripped off her covering robes." Poet-Philosophers, p. 29. 

44 
Ibid.,p.29. 
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In different contexts the chariot is said to have 

different number of wheels. In 1.164.19 the chariot with the 

single wheel is Surya (v. 2), and the spokes are the year (v. 11), 

or perhaps the five spokes are the seasons on the basis of 

10.85.16. The chariot of seven wheels in 1.164.3 may be the 

chariot of ka l a, as in AV 19.53.1, and, if so, the chariot pole 

of 1.164.19 would be Agni as the axis of the sun in its daily 

movement. The two wheels of 10.85.16, one of which is secret 

except to those skilled in the highe~t truths (~astery of V~c 

as poetic meter ?) are thought by Griffith to refer to the 

phenomenal \vor1d and the world b eyond. It may, however , r efer 

to Surya and Soma (the sun and the moon) as the wheels of time 

in the success i on of days and nights, as in 10.85.18, 19. Agni 

as the "leader of the train" (v. 8) would be more meaningful 

in this sense. 10.85.16 is very similar to 1 .164.45 which speaks 

of the four par t s of \lac, the highest portion of \"hich only the 

Brahmans know, i .e. those who are "skilled in the highest truthslf. 

In 8.105.15 V~c is the immortal Navel, Aditi. 1.164.2 
45 

mentions the three-naved wheel. H. Norman Brown points out 

that the wheel often refers to the sun, and, following Yaksa, he 

holds that the three refe r to the three seasons of the year. 

45 
"Agni , Sun, Sacrifice and V~c", p. 211. 
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However, in view of the allusions to the rite throughout the 

hymn it might just as well refer to the sacrificial circle 

itself and the three central elements (navels) Vic, Agni, and 

Soma. In 10.177, which is considered belmv, Agni protects 

the way of the sun, protects the Navel which is at the same 

time Vac. 

The three abodes of Agni in 1: 164.19 may, follm.,ring 

Brown's interpretation of v. 30 (above) refer to the three 

times of past, present, and future. Or, if the reference in 

v. 19 appliea to Soma rather than Agni, it may be, afte~ Kieth, 

to the three tubs of the ritual, or, perhaps more significant 

in this context, to the three vats of Soma which Indra drinks 

before battling with Vrtra (1.32.3). 

10.109 is interesting in that there Soma steals the 

wife of Brahman (Brahma!1 = Brahmar:aspati/Bt;haspati). Sayal).a, 

commenting on 10.109.6, refes back to 10.85.40 and the marriage 

relation. Perhaps Vac is the wife of B~haspati there. Soma, 

then, steals Vic who is really the wife of Brhaspati. However, 

in 9.83.1, Soma is identified with B~haspati. In AV 14.2.54 

B~haspati's wife is Sijrya (= Vic). 

46 
A. B. Kieth, Reli gion and Philosophy of the Vedas and 

Upani~ads, HOS, Vol. 31, p. 168. 

46 
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In 6.59.2 Indra is the brother of Agni and they are 

said to have a common mcther, while in 9.96.5 ff. Soma is said 

to be Indra's father. Through drinking Soma the light of Agni/ 

Surya is acquired. In 1.34.2 Vac = the Sun's daughter: She 

brings Soma and is therefore called 'beloved of Soma'. Indra 

drinks of the Soma, the source of light, to battle and slay 

Vrtra, the demon of darkness; Sarna is therefore called Vrtra-

slayer. Through drinking Soma Indra makes the sun rise and 

the light appea~. In 1.82.5,6 Soma is portrayed as the source 

of Indra's potency. It was with drinking Soma tha t Indra became 

mighty (4.18.5), while, according to 4.18.12, Indra cares only 

for Soma. The relationship between the power of Soma and Indra's 

need of it is carried to the point where Indra is portrayed 

almost as a degenerate, completely helpless without the Soma. 

W. Norman Brmvn translates 1.164.4, a-b as, "Who saw 

the newborn structured on (Agni or possj_bly the Sun) when the 
47 

unstructured one (Earth) bore him?" He sees one likely 

explanation of the passage to be that the poet is putting forth 

the position that the Sun, the sustainor, the Cause (of time) 

was at first concealed and was revealed at the first sacrifice; 

47 
"Agni, Sun, Sacrifice and Vac", p. 211. 
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cf. v. 7 where the sun is spoken of as a bird, from whose head 

the rays (cows) draw milk. That is, from the unstructured 

Source (Surya/Agni/Soma) the structured appears as Vac, which 

is the mystery made manifest . The Source, as in v. 6, the One 

(probably Vac of v. 46) as the Unborn (Sun) is "unstructured" 

as the basis of the multiplicity of the many cows or light abodes 

(daman), the many abodes of Agni, and the many abodes of Soma. 

Also, Soma's being brought to earth is referred to in bird 

imagery in 4.26.27, and in 1.8 . 3 while in 7.15.4 Agni is 

called the eagle of heaven. 

Both Agni and the Sun are the unmanifest . Df interest 

also is the fact that Indra's mother kept him in concealment 

until he was ready (through Soma) for battle with V~tra (4.184.5). 

In 5.2.2 Agni's mother also hides him from his father . 

w. Norman Brmm's translation of 1.164.1, c-d ("I have 

seen the lord of the tribes (Agni) with his seven sons (priests)") 

and his commentary thereon serves to reaffirm the centrality of 

Agni to the sacrificial ritual and the phenomenon of the transcen-

dental vision. He says, 

48 
Ibid., p. 210. 
t~Itiyo bhrata gh~itap~i~htho asyatrapasyam vispatim 
sapta putram. 

48 



He adds, 
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In announcing his V1Slon (apasyam) Dirghatamas seems to 
indicate that the setticg of the vision is the sacrifice 
in which he is participating; this would be the significance 
of the adv . atra "here", ...• A secrificial setting 
for such a transcendentel vision is also indicated in_RV 
10.72.1, where the speaker, after raising the question of 
the origin of thE! gods . says that someone may see t.hZ~l in 
a later age when the hymns are being chanted • . • . 

The three brothers are the three forms of Agni: (1) the 
original form of Agni as "firstborn of the t!.~ (pratham~~ 
ltasy~ in stanza 37; also in RV 10.5.7); (2) the lightening; 
and (3) the terres tial Agni • . •. •.. Agni' s seven 
sons are the seven technical priests required by the full 
ritual, all of whom Bre sE!parately designated by function 
in RV 2.1.2 .... 5 

The making manifest of that which is hidden occurs through 

the transcendental vision (dhI) which t3kes place withi.n the 

illuminat ive context of the rite to which Agni is central. 

51 
(2) 10.177 (The Bird) 

1. The Bird, bedecked with the magic of the A~uras, is 
seen in the hearts and spirits of those (who are) 
knowledgeable in speech . Within the Oceans the Seers 52 
see him: the masters seek the trail of the lightstream. 

Ge1dner comments tha t the referen!::e to the Al?ura's magic might 

mean in the sense of a ' magic ointment', i. e. the Bird is invisible 

49 
Ibid. , p. 210. 

50 
Ibid. , p. 2l0. 

51 
This is my translation from Geldner 's German: Both the 

German and Sanskrit t.exts are provided: 

Geldner relat.es the Bird to Vac : 
Light der s ehe rischen Erkenntnis 

"Der Vogel is das innere 
und Erleuchtung im Her zen 

(continued) 
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to all except the kavis who knmv speech. In 10.67.5 "Ocean is 

the same as the cave of the cows. In 10.123.3 the !lOcean" is 
53 

the same as the heart in this stanza. There, the waves of 

the Ocean are said to be that visible portion of speech. 

2. The Bird carries the spirit of V~c: this the 
Gandharvas proclaimed in the Mother's womb. This 
lightening-like, sun-like knowledge the Seers 
guard at the station of Truth. 54 

The role of the Gandarvas here is similar to that in 10.123 .4 

where it is said that they found the immortal waters. AV 2.1.3: 

Poetic art originates from Sun - Gandharva as the Sun is the 

father of the rsi . 
-'-'--

51 (continued) 
(vgl. 6.9,4-5), ebenso 10.189,3b. Seine wahre 
Light verrat sich durch den Ausdruck mad.clnam 
Herzen erkennen die Seher den wahren Quell des 
der Rede in sich birgt . Von da aus steigt die 
Erkenntnis in Form der Rede auf, die in 3.39,1 
Vogel dargestellt wird." 

Natur als 
in Id. 1m 
Gedankens, 
dichterische 
als auffliegender 

52 
1. 

53 

Den mit des A~ura Zauber bestrichenen Vogel sehen 
im Herzen, i m Geiste die Redekundigen . Inmitten 
des Ozeans schauen (ihn) die Seher; die Meister suchen 
die Spur der Lichstrahlen. 

PataI)1gam aktam a~;urasya mayaya h:rida paSiyanti manaso. 
vipa~citah / samudre anta~ kavayo vi cakshate mari
dnam padam ichanti vedhasa~ (1) 

Beldner's translation of "manasa" as Ilhear t" is con
sidered below. 

54 
2. Der Vogel tragt im Geiste die Rede, diese verkundete 

der Gandharva im Mutterleib . Diese aufblitzende, 
sonnenhafte. Erkenntnis hUten die Seher an der Sta tte 
der Wahrheit. 

pataI)1go vacam manas~ bibharti taI)1 gandharvo 'vadad 
garbe anta~ / taI)1 dyotaman~I)1 svaryam manlsham ~itasya 
pade kavayo ni panti . 
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55 
In 10.5 . 2 the Seers cover the trail of Truth; they 

have the highest names wrapped in secret. Also , in 3.5: 

5. Agni covers the dear highest top of the Earth, the 
Path of the Bird: the youngest psgtects the way of 
the Sun, Agni protects the Navelw 

Geldner holds the "navel" to be a reference to the sacrifice. 

6,c-d. • .• the fatty rich tube of food, the path of 
the Bird - all that is protected by Agni 
continuously . 57 

Geldner re.lates the 'tube' to the cm.r's udder of 3.55.13 ("In 

which world did the cow hide her bag, the Ip. (Saya1).a: I~a is 

the Earth swelled with the milk of Truth)") in reference to the 

hiddennes:3/revele..tion of Vac as in 3.55.1, "Once as the early 

morning red broke, there unfolded itself the first akshara in 

the wake of the cow." "Once" refers to the time of the first 

~; "path of the cow" is as in 1.158.2. It indicates either 

55 

56 

57 

2,c-d. Die Seher huten der Wahrheit Spur; sie haben 
ihre hochsten Bezeichnungen in ein Geheimnis gehullt . 

ri tasya padaJ!l kavayo ni panti guha nam~mi dadhire 

5. Er hlitet den 1ieben Gibfel (Den hochsten oder auss 
ersten Punkt) der Erde, die Spur des Vogels; der 
Jungste hUtet den Weg der Sonne. Agni h~te t im 
Nabel (der Erde?) den Siebenkopfigen; der Aufrechte 
hutet den aufmunterer (?) der Gotter. 
On the "Path of the Bird", Ge ldner comments: "Es ist 
etwas, was das mens chliche Auge nich t vTahrnim~nt, e1n 
gottliches Geheimnis ." 
Pati priyarfl ripo agram padarp vel) pa U yahva~ c araI?-a~l 

suryasya / pati nabha sap ta~irsha1).am agni~ pati 
devanam up amadam :rishval} (5) 

6.c-d. Den schmalzreichen Schlauch der Speise, die 
Spur des Vogels, das (alles) hutet Agni unabrassig. 

(continued) 
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(1) the place of the ritual, or (2) the freeing of the cows of 

the Pa~is a s in 10.71 where Brhaspati frees the cmvs of speech 

thus bringing light into creation through speech. 

3 . I saw the Herdsman en his way, walking to and fro, 
without resting . He covers himself in the waters 
which flow in the same and opposite directions and 
he moves himself to and fro in the creation. 5 

The stanza is as 1.164.31 where it refers to Surya . In this 

context, however, and in light of the centrality of Vac to 

the preceeding stanzas, it p~obably refers here to "herdsman" 

in the sense that Brhaspati is the herdsman of the cows of the 

Pa9is. One significant difference in the assimilation of the 

el~ments of the Indra-Vrtra creation account is that BIhaspati 

through his intima te relation to vac (B~haspati/Brahma~aspa ti/ 
59 

Vacaspati, etc.) absorbs and integrates the role of Sarama 

(cf . 1.63.3) in that Brhaspati is both t he seeker and that 

which is sought. Thus, the cmvs as speech (which is Brhaspati) 

need no herdsman in 3 . 57.1. "Herdsman" in 10.177.3 does not 

imply an independent element. 

57 (continued) 
sasasya carma ghritava t pada~ 

rakshaty aprayuchan (6.c- d). 
58 

ves tad id agni 

59 

3. lch sah den Hirten auf seinen Wegen hin und her gehen, 
ohne zu rasten . Er hlillt sich in die Gewasser , die in 
gleicher und in entgegengesetzter Richtung laufen, una 
er bewegt sich hin und her in den Geschopfen. 
apa1?yam gopam anipadyamanam a ca para ca pathibhiE? 
carantam / sa sadhrIcIl: sa vishucIr vasana a varlvarti 
bhuvaneshv antal: (3) 

See Chapter Four for f urther discussion of this set of 
identifications. 
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"Water" is not problematic in light of 10.71.5; it 

relates to the flow as descent and recovery of Vac in revelation. 

The image of SarasvatI relates this twofold aspect. Thus, 

Yaska (11 . 26) states that SarasvatI (which is Vac in 7.95) 

makes the great Ocean manifest, i.e. makes the secret of the 

heart manifest, and that, therefore, speech belongs to the 

highest atmosphere, or, as in 1.164 . 34, the highest heaven 

where speech abides. Thus, in 10 . 125.7 Vac says, "On the 

world ' s summit I bring forth the Father (Heaven or Sky); my 

home is in the waters, in the ocean, in the unfathomed depth 
60 

of v7ater." And, in 8.54.4 SarasvatI protects the song as \Jell 

as the seven rivers v7hich are the seven ancestral ..r~ or the 

seven streams which flow'ed f!:om Vrtra' s belly and made their 

way to the celestial ocean (1.32.2). 

(3) dhi: "Vis i on" 

Central to this consideration is the difficult passage , 

8.59 . 6: indravaru9a yad !,sibhyo manl~am vaco matiI]l ~rutam 
adattam a gre / yani sthanany aS~'ijanta dhlra yajnal}l 
tanvanas tapasabhy apa~yam . 

61 
Gonda translates this passage to mean: 

Indra and Varuna, when you gave, in the beginning t o the 

60 
Hymns of the I}gveda, Vol. II , Ralph T. H. Gr.iffith, trans. 

61 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p . 211. 
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seers inspira~ory thought, thought realized in speech (~~~~ 
mati~ ... ), knowledge as heard and transmitted by poets, 
eulogists, priests, I perceived by means of the internal 
heat of ecstasy (tapasa) over which places those who have 
received (the62visions (dhiraQ), performing worship 
emitted them. 

63 
As Renou points out, the significance of the passage lies in the 

fact that it gives an account of the three modes of the activities 

of the ~ as seer, poet and functionary. This involves the 

vision itself, the transformation of the vision into actuality of 

the liturgical song, and the context and conditions of the vision 

and the transformation of the vision . . This indicates that the 

vision cannot be considered as a phenomenon in itself . 

62 
TIle translations of this passage are extremely variant: 

Thou, Hero, hast performed thy hero deeds with ~ight, 
yea, all with streng t h, a strongest One. 
Maghavan, help us to a stable full of kine, a 
Thunderer, with wondrous aids. (6) (Griffith) 

Indra und Varuqa, als ihr im Amfang den ~~i's 
Nachdenken, aus gedachte Rede ("thought realized 
in speech"), Gelehrsamkeit verliehet, da ergossen 
die Weisen diese als Gedichte, w~hrend sie das Opfer 
vollzogen: (das) erschaute ich mit heissem 5emuhen (6) 

(Geldner) 
Geldner's translation does not differ essentially fro~ that of 
Gonda. I have used the latter because the translation is inter
pretive, and the interpretation is included within the translaLion 
itself whereas in Geldner's case it is included ill the notes. 

63 
Renou, Et. ved. et pan., VII, p. 88; cited in Gonda, 

Vision of the Vedic Poets, p. 211. 
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The following discussion consists of two parts : 

(a) the vision and transformation of the vision into speech 

(mantra) and (b) the relationship between vision and immortality. 

(a) 

Dhi as a power phenomenon is a medium from the pC'\vers 

to ~ and from the _~ to the powers. In the relationship 

the power is involved in two ways - in the willingness and 

capacity to provide the vision, and in the capacity to promote 

spiritual receptiveness and stimulation within the individual. 

There is an essential ambiguity here for the lines of power 

relation are not distinct. On the one hand, the _@ is dependent 

on the powers for the vision, while, on the other hand, the 

vision is obtained, in one sense, for the sake of the pm.Jers 

themselves in that the vision provides for the opportunity for 

the ~ to praise the powers, praise which the powers seem to 

require in that such praise strengthens them and makes t heir 

actions effective. The ~ also require the effective actions 

of the povlers. In this context Gonda says of the powers that th e 

~ may " ... even be an essential factor in generating them, 

preserving their specific might and in causing the powers of 
64 

nature to become and remain operative." 

64 
Gonda, Vision of t he Ved i c Poets, p. 65. 
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It is not clear if the vision, as imparted by the 

powers, is that which matntains the mundane order, or if it 

is the making effective of the vision by the ~ which 

maintains the order of the gods . DhI is not considered as an 

end in itself. It is one aspect of the inseparable relation 

between true seeing and true speaking. Gonda's interpretation 

of 7.94.4 indicates that dhI is not only the basis of mantra, 

but also the medium of it: "being desirous of help, we direct 

(our) firm (resolute) adoration (our) 'hymns', our 'prayers', 

with dhI~, i.e. which we have achieved by means of dhIQ, i.e. 
-- 65 

"vision!!, or, which presupposes ~ - to Agni and Indra." 

His translation of 1. 51.14 demonstrates the ambiguity of the 

power relationship even more. lie says, "The well-inspired man 

who has transformed his vision and creative inspiration into 

powerful ~.;rords captivates the god and holds him fast like a 

door-post: indro asrayi sudhyo nir eke pajresu stomo duryo na 

yupaQ; the god, on the other hand, is the sale granter of 
66 

possessions: indra id rayaQ ksayati prayanta." 

65 

66 

Ib ii., p. 95. 
indre agna namo brihat suv~iktim erayamahe / 
dhiya dhena avasyava~ 

Ibid., p. 65. 
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In 1.51.6 the s ong of the ~ is sung at the same time 

by Hitra and Varuva, or, perhaps, they sing the song which the 

~ aspires to sing in the sense that he aspires to sing along 

with them. They, in this sense, would represent a divine model. 

The powers are, in this case, the masters of the vision and 

they send it forth at their will. The gods themselves are said 

to possess dhL Gonda observes that, " ... the dhih ascribed 
--'-

to the gods may be their extraordinary insigh t into the essence 

of reality, and their faculty of imagination which while depending 

on that ins i ght assists them in promoting the welfare of the 
67 

world." However, 3.62.10, where the H.i petitions Savitar 

to stimulate the prayers so that the ~ might attain to 

Savitar's gl ory , indicates that the dhi was understood to be 

instrumental in assisting the ~ to emulate the divine model. 

In the case of Savitar "to emulate" would mean to become one 

with the divine light. In this sense one can understand 3.92.2 

where it is said that Visvamitra's poetry is the 'oldest paternal 
68 

song (dhi) which was born formerly of heaven', and also 8 .6: 

67 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p. 112. 

68 
Hymns of the B-gveda , Ralph T. H. Griffith, trans., 

aham id dhi pitush pari medham ~itasya jagrabha / 
aha~ surya ivajani (10) (emphasis added) 

(continued) 



10. I from my Father have received deep knowledge of 
the Holy Law: 
I was born like unto the Sun. 

117 

11. After the lore of ancient time I make, like Ka~va, 
beauteous songs, 
And Indra's self gains strength thereby. 

12. Whatever rishis have not praised thee, Indra, or 
have lauded thee, 
By me exhalted wax thou strong. 

In v. 10 and in v. 11 a-b the illumination of vision is compared 

to the illumination of the Sun; that is, one, through dhI 

becomes akin to the "Unborn", the· "unstructured Source" 1.16.4. 

Ka~va provides the model for recitation. However, v. 11 c-d and 

v. 12 refer not to the vision itself as do vv. 10, 11 a-b, but 

to the vision transformed as mantra. It is the vision trans-

formed and not the vision itself which appears to be the 

sustaining force which Indra required. In his commentary on 

his translation of 1.164.8 a-b ("The Mother gave the sire his 

share of Ord er: with thought, at first, she wedded him in 

spirit. ") C. Kunhan Raja indicates that the susta.ining force of 

the song is actually the knowledge which, it would appear , Indra 
69 

does not possess himself. Raja says, 

68 (continued) 

69 

a.ham pratnena manmana gira1; ~umbhami kanvavat I 
yenendra1; ~ushmam id dadhe (11) 

ye tv~m indra na tush~uvur rishayo ye ca tushtuvuh I 
mamed varrlhasva sush~uta~ (12) 

Poet-Philosophers of the Rgveda , pp. 9, 11. 



The father must be the wisdom and the mother must be 
the language. Language shared the~, the Law, 

118 

along wi th wisdom, as father and mother do . . . . That 
means that wisdom and language were united to each 
other. . . . ~ta is literally the evolved, moving 
world, and from this the Law of the evolved world 
became Rta. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
He [the J'..£] had his thoughts and his mind. His language 
was united with wisdom and his language took up a 
beautiful form, being pregnant with the meaning 
associated with wisdom . 

Gonda's translation of 8.13.8 ("for these proclaimers, these 

men who are transport ed with the{r visionary thoughts long 

by means (or through) (their) dhI~ eagerly for the attainment 

of wisdom."), and his commentary on the stanza indicates that 

there is a trans formative quality to power of dhi. He says on 

8.13.8: 

These words hardly admit of an explication other than 
this: men "Tho are susceptible to extraordinary contact 
with the unseen consider the visions which they receive 
and which they attempt to give the shape of audibl e , 
rhythmic, and meaningful speech, a means of attaining 
to a state of mind which may tentatively be indicated 
by our expression "wisdom". ... As is well knmvn 
"wisdom" 'vas, in a primitive milieu, decidedly "practical" 
or creative in character, enabling its possessor to do 
something extraordinary, to fulfill individual ,.,ishes 
which cannot be attained by ordinary means. 70 

70 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p. 104. 



Aside from the misleading language of "creativity" of which 

more will be said, the emphasis on the "practical" aspect of 

the phenomenon of vision/recitation as an ordinary act points 

to resolution of the predicament of the fundamental condition 

through transcendence which is "extraordinary" in that it 

involves transcendence of that cognitive condition which is 

definitive of the predicament i tself. "Wisdom", then, refers 

to a practical reality, an actual ability. 
71 

There are many references which indicate that the 

sacred poetry was thought to possess a cleansing effect, and 

119 

this effect is thought to arise through the association of the 

poetry with the source of inspiration understood as Soma. 

Thus in 9.12.4: 

Far sighted Soma, Sage and Seer, is worshipped 
in the central point 72 

Of heaven, the straining-cloth of wool. 

An important passage in this regard is 9.67.21-27. It 

is important because it relate s Soma, Agni and Savitar to true 

71 
cf. 9.64.10; 96.15; 2.7; 26.1 and AV 4.24.4. 

72 
Hymns of the J3.gveda, Ralph T. H. Griffith, trans. 

divo nabha vicakshaDo 'vyo vare mahlyate / somo 
YU9 sukratu9 kavi9 (4) 
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speech as the braman within the context of the transformative 

or purifying character of dhi, and in doing so illustrates that 

dhi is an actual power which serves a practical end. 
73 

This passage has been translated as follows: 

21. yad anti yac ca durake bhaya~ vindati mam iha / 
pavamana vi taj jahi 

o Pavamana, drive away the danger, whether near at hand 
Or far remote, that finds me here. 

"Eine Gefahr, die nah oder fern mich hier trifft, 
die vertreibe, 0 Pavamana!" 

22. pavamana~ so adya na~ pavitre~a vicarsha~iQ / ya~ 
pota sa puna tu na~ 

This day may Pavamana cleanse us with his purifying pmver, 
Host active purifying Priest. 

"Dieser Pavamana, der Ausgezeichne te, der (s elbs t) 
ein L~uterer ist, solI uns heute mit der Seihe 
lautern." 

Soma is both the Purifier and the purified, an important point in 

the reciprocity of relation in the rite which Griffith fails to 

note. Gonda indicates the priority of relation in his translation: 
74 

"This one being purified must now pu!' i fy us." In some manner 

73 
Griffith and Geldner disagree on portions of this 

passage. Therefore, both translations are given af ter the 
Sanskrit in context. Gonda disagrees with Geldner on several 
significant points of emphasis so his position is included where 
applicable. 

74 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p. 105. 



the po\-ler of dhi is inherent in and akin to the power of Soma 

itself . 

23. yat te pavitram arcishy agne vitatam antar a / 
brahma tena punihi nal) (emphasis added) 
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o Agni, with the cleansing light diffused through 
all thy fiery glow, 
Purify thou this prayer of ours. 

"Die Seihe, die in deiner Flamme, 0 Agni, ausgespannt 
ist, mit der l'autere unsere feierliche rede!" 

(emphasis added) 

On this stanza Gonda says, " ... the prayer is somewhat more 

specified ... "purify our brahma (i. e. the fundamental 

power manifesting itself, inter alia, in the words of the poet)"." 

Griffith's "prayer" is inadequate for it fails to denote the 

proper forcefulness. On the other hand, while Gonda emphasises 

t.he p::Jwer aspect, he fails to give due credit to the ritual 

context within which that power makes itself manifest. Geldner 

offers the best combination of both. His ment:ion of the sieve 

('diej>eihe' = pavitram) is an improvement on G;:-iffith. The 

image of sifting or straining is important - it occurs in 10.68.3 

and in 10.71. 2 where in both cases it refers to the sifting out, 

sorting out, or straining of speech to attain fruitful speech. 

Here the flames of Agni are seen to be a factor in the straining 

75 
For detailed discussion of Gonda's interpretation of 

the significance of the term 'brahman ' s ee his Notes on Brahman, 
Utrecht, 1950. 

75 



out, the purifying the "die feierliche Rede". 

24. yat te pavitram arcivad agne tena puhlhi na~ / 
brahmasavaiQ puni hi naQ (emphasis added) 

Cleanse us with thine own cleansing power, 0 Agni, 
that is bright with flame, 
And by libations poured to thee. 

"Was deine flammende Seihe ist, a Agni, mit 
der lautere uns; durch Eingebungen feierlicher Worte 
lautere uns!" (emphasis added) 

122 

On this stanza Gonda comments, fl ••• the addition is made . •. 

"purify us by means of vivications, instigations or generations 

of brahma" : this no doubt means by stimulating the specific 

power called brahma ( .. Geldner's "Eingebungen feierlicher 
76 

Worte" may for practical purposes serve as a makeshift)." 

No doubt an appeal is being made for the f lames of Agni to act 

as a sieve in the sifting-out of speech, but I cannot see why 

"brahmasavaiQ punlhi" is inadequate as "Eingebungen feierlicher 

l'l0rte" ("inspiration(al) ritual words"). Again, it serves the 

valuable purpose of bringing into focus the importance of the 

ritual context to the brahma , as well as the association 

bett-leen illumination and inspiration. That is, it emphasizes 

the very 'practical' nature of the ritual elements to the 

problem of ri ght relation to language; it is more than a mere 

76 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p. 105. 
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practicality! The close association between purification and 

inspiration is again missed by Griffith. Geldner's "Was deine 

flammende Seihe [pavitram] i st, 0 Agni, mit der lautere uns" is 

both a compliment and an imperative: "mit der 1autere uns" -

with that purify us!, i.e. with that sieve shall we sort out 

language to find the brahma. 

25. ubhabhya~ deva savita~ pavigre~a savena ca / mam 
punihi vi~vata1). 

Savitar, God, by both of these, libation, purifying 
power, 
Purify me on 2very side. 

"Mit beiden, 0 Gott Savitr, mit der Seihe und 
der Eingebung lautere mich ganz !" 

Here to be purified (to be one who has been successful in the 

act of 'sifting-out' speech, the feier1iche Worte or brahma) 

is to be purified with the sieve as well as inspiration or 

stimulation (pavigreQa savena cal. It probably does not refer 

to two different sources of purification as such, as much as 

the ritual context within which inspiration is experienced, 

and the experience itself, in the sense of 10 . 71.4 ("And many 

,,,ho see have had no vision of speech ."). This indicates 

that ritual involvement per se would not guarantee dhi: the 

phenomenon cannot be reduced to a mere ritualistic mechanism . 
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Gonda adds a useful comment on this stanza in referring to 

the sa~ of brahmasavaiJ:;1. He says, II • • • it must be 
77 

remembered that the production of sava\l is Savitar's concern. 1I 

26. tribish tva~ deva savitar varshishthaiJ:;1 soma dhamabhiJ:;1 / 
agne dakshail:;1 punihi nal:;1 

Cleanse us, God Savitar, with Three, 0 Soma, with 
sublimest forms, 

Agni, with forms of power and might. 

liMit dreien (lautere) du uns, Gatt Savitr, 
mit deinen hochsten Formen, a Soma, mit deinen 
\<lirkenskraften liiutere du uns, Agni!1I 

To the two elements of purification of v. 25 (pavigre~a of 

Soma and savena of Savitar) is added a third factor, the 

dak~a of Agni. These three are the powers of purification, 

all of which seem t o reside i n Savitar or be at the disposal 

of Savitar. The "dakshaihll or "Wirkenskraften" referred 

to Agni in this case, is referred to Soma i n 10.25.1 (daksham), 
78 

and in 1.139.2 which Geldner translates as: 

Als ihr beide, Mitra und Varu~a , da vom Rechten das 
Unrechte wegnahmet mit eur em Eifer , mit dem eurer 
Willenskraft eignen Eifer, da sahen wir dart an 
euren Sitzen, den goldenen (Stuhl), wenn auch nur im 
Gedanken, im Geiste, mit eigenen Augen, durch die 
eigenen Augen des Soma. 

78 
yad dha tyan mitravaru~av ~itad adhy adadathe 
anritaI]1 svena manyuna dakshasya svena manyuna / 
yuvor itthadhi sadma sv apa~yama hiraI).yayam / 
dhlbhis cana manasa svebhir akshabhiJ:;1 somasya 
svebhir akshabhih . (emphasis added) 
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This raises two points of note: (1) It is interesting that 

in 9.67.26 Geldner translates "agne dakshaiQ pun1hi" as "mit 

deinen Wirkenskraften lautere Agni" (\vith your effective 

or efficient force purify . Agni) , while in 1 . 139.2 he 

translates "dakshasya svena manyuna" as "curer Hillenskraft 

eignen Eifer" (the will-power of your own zeal). His reasons 

for doing this are not clear, b~t it ~s plausible that the 

first case is an attempt to underscore the practical 

significance of Agni and the ritual context. This is in 

keeping with his translation of v. 22. (2) The dhi itself 

("vision" and "thought" for "dh"ibhis cana manasa" in 1.139.2 

rather than Geldner's "Gedanken, i m Geiste") "takes place through 

the eyes of Somd" v"hich are perhaps the serna-bowls. 

27. punantu ma~ devaja~aQ punantu vaSdVO dhiya / vi~ve 
deval) punIta rna jatavedal) punIhi ma (emphasis added) 

May the Gods' company make me clean, a nd Vasus make 
me pure by song . 

Purify me, ye General Gods; a Jatavedas, make me pure. 

"Es sollen mich die Go tterscharen lautern , 
es sollen die Vasu's mit Verst~ndnis l~utern! Ihr 
Gotter aile, l autert mich; a Jatavedas, laut·ere mich !" 
(emphasis added) 

The (pres ence or active support of the) host of powers 

(devaj anal}), together (vi ~ve de~) purify wi th dh1. Geldner' s 
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"Verstandnis" for "dhiya" is as unacceptable as is his "Gedanken" 

for "dhibhis" in v. 26: both terms tend to over-intellectualise 

the phenomena. 

It is important that the distinction bet'veen dhI as the 

efficient or effective force or power of inspiration , and manas 

(cf. 1.139.2) as a particular mode of consciousness through 

which or with which the dhI is made effective be maintained. 

Geldner fails to make this distinction with adequate clarity 

throughout although there is an indication that he fe~ls such a 

distinction is necessarj . This is seen in his translation of 

1.177.1 \vhe1'e he f orces the translation of manasa as "im Herzen, 

im Geiste". Manas is not literally the "heart" or "spirit ll but 

a particular mode of consciousness \vhich, in conj unction with 

dhi functions to produce the vipaqcitaq. ("inspired ones") of 

10 . 177 . 1. Such vipa!?citaq. are those, the~, \vho have 

experienced right relation to Vac. Geldner's translation of 

vipaqcitaq. as "die Redel<-und~gen" (the ones who are knO';vledgeable 

in speech), although an interpretive rather than literal trans

lation, is most adequate . 

Although it is not perfectly clear if dhI and manas 

are both faculties, or if dhl is a pOyler 9.cting upon the faculty 
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of manas to such an extent that dhi itself is understood as 

bejng like a faculty, it is clear that both elements are in-

valved in the manifestation of Vac as mantra. The rsi is one 
-'-'-

who has combined the dhI with the skills of the poetic art. 

He is both a visionary and a poet. He is possessed of the 

ability through the faculty of manas to "sift" that which is 

heard, and to put it into acceptable -form which is mantra. 

On the other hand, the power of purification which allows for 

this selectivity is dhi. Thus the attainment of dhl is 

the attainment of ,,,isdom. 

10.71: to Jnanam 

1. B~ihaspate prathama~ vaco agra~ yat prairata nama
dheyal)l dadhar:a!: / ya d eshal}l ~resh~ha~ yad aripram as1t 
pre!}a tad esha~ nihi ta~l guh2:vi!: 

When men; Brihaspati, giving names to objects, sent 
Vak's first and earliest utterances, 

All that was excellent and spotless, treasured within them , 
was disclosed through their affection . 

B~haspati! Das war der Rede erster Anfang, als sie 
damit hervortragen, dle Namengebung zu Vollziehen . 
Das Beste und Reine, was sie hatten, das kam im Inneren 
Verschlossen durch ihre Freundschaft zum Vorschein . 

B~haspati! That was the first beginning of speech, as 
they (das Obferti e r) stepped fODvard to effect the 
giving of names. The best and purest which they had 
enclosed within them was illuminated by their friendship. 
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79 
The differences in the translations are a result of different 

interpretations of t vlO terms: (1) "dadhanal)" (..aha - to generate, 

produce, effect, create) as "create" places undue emphasis on 

the aspect of Ifcreative imagination lf and is out of keeping 

with the Indian understanding of the nature of "revelationlf 

and the relationship of "imagination" to such "revelationlf
• 

IIEffect" or "genera te lf are better in that they indicate the 

making manifest of that TNhich is "within"; (2) " guhavi.J2" 

(guha (ind.), a hiding place, secret, in secret (ind. inst.); 

"a-vis" (ind.), before the eyes, openly, manifestly) refers 

to the manifestation of t hat which is Hwithin"; Von,chein 

is in keeping with the language of "vision". 

2. saktum iva titauna punanto yantra dhlra manasa vacam 
akrata / at6i sakhayal). sakhyani Janate bhadraishaI!l 
lakshmlr nihitadhi vaci 

79 

Where, like men cleansing corn-flour in a cribble , the 
wise in spirit have created language , 

Friends see and re(:ognize the marks of friendship; 
their speech retains the blessed sign imprinted. 

The differences in the translations of this hymn by 
Griffi th and Geldne r are not all that variant. However, the 
differences there are do concern this discussion. For this reason 
I have included t he Sanskrit text, Griffith's transla tion , Geldner's 
German trans lation , my translation of Geldner's German, and a 
comparison to t he Sanskrit text ~.,here I feel it helps to clarify 
the different positions. 
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Wo die Weisen mit Nachdenken die Rede gebildet haben, 
sie wie Schrotmehl durch ein Sieb reinigend, da erkennen 
die Genossen ihre Gnossensch&ft. Deren gutes Zeichen ist 
ihrer Rede Aufgepragt. 

Where the Wise-Ones, with r eflecti on , have formed 
sp eech (into names) (selectively), as one sorts grain 
through a sieve, (in that manner) they came to know 
the comrades of their comradship. Thereby (i . e. in 
that they all have the capacity to 'sift' speech, the 
capacity which is the unifying factor of the 
Genossens chaft) is their speech stm~ed with auspicious 
signs. 

"Die Weisen" should be singular (dhira (nom . singular).) 

is instrume;).tal, not locative. Geldner's "mit nachdenken" for 

"manasa", i. e. with i ntelligence, thought, reflection, is preferable 

to "spirit". The subject of ' c-d' is picked up and developed in 

vv. 4-8. 

To understand "vacam akrata" as " ..• have created 

language", is, as in v. 1, out of keeping wi th t he role of the 

.I£!:. as poet \vhich i s to "siftn language wi th skill vv . 9-10. He 

does not "create speech, but, rather, expresses it in a particular 

form which is brahma. " die Rede gibildet haben" expresses 

this in keeping with "akrata" as "constructed , caused". 

3. yajnena vaca~ padaviyam ayan tam anv avindann I~shishu 
pravish~am / t am abhtitya vy adadhu~ purutra ta~ sapta 
rebha abhi sam navante 

With sacrifice the trace of Yak they follmveG, and found hel
harbouring within the ~ishis . 

They brought her , dealt her forth i;). many places; seven 
singers make her tones rEsound in concert. 
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Mit dem Opfer folgten sie der Rede Spur; sie entdeckten 
die in di e ~~i's Eingegangene. Sie holten sie und 
verteilten sie unter Viele; ihr schreien im Chore die 
sieben Sanger zu. 

With the sacrifice they followed the path (= padavIyam) 
(t%f) speech. They discovered her in her having entered 
into the f~i~ (pravishta - one who has enetered into, or 
gone, or come into - is equivalent to Geldner' s "Eingegan~.:?e") . 
They (the~) hold her and distribute her to many; she 
cries out in the chorus of the seven singers. 

The importance of t he ritual context to the manifestation of 

Vic is asserted here. Here and in v. 11 the ritual is the formal 

sacrifice, while vv. 5 and 10 suggest an ascetic co~~unal 

ritual of s ome sort. 

4. uta tvai;J. pa~yan na dadar~a vacam uta tval) ~~i!).van na 
~ri!).oty enam / uto tvasmai t anvam vi sasre jayeva patya 
U9atl suvasaI: 

One man hath ne'er seen Vak, and yet he seeth: one man 
hath hearing but hath never heard her. 

But to another hath she shown her beauty as a fond well
dressed ~.,roman to her husband. 

Und mancher , der sieht, hat die Rede nicht erschaut, und 
mancher , der h'ort, hart sie doch nicht. Und dem einen 
hat sie sich aufgetan ~.,rie eine verliebte, sch'ongekleidete 
Frau dem Gatten. 

And many who see have not envisioned (sieh 2n/erschauen) 
speech ('many who see her do not grasp her" - Geldner), 
and many who hear, yet th ey hear not. And the one she 
has presented herself to as a loving, well-dressed wife 
to her husband. 

Vic is selective in t he manifestation of herself just as a wife 



is selective in that she shows her charms to her husband and 
80 

not to all. Although the same imagery is used of both 

there is a radical distinction between true seeing and hearing 

and mundane seeing and hearing. The distinction between seeing 

and hearing may refer to the two different ritual roles of v. 
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10 a-b. It points to the fact that that which is seen in vision 

(dhI) is called that which is heard, sruti. 

5. uta tva~ sakhye sthirapltam ahur naina~ hinvanty api 
vajineshu / adhenva carati mayayaisha vaca~ ~u~ruvan 
aphalam apushpam 

One man they call a laggard, dull in friendship: they 
never urge him on to deeds of valour. 

He wanders on in profitless illusion: the Voice he 
heard y i elds neither fruit nor blossom. 

Von manchem sagt man , dass er in der Genossenschaft 
steif und feist geworden sei; ihn schicken sie auch in 
den Wettka mpfen nicht vor. Er gibt sich mit einem 
Trugbild ab , das keine Milchkuh ist, denn er hat eine 
Rede geh~rt, die weder Frucht noch Bl~te tragt. 

Of some (i. e . some particular one within the Genossenschaf~), 
one says that he has become stiff and fat; him they do 
not send along to the "Wettkamphen" (contest or debate, 
or l it. the "struggle of equals"). He (the fat one) 
presents himself with an untrue picture (in speech), 
that is not a milk-cow (i.e. is a~halam in that it is 
not effective within the rite), f~~has heard (Geldner: 
"or, gelernt") a (type of) speech, that neither yields 
fruit nor blossom . 

80 
C. Kunhan Raja, Poet-Philosophers of the Rgveda , p. 60. 
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Geldner's "I-lettkamphe~" and Griffith's "deeds of valour" both 

refer to the heroic situation, "vajineshu". Geldner's trans

lation is interpretative, probably on the basis of v. 10 where 

he uses the word "Redekamphen". He seems to. understand the 

Assembly as a debating situa tion, and v. 10 would seem to 

support this. That would explair. the public aspect of 

"Redek'amphen", bu t v. 5, and v. 9 c-d indicate that there is 

also an inter ior struggle involved. Renou's comments on vipra 

(the quivering one) are meaningful here. Indications of an 

interior struggle are seen in the implication of an ascetic 

context in vv. 5 a nd 9 which is in some way highly relevant to 

the exteriorization of dhi as mantra. 

The term "mayayaisha" is found in 10.177.1 (mayaya) 

where it refers to the invisible nature of Vac for the one who 

is not 2di. "Mayayaisha" as "untrue picture" indicates that 

there is a fundamental cognitive misorientation, and that the 

cause of such lies within the beholder himself. The speech of 

such a one is unfruitful (aphalam) in that it does not make hi~ 

vajina (migh ty or heroic) and he does not win food and favour 

in the Assembly (v. 10). 
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6. yas tityaja sacividalJl sakhayal]l na tasya vacy api bhago 
asti / yad I~ ~~i~oty alaka~ ~~i~oti nahi praveda 
sukritasya pantham 

No part in vak hath he who hath abandoned his own dear 
friend who knows the truth of friendship . 

Even if he hears her still in vain he listens : naught knows 
he of the path of righteous action . 

Wer einen mitwissenden Freund im Stiche gelassen hat, 
der hat keinen Anteil an der Rede mehr. Was er auch h~rt, er 
h~rt es vergeblich; er kennt nicht den Weg der Tugend. 

Whoever forsakes a friend of equal understanding 
(= sacivid~, "intimate, belonging together"/sakhaya~ , 
"companions, friends": forsakes one of the Freund~chaf t), 
he no longer has any part of speech . What he hears 
he hears in vain (in that) he knows nothing of the path 
of virtue. 

Fors~king a friend may refer to forsaking Vac , the falling out 

with Vac, and therefore the select community of Vac as in v . 8. 

It may refer to v. 10 and the possibility of not winning in the 

Assembly. On the other hand it may refer to v . 7, and, in that 

context it may be a threat against one who might want to deliberately 

appear "more equal" than his equals. 

7 . akshaI}-vantalJ karl).avantalJ sakhayo manojaveshv asama 
babhuvuQ / adaghnasa upakaksMsa u tve hrada iva snatva 
u tve dadri~re 

Unequal in the quickness of their spirit are friends 
endowed alike with eyes and hearing . 

Some look like tanks that reach the mouth or shoulder, 
others like pools of water fit to bathe in . 
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Freunde, die Augen und Ohren haben, sind sich an 
Einfallen des Geistes ungleich. Die einen erscheinen 
(wie Teiche), die bis an den Mund, bis an die Achsel 
reichen, die anderen wie Teiche, die zum Baden geeignet 
sind. 

Friends who have eyes and ears (which hear and see 
properly ) i.e. those still in the Freundschaft , a r e 
inspired unequally. Some appear (as ponds) up to 
the mouth and shoulder, the others as ponds that 
might be used for bathing. 

The reference to pools of water is probably no more than an 

image to indicate the different levels of "depths" of inspiration 

and use of language to express the inspiration. However, it may 

refer to a sort of ritual act of initiation in keeping with the 

impllcatiocs of v . 5. 

The reference to the one who appears as a pool wherein 

the \vater is up to the mouth may relate to the .,later symbolism 

with which Vac is frequently associated. Geldner picks up the 

water imagery in v. 9, perhaps for this reason. The water being 

up LO the mouth would indicate one whose flow of speech is one 

with the resevoir of Vac herself. 

8. hrida tasht;:eshu manaso javeshu yad b6ihmaI:lal; sarrlyajante 
sakhayal; / atraha tvam vi jahur vedyabhir ohabrahmal)o 
vi caranty u tve 

'\<,Then friendly Brahmans sacrifice together with mental 
impulse which the heart hath fashioned, 

They leave one far behind through their attainments, and 
some ,..rho count as Brahmans wander else\..rhere. 



Wann die Brahmanen als Genossen zusammen opfern, 
wahrend die Einfalle des Geistes im Herzen geformt 
werden, da lassen sie den einen mit Bedacht abfallen; 
die andern treten ab, indem ihre feierlichen Reden 
BeHall finden. 

When the Brahmans sacrifice together as comrades, 
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during (tha t time) the flashes of insight are formed 
within the heart, they let the one (the fat one of v. 5) 
deliberately fall down; the others step away while their 
ceremonial speeches (= ohabrahmaI).o - referring to a 
priest possessing or conveying sacred knowledge, i.e. 
possessing and conveying the brahma) - find approval. 

Here Geldner's trans lation of "hliida tashteshu manaso javeshu" 

as " • die Einfalle des Geistes im Herzen geformt werden . 

. . " is no better than Grif fi th's " •.. with mental impulse 
81 

\vhich the heart hath fashioned". Monier-Williams indica t es 

that "E.~" is tho ught to be connected with the heart, or mind 

as the seat of feeling, but, that in the "older language" such 

as in the 0.gveda it ref e rs more generally to the "interior", 

the sense of 'vli thin!. Thus,". . . the impulses of the Idnd 

(manas) formed within would be more appropriate. 

9. il:le ye narvan na para~ caranti na brahmanaso na sute
karasa~ / ta ete vacam abhipadya papaya sirls tantra~ 
tanvate aprajajnayary 

Those men who step not back and move not forward, nor 
Brahmans nor preparers of libations, 

Having attained to Vak in sinful fashion spin out their 
thread in i gnorance like spins t ers . 

81 
Sir Monier Williams , A Sanskrit-English Dictionary , 

Oxford, 1960 (f irs t edition 1889) , p. 1302. 
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Dienicht naher und nicht weiter konunen, nicht (~.7irkliche) 
Brahmanen sind, noch bei dem Soma mit wirken, die 
gebrauchen die Rede in ubler l.Jeise und spannen unkundig 
die fliessenden Wasser als GeVlebe auf. 

Those who come neither nearer nor farther (i.e. those 
who have fallen down) are not (really) Brahmanas (and) 
cannot work with Soma (in that) t hey use speech in a 
foul manner (L e. "papaya" - "foul" rather than Griffith' s 
tlsinful" in that it relates to the earlier references to 
purification) and spin speech ignorantly like a web 
over flowing water. 

"Inexperienc ed", or "inexpert" would be better than "ignorantly" 

for tlaprajajnaya1;ltl. Here "tantra" means "warp", while "siri" 
--82 

means "shuttle" - both meanings are exclusive to this hymn. 

The shuttles in this hymn are not the female weavers, the tlspinsters" 
83 

as Griffith would have it, but probably means something like 

the imagery of 10.130.1 which concerns weaving. It refers to a 

lack of skill in the ability to manipulate the instruments (the 

instruments of the ritual perhaps) with vlhich the fabric of 

speec:h (perhaps the fabric of \lac as the Hell-dressed Hife in 

v. 4) is woven. Thus they are masters of the brahm~, i.e. they 

do not have the sthirapltam ("strong protection"; perhaps referring 

to the debate context or the exchange in the Assembly; they are 

not sabh"asahena, "superior in Assembly", v. 10) of the brahma. 

82 
~id., p. 436, and p. 1217. 

83 
See Griffith, ~mns of the ~igveda, Vol. II, p. 485, n. 1. 
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Geldner's translation is highly interpretive, but it is 

in keeping with the rest of the hymn, and with what has been 

said regarding purification, Soma, and the sieve imagery. 

"Flowing water" is meaningful in relation to Vac-Sarasvati. 

Geldner's translation might be paraphrased as: "Those who 

attempt to use speech ,,,ithout the necessary skill are not 

"hero" (£~~) in that they do not win the strength and protection 

of the brahma. They operate in delusion (v. 5). They weave 

speech which, unlike the purifying sieve of proper speech, is 

obstructive of the flow of prcper speech just as a net is 

to the flow of water." The lack of skill or inexperience 

(aprajaj~ayaD) refers to two factors: (1) an actual ritual 

skill which might have been an ecstatic dance of some sort 

which in v. 9 some cannot do because they are fat and stiff 

(v. 5), and (2) a skill that lies within \vhich is the inner 

mastery of the mechanics of poetic language and imagery itself. 

One who sees but has no "vision" is not capable of directing 

the shuttle through the woof to form (formulate) the fabric 

of the well-dressed Vac which is the brahma. Thus in 2.85.5 

c-d, Gonda translates and comments t ha t,' "let not the thread 

break ,,7hen I am weaving my ~" ... must refer to the process 

of converting the inspiration into audible speech and metric.al 
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84 
stanzas. ' 

10. sarve nandanti ya~asagatena sabnasahena sakhya 
sakhayal) / kilbishasp~it pitushallir hy esham ar21Jl hito 
bhavati vajinayo 

All friends are joyful in the friend who cometh in triumph, 
having conquered in assembly. 

He is their blame-averter, food-provider: prepared is he 
and fit for deed of vigour. 

AIle Genossen freuen sich uber den geehrten Genossen, 
der als der Sieger in der Versammlung ankommt, denn 
er bewahret sie vor Fehle, verdient fur sie Brot. Zum 
Wettkampf vorgeschickt stellt er seinen Mann . 

Al l comrades are happy over the honoured friend who 
arrives, the victor in the Assemb l y (sabhasahena), for 
he saves them from f ai lure and provid~;-them br~ad. 
Sent forth to t he sp eech-struggle (b a t tle ) (Redeka.E1pren) 
ha stands firm (vajinayo : in reference to heroIc deeds 
or nature). 

Both Griffith's "blame-averter" and Geldner's "er bewahret sie vor 

fehle" are inadequate for "kilbishasprit:." TtJhich means "removing 
85 

or avoiding sins". The victorious one both redeems past 

failures or transgressions, and because he was the proper selection 

to send to the Assembly, and in that he was recep tive to dfi and 

had the required skills to convert the dhl into mantra, the 

84 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p. 114. 

85 
Honier-Williams, An English-Sanskrit Dictionary, p. 284. 

The term occur s here, and only once more in Ait. Br . 1.13. 
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Assembly approve (v. 8) the "hero" ell!) - blame is t hus 

averted in that he has avoided failure. The dhl must be put 

into an acceptab l e form and transformed into a means, as Gonda 
86 

puts it, "of overcoming difficulties " Within the 

rite this would pertain to all times, past, present, and futu re. 

11. ~lca~ tvaQ posham aste pupushvan gayatram tva gayati 
~ akvarIshu I brahma tva vadati j"atavidya1ll yajnasya 
matra~ vi mimlta u tvaQ 

One plies his constant task reciting verses: one sings 
the holy psalm in Sakvari measures. 

One more, the Brahman, tells the lore of being, and one 
lays down the rules of sacrificing. 

Der eine sitzt da, die F~lle der Verse mehrend, der 
andere singt eine Gesangesweise auf ~akv2rlversen. Der 
eine tr~gt als brahman das vorhandene Wissen vor, der 
andere bestimmt das Hass des Opfers. 

The one sits there, increasing the wealth 
the other sings a song of SakvarT verse. 
carries the available brahman, the other 
decides t h e measure of the sacrifice . 

of verse , 
The one 

Geldner's translation of 'c' is to be preferred to Griffith's. 
87 

Here "brahma" is probably pI. accusative, not nominative, 

following "jatavidyalll" (accusative) which in this case means 
88 

"the knowledge that exists", i.e. the brahma. Geldner ' s 

86 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p. 114. 

87 
See D. W. Whitney , Sanskrit Grammar, Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1964 , p. 159 (0425, d.). 
88 

Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p . 
417; he cites Nir . 1.8. The term is unique to this hymn. 
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"_tragen" for "vadati" vvan - "to utter, speak") is inadequate. 

Griffith mentions that the four functions refer to the 

four roles of the functionaries: 'a' refers to the Hotar; 

'b' to the Udgatar; 'd' to the Adharyu. He does not account 
89 

for 'c'. 

(b) 

The three-fold role of the ~ as visionary, poet and 

functionary involves the non-)1ersonal perception of a meta-

physical firs t principle of reality, the personal expression 

or "trans lation" of the vision into the poetics of mantra 

which is then applied to a practical end within the supra-

personal context of ritual . In the relationship between vision, 

expression, and application the Sacred Word is the instrument 

of Heil and Wholsein in the immediate sense in that it involves 

the making manifest of that which is Real in itself and the 

non-personal identification with the fullness of Being itself. 

I n a secondary sense Heil as ""relfare" is "well-being" through 

the resolution of the practical concerns of everyday existence . 

The former is right relation with that which transcends the 

temporal order, while the latter is right relat ion with the 

89 
Ralph T. H. Griffith, Hymns of the ~igveda , Vol . II, 

p. 486, n. 11. 
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elements of the temporal order itself. 

Earlier the factors of temporality as they pertain to 

personhood were discussed within the framework of dharma. 

Having also associated vrata and dharma in an earlier contp.xt , 

it would be useful at this point to discuss the basis of that 

association. 

One element \vhich vrata (holy vow or practice) a nd 

dharma (duty) have in common is that both imply that the 

worldly status of an individual is reflective of a cosmic 

reality. Both are concerned with the realm of the phenomenal, 

and in that it is held that there is a first principle tha t 

transcends the phenomenal order (V~c-akshara i n the one 

context, Brahman in t he other) it can be said that t he paradoxical 

language of both "Is" and "Is not" applies to both. One makes a 

vow, or performs a rite which "Is" personal, and, at the same 

time, "Is not" in that it reflects a cosmic reality which is 

greater than himself. It is supra-personal, and concerns the 

functionary aspect of ritual involvement which sustains the 

ordo-rerum. Thus, while personal in one respect vrata need not 

be understood in such restrictive terms for ultimately it involves 

the entire cosmic order . Dharma is more obviously a universal 
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principle., but, phenomenologically, in terms of the object 

(maintenance of ~) and context (yajna) or .:vrata, vrata 

can also be understood as a universal principle. Ritual need 

not be understood as formal ritual alone, for by virtue of the 

fact that individual action is reflective of, and prescriptive 

of a cosmic reality all actions, especially within the under-

standing of Tradition put forth in Chapter One, are ritual 

actions. All actions are either in keeping with ~ or are 

~ta. All actions, vows and thoughts are meaningful in terms 

of Rta. The Tradition itself has understood man's existence 
-'--

in such a comprehensive manner. R. Mukerjee illustrates this 

when he says, 

Classical Brahmanical metaphor interprets not 
only creation as a cosmos cultus (yajn~), but the 
symbolic distribution of the Cosmic Person into 
the ordered universe, but also the maintenance 
of the order of nature through the reciprocity 
of gods (devas) and men as represented by the 
Hheel of Sacramen t (yajna cClkra). These 
simultaneously emerged during t he process of 
creation. The cultus is a spiritual as well as 
a physical necessity for all creatures. The 
cycle of nature (jagat cakr~) is itself cultus. 
Through the i mpass ion and desirelessness of his 
works man emulates the gr and Sacrifice of the 
Cosmic Person that is creation itself. Man r i ses 
through the sacraments or yajna-karma fro m 
the material (adhibautika) to the higher 
psychic reality (adhfdaiva) - the special field 



of the evolution of personality (adhi yajnaoham 
evatra dehe). The Indian man interprets the 
Sacrament in a comprehensive spiritua l way. It 
embraces at once the offering of mind, senses and 
objects to the fires of right enjoyment and self
control and teh (sic!) all-pervasive symbolic 
transfiguration of all activities and goals of 
life as obligations . . . . Here all living becomes 
symbolic, all work worship . . .• All sacraments or 
sacrifices t hus culminate in the inner wisdom
sacrament (antar-yajna, pranayajna , brahman-ya jna) .90 

Within this understanding it is not possible to make a valid 

distinction between ritual action in a formal and a general 

sense for the difference is a matter .of degree. 
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There is, however, a difference in the scope of practi-

cality i113smuch as welfare within the framework of the poetic 

out-pouring is radical ly different from that of the everyday 

concern. In the ~ this difference is expressed in the two 

modes of the seer and the poet. The difference lies in the 

status of individual personality. The rsi as kavi and 

functiona ry is paradigma tic of individuality in a supra-persona l 

sense in that vrata is involved, \vhile the ~ as visionary is 

paradigmatic of the transcendence of individuality and the entire 

framework of vrata-concerns. The paradoxical language of "isll/"is 

not" does not apply to the .I~ whereas it does apply to the kavi.:. . 

90 
R. Hukerjee, The Symbo lic Li fe of Man, Bombay : Hindu 

Kitabs, 1959, p. 188 . The diacritical marks are omitted in the 
source. 
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This point will be considered in some detail as it applies 

to each case: 

(1) The.Hi as visionary: 

The relationship between the ~ and t he power which 

expresses itself through vision is reciprocal to the point 

where the distinction is so blurred that it is difficult to speak 

of relationship. In the case of Vac one nust speak of identity 

rather than relation for the power source of the vision and the 

content of the vision are one and the same. V~c reveals itself 

as itself, not to the .I:l.i, but throug.!:: th8 !;sli. One cannot 

distinguish between the one who sees and that which is seen, for 

the identity of the former is co-terminus with the reality of 

the latter. Such an experience would be non-mediated, non--

r epresentational , and non-personal. 

Renou makes a statement \vhich is useful here. He says, 

" Vedism is already a Yoga, a collective Yo~ in vlhich the 

composers of the formulae , the early ancestors who inaugurated 

the sacrifice and the gods who are both witnesses and participants, 
91 

all play their part." His use of the term "~" is unclear 

and possibly misleading. It might be understood in several ways . 

91 
Renou, ~ions of Ancient India, p. 18. 



Such a "collective Yo ga" in the Jg Ve<lCl must refer not to a 
92 
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particular spiritual discipline, but, rathe r , to a fundamental 

attitude toward reality and the relevance of individual experience 

within that understanding. The root ';yuj" means "to unite", 

"to yoke", "to join together". One such form of unification is 

found in the scope and function of the ritual. It has been 

noted tha t the intricate relationship betv.Teen po",ers and power 

mediums implies a highly integral und erstanding of phenomenal 

reality. This might be called a yogic understanding. Vrata 

in a colle ·:: tive sense represents a for m of "~" in tha t all 

vrata focuses on the reality of J3.ta. The _~ as poet and 

functionary does vrata in his role as "hero" and through his 

performance he sustains the community in terms of its particular 

interests, and the orda-rerum as well. His representation of 

the community is a form of "~" in that they are united in 

and through the "hero" figure. 

It is through such an act which might be called an act 

of "~" tha t the consciousness of t he poet transcends itself 

to the paradigma tic non-personal model. In a very general 

92 
The praD~ exercises of the ~eda doubtless refer to 

a religious discipline of some sort, 2-S do the ascetic i mpl ica
tions of 10.71, but the fi rst sys tematic account of yoga as a 
specific discipline appear in the Kath3 Upaqisad. 
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statement on the nature of Indian spirituality Betty Heimann 

makes several observations \o7hich might serve to clarify this 

point. Her use of the term "mystic" is, I think, regrettable 

because of its vagueness, but it is not altogether out of 

place here. I understand the term to apply to what I have 

called the "inward" nature of the quest for truth as intro-

spection, and to insight as the realization of Truth. The 

term "philosopher" signifies one ';lho strives after ins ight. 

These qualifications considered, her observations are sufficient-

ly to the point to warrant be ing cited at length. She says: 

The philosopher , the myst ic in the Indian sense, is the 
ideal leader of Indian society . The cosmic vie~v -
basic to all Indian thought - is that of the inter
connection of all empirical phenomena . All 8f them 
emanate from the same pre- and post-empirical unity 
which is only veiled, dimmed and obscured by apparent 
empirical singleness, but is yet latent and ac t ive 
in divergent appearances. By studying single persons 
and objects, the Indian philosopher tries to f i nd che 
COIlUllon ground in all of them. Step by step in uniting 
them by tracing their cornman essentials, the Indian 
mystic tries to restore the healthy primary unity, 
like the accurate surgeon who uses his knmvledge and 
skill to heal the wound 8f accidental singleness and 
disturbing divergency. The split-up segments of the 
basic oneness are reunited. All the 'Here' in the 
present, past and future manifestations are only 
evidence and proof of a constant unifying and unified 
supra-temporal Beyond. The Indian philosopher-mystic 
undertakes an epistemological research with a clearly 
thought-out me thod and precise formulat i on, in order 



to deduce from the 'Here' all the possible 'Heres' 
the primary and latent unity. It is the latent 
unity which is the life-force and the creative 
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impetus for all time-bound emanations, \"hich are yet in 
timeless continuity. Thus the Indian mystic helps to 
lead the masses beyond their imagined isolation in 
feelings and conditions, and he strives - not after 
a personal emotional satisfaction alone - but after a 
general enlightenment, gradually acquired, so as to 
make visible the Unity behind all appearances. This 
search helps him and all his fo llowers to the right 
evaluation of events, past, present and future. In 
India the mystics, t hen, are not self-secluded singl e 
individuals, no ' mystic Few', but the 'myst.ical al1-·in
one'. The mystic is the leader, t.he educator. He is 
responsible for the who le of society and its enlighten
ment. He teaches the common truth of basic su~ra

~rsona1 Reality and Unit.y . (emphasis added)9 

The associa tion of t.he "philosopher" in general wit.h t.he 

m might be examined at this point to illustrate the ways in 

which such an association is and is not valid. Of interest in 

this regard is id2ntification of poetry and philosophy in the 

Vedic literature. C. Kunhan Raja says that, 

A philosopher is a poet; a man who has r ealised the 
truth is so recognised only when he is able t o express 
his realisation through the medium of poetic language ; 
there is also an indication that poetry is the only 
medium through which truth can be expressed. The 
philosophy in the Ved~ is a9~o a philosophy of language 
and a philos ophy of poetry. 

93 
Betty Heimann, Facets of Indian Thought, pp. 133-34. 

94 
Poet-Philosophers of the ~igVeda, p. xxiv. 
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Transcendence of "personality" refers to transcendenc e 

of a cognitive condition which I have characterized as a 

fundamental sense of the wrongness of existence. In the 

context of RV 1.164 it refers to Dlrghatamas' condition of 

being "fettered in mind". Thus, "personality" in this sense 

is akin to the later understanding of the individual person as 

a product o~ the association through primeval Nescience (avidya) 

of the anta1;tkaraJila1;t (internal organ), of which the ahainkara 

is only one factor, with the atman which is called j1va within 
95 

this association . It is not possible here t o speak of the 

"subjective lt and "objective" aspects of the phenomenon in 

anything othe r than a heuristic sense because Nescience (non-

knO\vledge or \,Trong-knO\vledge) understood as being primeva l 

(fundamental) is the synthesising basis which makes the 

relationship between the associates (jIva-an ta1;tkarana ) nece~sary 

in all ways, as long as that basis endures. 

In the same way the transcendence of personalisms in 

the vision represents the transcendence of a cognitive condition . 

The basis of this condition - a sense of "wrongness" the state 

of being "fettered in mind" which in this case is expressed as 

95 
This doctrine is discussed in some detail in Chapter V. 



the lack of right relation to Vac - has been undercut. 

The term '~' refers to both a power concept and an 
96 
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empirical phenomenon, and yet as a cognitive act it transcends 

the subject/object dichotomy. 

Dhlti is the faculty spoken of in visual terms by 

D"irghatamas when he says, " . he who hath eyes sees this, 

the blind discerns not". Such an experience of "seeing" is 

suggested to be the recurrence of a single archetype; the 

tuning into the ever-present ground of reality with what 

Kr~r;ta, in GIta 11.8, calls the "divine eyes". Thus, it is not 

a public phenomenon, for it is not within the mundane field of 

vision (~~ 1l . 3.9). Nor can it be called private for tha t 

would imply a subjectivism which is not appropriate to the caS2: 

Arjuna, although he was the only one who could see Lord Kr~r;ta, 

was unable to do within ~he scope of his own (i.e. 'personal!) 

vision. Nirukta 1.20 speaks of the cognitive condition of the 

vision as a form of intuition. Gonda uses the tern !\,isdom" to 
97 

describe the state of mind. One thing is clear: the visiun 

was thought to be beyond the realm of ordinary thought (RV 1.139 . 2) . 

96 
Gonda, Vision of the Vedic Poets, p . 107. 

97 
Ibid., p. 104. 



The vision is spoken of in 1.164.1: 

Of this benignant Priest, with eld grey-coloured, tho 
brother midmost of the three is lighting. 

The third is he whose back with oil is sprinkled. 
Here I behold the Chief with seven male chi1dren. 98 
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There is an element of mysticism here. He (DIrghata.mas) 
was sitting in front of the physical fire and then in 
that fire he was able to see the heavenly light . 
And in that heavenly Fire, he was able to vision the 
wisdom, the lord of the people. . . . He would see 
something in the physical phenomenon what ordinary 
people cannot see. 99 

Again, it must be pointed out that the term "philosopher" 

is a Western term and that one must be very clear when applying 

it to the Indian context. The different orthodox "philosophies" 

of India are called "darsanas" . In RV 1.116.23 the term (neuter) 

means "seeing , observing, looking, noticing, observ2tion, per-
100 

ception", while in 1.58.16 it means "intention". From fdris, 

"to see, to ~Thich to Shmtl", "darsa" "looking at, vie\ving" as 

"darsana" refers to t h e different "views" or "viewpoints" of 

the nature of reality or truth. Because all of the orthodox 

schools hold the Vedas to be pranlaI)a they all claim to be putting 

forth different "views" of the single truth. That \-lhich they 

have in common is a fundamental attitude to Ved~; because of 

98 
Ralph T. H. Griffith, trans., Hymns of the ~igveda. 

99 
Poet-Philosophers of the ~igVeda , p. 3. 

100 
Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, pp. 470-71. 
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this~ their disputes on doctrine might be called a "family 

dispute!!. The tone of argument between the orthodox darsanas 

differs from the tone of argument between the orthodox dar~anas 

and the non-orthodox views~ for in the latter case the status 

of Veda itself is a t stake. The term "darsana" indicates that 

India understood what the West calls "philosophy" consistently 

within a pel:ceptual framework; ultimately the experiential 

factor is primary and all theoria is directed toward the 

experiential end. For this reason all orthodox Indian philosophy 

can be called soteriological. Two distinctions common in t he 

West today do not app l y to India: (1) the distinction between 

"theoretical" and "practical" ~ and (2) the distinction bet,ITeen 

"philosophy" and "religion". 

The llse of the term "darsana" to denote a "systematic 

philosophy" does not apply to the ~g Veda in t~1e seIlse that it 

applies to the six classical darsanas~ but ~V 1.58.16, and 116.23 

use the word in the same way as the later dar~anas . From this 

one can say that a !!philosopher" of the classical period is one 

who expounds or clarifies a "view!! or "viewpoint" within the 

understandi ng that such an exposition of the Truth is secondary 

to the actual realization or experience of that Truth. A 
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philosopher flpoints the way!! to moksa. In what manner might 

the r?i of the ~g Veda be called a philosopher? Here one must 

take into account the two-fold nature of the JjL~; in doing so, 

it becomes clear that the ~ is a unique figure. As the 

visionary the ~ is paradigmatic of the realization of the 

Truth. Such a realization I have said is non-mediated, non

representational (in that it involves total identification with 

the True) and non-personal (by virtue of the fact that the 

realization is a total identification - in this case, with Vac). 

It involves a transcendence of the entire framework of the 

particularities of the mundane historical order. It is a 

cognitive condition, but because it is transcendent of the 

framework of the phenomenal order, it cannot be likened to any 

cognitive condition within the phenomenal order because the two 

are categorically distinct . The m, strictly within the 

capacity as visionary, does not point to the True, but, rather, 

embodies the True itself . 

Hmvever, it ::'s clear from RV 10.71 that the vision was 

never understood as an end in itself. Vision and expression of 

the vision go hand in hand . They can be separated only for the 

purposes of clarification. 10.71 indicates that there is a 

reciprocal relation between vision of the True, and speech of 
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the True as E,:antra, or "true" speech. 

The very question of "true" speech or "false" speech 

as an indication of "true" or "false" vision relates to the 

question of Tradition as it was considered in the first chapter. 

Jt is useful at this point to recall Younger's definition of 

Tradition as "a conscious authoritative selection of religious 
101 

experience." On the basis of this understanding alone it 

would appear that there is no argument for not including the 

~g Veda within the Tradition for it is clear that there is 

indeed a standard for dist inguishing the "true" from the 

"false" , and this constitutes "a conscious authoritative selection 

of religious experience". I hold, therefore, that Younger's 

argument is self-defeating in this regard. 

The "Assembly" obviously plays a vital role in this 

distinction. The "Assembly" must have had some rule or common 

understanding with which to judge the contestant. I mentioned 

in discussing 10.71 that Geldner understands portions of the 

hymn as applying to a debating situation. I think he is correc t 

in doing so, especially in that hymn. 10.71.10 indicates 

that it was vitally important for the one who represented the 

101 
Younger, The Indian Religious Tradition, p. 1. 
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group which Geldner calls the "FreundE?chaft" to win favour 

within the "Assembly" for what was at stake was not merely 

applause and the honour of having won. Recognition 2.8 "hero" 

or "victor" brought favour from the "Assembly", and one aspect 

of the favour was the fact that group which the speaker rep

resented would be given food and sustenance. One had to win 

for all to eat. 

The phrase "conscious authoritative selection of 

religious experience" applies to two related contexts: (1) the 

group from which a member was selected to stand before the 

"Assembly" , and (2) the "Assembly" itself. These points and 

the natur e of their relatedness will nOvl be considered in 

detail : 

(1) 10.71. 5 makes it clear that the group of "Freundschaft" 

had some method of selection to decide just who would r epresent 

them at the "Assembly" . It is indicated that one factor migh.t 

have been the ability to endure some ascetic rite which sorted 

out the "fat" and "stiff". In v. 5 c-d, and v. 6 the judgment 

is made: he who is "fat" and "stiff" and cannot perform the 

test or ritual is declared to have no part in Vac. He has 

abandoned his friends; perhaps he has broken a vow in becoming 
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"fat" and "stiff". There is a clear correlation between one's 

access to Vac and the mention of the "fat" and "stiff" one. 

He has no part in Vac! He hears her voice, but she does not 

yield fruit (i.e. is aphalam) to him. V. 6 c-d indicates that 

all of this is a result of the fact that he does not know the 

path of righteous action. One would assume from this that 

righteous action, access to Vac and her yielding of fruit, 

"true" seei.ng and "true" hearing is achieved only by the "not

fat", the "not--stiff". Those who do not measure up are in v. Sd 

said to be in a condition of maya . It would seem that the term 

here should be understood as "delusion" not "illusion": it is 

not the mayavada of Advait.a Vedanta, for there "maya" as "illusion" 

is not only pervasive, but has a positive element. No positive 

element is hinted at in v. 5. He is "deluded" in that in the 

conditicn of the "fat" and "stiff" one listens but does not 

really hear, sees, but does not really see -- he is deluded in 

thinking that he could ever win a victory in the "Assembly". The 

other friends knoH this, so he will not be chosen to represent 

them in the "Assembly" for he is neither prepared nor fit for 

heroic deeds, i.e. he is not master of the shuttle and th e woof 

with which the fabric of the brahman is woven. 



V. 7 indicates that the group acknowledges different 

degrees of inspiration. But there seems to be two different 

contexts referred to: (a) vv. 1,3, and 11 refer directly to 

the sacrifice while v. 10 clearly refers to the context in the 

"Assembly". V. 8 a-b refers to the sacrifice, but c-d may well 

refer to the "private " initiation within the group. Geldner's 

translation of 8 c-d (" ... da lassen sie den einen mit Bedacht 

~bfallen (cf. v.6); die anderen treten 3b, indem ihre feierlichen 

Reden Beifall findenlass ociates it with a public ritual, while 

Griffith's translation ("They leave one far behind through their 

attainments, and some who count as Brahmans wander elsewhere.") 

is ambiguous. " some who count as Brahmans I' may 

refer to some who count themselves (in delusion, v. 5) as 

Brahmans, or to some who deceive the public into counting t hem 

as Brahmans (i . e. masters of the brahman riddle). V. 8 probably 

refers to the public ritual which , if they wi n favour through t he 

one who represents them in the "Assembly", they will be hir ed 

to perform. The only objection to this would be the logical 

question, "Why would the "f~dschaft_" risk public embarrass ment 

by allowing the "fat" and "stiff" one to get that far? V. 10 

c-d might provide the answer. The mention of the victorious one 

as the "redeemer" and "blame-averter" may indicate this: The 
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group is selective within itself (v. 5); on the basis of this 

selectivity they send a representative to the debate in the 

"Assembly" who is victorious on their behalf. T!1ey win favour 

and are paid to do public ritual '\Thereupon, .on the basis of 

vv. 8 c-d, 9, one member of the group causes them to fall into 

disfavour. They must now return to the "Assembly" and attempt 

to regain favour by winning the poetic competition. V. 11 is 

an account in part of the na ture of the public sacrifice. 

This interpretation makes sense of what has generally 

been acknowledged t o a difficult hymn. It accounts for the 

shift in bo th subject and context. It calls into question 

Sayana's contention that the hymn is " ... the eulogy of the 
102 

understanding of the Veda as essential to divine knm"ledge." 

It does not, however, call into question the credibility of Veda 

itself, but rather , draws into focus the core of what Veda 

itself is which is revelation (~) and translation of Vac into 

mantrB:, and it also gives an account of some of the cond:Lti ons 

relevant to this phenomena . It is an invaluable source for the 

understanding of the dynamic vitality of Vedism. 

(2) The second criterion concerns the "Assembly" for it is the 

"Assembly" which would sit in judgment of both the vision and 

102 
Cited in Ralph T. H. Griffith, Hymns of the ~igveda, 

Vol. II, p. 486, n. 11. 
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the "translation" of it into audible terms. It is the 

"Assembly" "lho , in the final analysis, provided the initial 

"self conscious criterion of valid religious experience" 

\vhich was discussed in Chapter One, which forms the foundation 

of the Tradition . It was they who determined what was valid 

"revelation" (dhIh made audible as sruti) and what was not 
--L. 

valid "revelation". The members of the "Assembly" must have 

had some pr edetermined basis against which they would evaluate 

the performance of the contestants. Renou makes a statement 

which perhaps indicates several of the factors which the 

"Assembly" took into consideration. He says, 

I imagine that the works (of the Veda)which have 
survived are those which fulfille.d the requirements 
of poetic competition. It has been point.ed out that 
the hymna suggest the atmosphere of a contest in 
eloquence. The aim was to compose on a given theme, 
or perhaps according to a given plan, not introducing 
direct accounts of the lives of the gods so much as 
veiled allusions, occult correspondences ... such 
is still15~e foundation of Indian speculative 
thought. 

Two factors are involved here: (1) the mastery of the poetic 

art was absolutely necessary. RV 1.164 . 23 says, 

103 
Renou, Religions of Ancient India, p. 10. 



How on the Gayatri the Gayatrl was based, how from 
Trishtup they fashioned the Trishtup forth. 

How from the Jagan was based the Jagati, -- 04 
they who know this have \von immortal life. l 

This would indicate a fundamental difference between a mere 

poet and a J~' A I§i, by definition, is also a poet, but a 

poet (~avi) is not necessarily a~. On the basis of the 

above stanza it would seem that the basic difference between 

the two is the fact that ~ is not actually involved in a 

"fashioning" of the meter as such, not in the sense of 

"creative imagination". The J;'~i is the medium through which 

the divine mode l , i.e. the GayatrI, makes itself rr.anifest as 

the Gayatri meter of the sacred song or poem. On the other 

hand, the li:!:. as kavi would involve some\vhat more of a 

"creative" role in that it vlOuld entail the moulding, or 

forming imagery which would conform to the metric dictate . I 

159 

assume here that wheE Renou talks of the "given plan" or "given 

theme" he is speaking of the content rather than the metric form 

in which the content is expressed. This is to return to the 

practical aspects of Vedism once more, but it seems clear that 

the "Assembly", the representatives of the community, met in 

an attempt to find some way of dealing with a situation, a 

104 
Ralph T. H. Griffith, trans., Hymns of the ~igveda. 
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lived-world problem, that threatened some aspect of the conununity 

at large. They would want to know something about, or find some 

way of dealing with a higher form of reality which would have 

control over or would be able to assert control over the concern-

ful situation which brought them together. The Seer has the 

ability to, so to speak, "tune into" supra- mundane reality . 

They would sit in judgment on the authenticity of the ~ by 

examining hoth the form and the content. 

Although the ~g Veda depicts a maze of virtually 

inseparable power complexes it is clear by virtue of the simple 

fact that specific hymns are dedicated to s~E!cific pmvers or 

sets of power allies that Vedic man was able to distinguish 

correlations between particular predicaments and particular 

powers appropriate to those predicaments. The evolutionist 

presuppositions aside, herein lies the truth of what Hax Huller 
105 

called henotheism. It \.;ould seem, then, that the "given theme" 

or "given plan" of which Renou speaks refers more to the content 

t han the form of the recitation. I t would probably have been 

assumed that anyone who stepped forth claiming to be a ~ had 

already mastered the mechanics of the poetic art . But, on the 

other hand, it is possible that the "given conditions" refer to 

105 
See Chapter II, p. 40, n. 10 . 
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a test of that assumption. 

It is not reasonable to assume that the "Assembly" 

met merely to satisfy their sense of the aesthetic. If that 

were the case there would be no necessity of distinguishing 

between the p=;i and the kavi. Any poet would have rione the 

job. However, what was needed ( and the]ig Veda expresses it 

in many places as an urgent and desperate need) ,vas poetry 

which accurately depicts tha t which is True. The only access 

to that which is True is through the medium of ~. 

The poetry of the ~ had to be faultless; as such 

it differed radically from everyday language and poetry. c. 

Kunhan Raja illustrates this distinction well when he says, 

The possible fault in the (everyday) language is that 
the word may not fully r ep resent the real thing in its 
true natur e; there may be the limitations in t he 
language due to the personality of the speaker and 
his own notions about t hings. The exact language 
without fault, which rep resents the thi ngs of the 
world in the i r true nature, became r evealed only 
to those who gave the first currency to the language 
(cf. 10.71), and it remained concealed .... unknovm 
to the people at large. 106 

1.164.23 indicates that the meter of the Veda is actually the 

manifestation through the ~ as visionary of the transcenden t 

106 
Poet-Philosophers of the ~gveda, p. 56. 
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form . The implication of this i s the doctrine of the eternality 

of relation between word and meaning. In this respect C. Kunhan 

Raja says, 

The relation between word and meaning is eternal, without 
being created by anyone • •. ... There was the dis
tinction between those who knew the real me2ning of a 
word and those who knew only the general meaning. It is 
the words of those who knew the real meaning that is 
called the Veda; in the Vedic collection it is only the 
poetry of those who could see the truth in its absolutely 
objective nature and who could express such truths in 
the true language, t hat has been incorporated; such poe ts 
are called the ~.107 (emphasis added) 

In this context I would understand the term "objective" to mean 

"non-personal". One must be careful not to read into the Indian 

understanding of "personhood" Wes t ern distinctions which are not 

applicable. Betty Heimann illustrates that the subject/object 

dichotomy is one such distinction which does not apply. She 

says, 

. • . subjective elements like will and intention are 
considered by the Indian as an objective material 
factor. Thought and its expression in words are just 
as material as their effec t s as a concrete action. 
Thus ancient ~gveda values the dedication of a hymn 
like a concrete material offering. .. . The onto
logical foundation of Hind u thought leads to an emphasis 
on the objective, not on the subjective, aspect. A 
striking example of this is given in Indian epistemology ' 
the term for the subjectively true is sat yam which means 
'objective being'. Everything which exists has through 
its very existence the qual i ty of truth. . • . Western 

107 
This point is discussed i n Chapter Five concerning the 

position of Purva-Mlmarnsa; of note i s the fact that 1.164.23 
provides a solid foundation and legitimation for the position of 
the Mlmamsakas. 
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critical scepticism, on the other, with its questioning 
of all existent objective phe£8~ena, finds its positive 
hold in the Cogito, ergo sum. 

It is precisely the fact that the phenomenon of the vision 

transcends these distinctions ~Ilhich are the ~asis of the "Is" 

and "Is not" paradox which makes the vision unique . Actual 

translation of the vision is seen as the alignment with the 

transcendent model of meter. The "Assembly" would still sit 

in judgment of the validity of t he content of the contestants 

songs in terms of what Renou calls a "given plan" or "theme". 

This raises the second factor: ( 2) If one takes seriously the 

idea that the appearance before t he "A.ssembly" involves a 

genuine contest of debate, then one way of understanding the 

basis of deci.sion us ed hy the "Assembly" '.I7ould be to see the 

situation as one wherein the contestants were given a pre-

determined set of "rules" (possibly the metric limitations) 

within which they had to translate their visions on a given 

theme. The advantages of such an interp=etation are twofold: 

(1) it allmlls for "personal" element, and (2) it provides a clue 

to unders t anding the very nature of the Vedic hymns. These 

points are related on the issue of the role of "imagination" in the 

108 
Facets of Indian Though t, pp. 55-6. 
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translation of the vision, and the understanding of Veda as 

"mythological invention". 

Betty Heimann makes the following comment to illustrate 

the fundamental difference in the way that India and the West 

understand the role of "imagination". She says, 

Ficti~, from the Latin fingere, shaping or fashionin8 
6£ pre~existent matter, has again developed into a 
predominantly negative meaning. It is generally used 
to mean just 'fancy ', because it applies to somethi.ng 
not to be verified by the senses. By contrast, India 
does make use of the t erm [ictio in its positive 
i,mport. The reality of sense-perception is here never 
the last and final reality. .Like all empirical canons 
of truth, it is of only relative import. True reality 
lies in the constant transcendental sphere . A visualiza
tion and i magination of this highest truth is the utmost 
ac:hiever.,ent to which the Indian think'-!r can penetrate. 
As such the kavi, the 'po e t', is the true l~, ' seer and 
saint'. !ictio, 'imagination ', is the positive mental 
faculty whic}1 fo~ms i mBges beyond the external objec ts -
presentations only of the hidden ideas and ide&ls whic!l 
are never fully realizable and verifiable in this 
world. 109 

Any "creative imagination" of the lii as kavi ',wuld not concern 

the question of novelty. In fact, it would seem that the 

essential function of the "Assembly" as those \vho determine that 

which is authoritative would argue against this possibility . 

The status of sruti itself rests on this point. 

109 
Ibid., p. 174 . 
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CHAPTER IV 

COSI10GONY/COSMOLOGY 

General 

The work done on the cosmogony of Vedic literature has 
1 

ranged from simple descriptive class ifi cation through historica l-
2 

philosophical studies on problems of chronological sequence to 
3 

phenomenological analysis. While t he historical-philosophical 

studies are of interest they are of little import to a work of 

thi s sort in that it is generally accepted that the concerns which 

motivated such studies and the meth0dologies employed in them 
4 

are unsound within the context of early Indian religion. The 

1 
Macdonell, The V~dic Mythology, Varanas i : Indologica'_ 

Book House, 1963 (reprint: no original date). This remains the 
best reference '.JOrk on the subject. He groups the material into 
two broad categories (the model of mechanical production, and 
natural generation); no other attempt is made to systemize the 
material or to speculate upon it in any way . See also Edward Moor, 
The Hindu Pantheon. A biased book, badly writte~ and organized, 
it is of use only to draw thin lines of relationship between various 
deities of the early and late pantheon. 

2 
Deussen, Philosophy of the ~ani9ads , and Ranade , Ou tlines_ 

of Upani~adic Philosophy, for example, ana l yse the Vedic literature 
in an attempt to sorto:t the orde r of 'development' in cosmogonic. 
theories. 

3 
F. D. K. Bosch, The Golden Germ , 1960. Virtually a ll of 

the works of Mircea Eliade deal with cosmogony and touch upon the 
Indian viewpoints at some point or o t her. 

4 
This refers to the fact mentioned earlier tha t at present 

the evidence for preci se historical dating of the texts is sufficiently 
lacking that theories bas ed on such grounds are in the final analysis 
more speculative than a ny thing else . This is also true for thos e who 
would attempt to illustra te. the "development" of the Indian religious 
cons ciousness on the basis of presuppositions taken either f rom the 
history of Western philosophy or f r om the findings of comparative 
anthropology. "[ am not advocating a theory of development . 
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5 6 
results of recent phenomenological and structural studies have 

5 
The question of what exactly constitutes a "phenoL!lenological" 

study of religion varies somewhat. Some 'phenomenologists ' have 
been accused of being 'a-historical': F. B. J. Kuiper, in his 
review of Bosh's Golden Germ states that Bosh's 'a-historical ' 
method was dictated by the nature of his archeological evidence. 
BKI (Contributions to Philology, Geography and Ethnology), The Hague : 
Royal Institute for Philology , Geography and Ethnology, 107, p. 70, 
cited in The Golden Germ, p. 57, n . 5. Bosh defends his position 
,,,ell by pointing ou t that his primary concern is with phenomenological 
models. 
In a brief but useful article, Robert Luyster, "The Study of Myth : 
Two Approaches", Journal of Bible and Religion, Vol. 43 (1966) pp . 
235-243, presents others \vho have been criticized severely for their 
supposed total neglect of history . 
Examples of the anthropological criticism of Eliade's methodology: 
commenting on Eliade's Sacred and Profane, Wm. A. Lessa writes: 

Eliade has written IVhat, for the anthropologist, m'Jst seem 
like a strange book . . . . He has made wha t appears to be 
an insightful synthesis of complex and varied phenomena, yet 
beneath a facade of skilful IVriting and brilliant speculation 
one car:not help feeling t hat it is something of an anachronism. 
While claiming to be an introduction to the history of reli gion , 
there is no history in this work, except some cubious assumotions 
regarding the sequences through which man and religion have 
passed . . . . It should be read almost as a literary ef for t: 
rather than a work of science or history. (American Anthropolo-
gist, LXI (1959), 1147), Ibid ., p. 240. --------

History for the anthropologists is Boas-oriented evolutionism. 
Luyster, defending Eliade against their criticism says: 

. • • he (Eliad e) is a phenomenologist, one ~vho invest igates 
the nature and structure of given phenomena. To this, the 
phenomenologist must necessari l y abstract common features 
from their particular historical manifes tations and compose 
from these features the structures which they ever)'\vhere -
and yet nowhere comp letely - disclose. (emphasis added) 
(Ibid., p. 241). 

This is not being 'anti-historical' but simply to insist on the 
attempt to be able to do something within the framevlOrk of a 
Tradition which understands its roots to be of an 'a-historical' 
nature. Phenomenologists have long rejected the theory of 
'evolutionism'. Van der Leem,7 , perhaps the first 'phenomenologist' 
of religion, in his Phanomenologie der Rel~ion (Tubingen, 1933) 
p. 652, quotes Wach's Religions~issenschaft (Leipzig, 1924) p. 82: 

(c'ontinued ) 
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stown that these methodologies are best suited to deal with the 

type of texts within which the problems of cosmogony arise. 

5 (continued) 
"Von einer historischen 'Entwicklung' der Religion, weisst die 
Phinomenologie nichts". Raffaele Pettazzoni refers to Van der 
Leeuw and Wach to make this point. Van der Leeuw(p. 642) again 
quoting Wach (p. 117) talks of the relationship between phenomenology 
and other methodologies: 

SolI die Phanomenologie ihre Aufgabe vollbringen, so hat 
sie die immerwahrende Korrektur der gewissenschaftesten 
philologischen, arch~ologischen Forschung sehr n~tig. Sie 
muss stets bereit sein, sieh der Konfrontation mit dem 
Tatsachenmaterial zu stellen . . . . (Die) rein philologische 
Hermeneutik hat weniger weite Ziele als die rein 
phiir1omenologische . . . . Das Phanomenologische Ver2tanclnis 
vlird aber zur reinen Kunst ocler zur leeren Phantastik, 
sobald (es) sich der Kont rolle durch die philologisch
archaologische Deutung entzieht. R. Pet tazzoni, "The Supreu:e 
Being: Phenomenological Structure and Historical Develop
};Lent", p. 63, n. 13. 

Jean Danielou in "Phenomenology of Religions and Philosophy of 
Religion" remarks 0)) the relationship between phenomenology and 
history (pp. 81-82). He says a ' dec isive' contribt.:tion of phel1oJIleno
l ogy has been its " ... recognition of the specificity of the 
religious fact". (p . 81). Other useful observations can be found 
in Eliade's "Methodological Remarks on the Study of Religious 
Symbolism", pp. 86-107. 

6 
I use the term in its relationship to the phenomenon of 

symbol relations. Thus it cannot properly be ca lled a phenomenology 
in the way that the methodology was considered in Chapter III. An 
excellent example of this regarding cosmology/cosmogony in the 
~g Veda are the articles by Stella Kramrish on "The Triple Structure 
of Creation in the 1$g Veda", History of Relig ions, Vol . II, No . 1, 
pp. 140-175, and Vol . II, No.2, pp . 256-285. I do not refer to 
, 'structuralism' as a distinct mythedology of the sort advocated by 
Claud Levi-Strauss: see "The Structural Study of Myth" in !:!y!=h: 
A Symposium, ed . T. A. Sebeok, Bloomington : Indiana Press, 1958, 
pp. 50-66. I agree with Paul Ricoeur's criticism of Levi-Strauss's 
methodology as found in Claud Levi-Strauss, "A Confrontation": 
" •.. I see an extreme form of modern agnosticism; as fa r as you are 
concerned there is no 'message': not in the cybernetic, but in the 
keryinatic sense; you despair of meaning; but you console yourself 
with the thought that, if men have nothing to say, at least they say 
it so well that their discourse in (sic) amenable to structuralism. . 
.. " (p. 74). It seems to me that such a method cannot help but 
undermine the 'specificity of the r eligious fact' which Danielou sees 
as a decisive contribution of phenomenology. 
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Much of what follows will implicitly concern the problem 

of methodology, pri;narily in a negative manner. My concern with 

methodology in this context is to illustrate that cosmology/cosmogony 

in the Indian Tradition cannot adequately be understood within the 

restrictions of any single procedural roadmap. In Indian thought 

there is no direct route from po i nt A to point B. One is left to 

wander. My concern with methodol ogy will be to point out the 

manner in \oJhich some. of the pres uppositions on which some studies on 

the question of cosmology/cosmogony have been based impose restric

tions and conditions on both the scope ,of the material and the 

latitude of interpretation which restrict the poss i bility of 

"wandering!· in tbat they force one to see as a thread what is 

essentially a spider-~.,eb. The pitfalls of this are obvious regarding 

the question of Vac: in narrmoJing down the problem to the specifics 

of cosmology/cosmogony as it pertains to Vilc one is throwing open 

the doors to a limitless horizon at the same time by virtue of the 

fact of the manner in ",hich the Tradition has understood Vac and ths 

central importance given to it. And this is not peculiar to the 

question of Vac: in the manner in which Tradition is understood, 

all "ideas" and "illusions", "facts" or "fictions" are central --

t here are no categorical distinctions. 

Thus the negative use of Western methodologies and models 

is seen to have a positive function in that at some point. At that 

point at which the presuppositions upon which they are founded 
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serves to obstruct rather than further inquiry one learns more 

about India by demolishing such pr esuppositions . 

Methods, models, and categorical distinctions serve a 

positive function in that they provide one with a point of 

departure. My point of departure involves two related issues: 

1. To speak of "cosmogonic myths" today is to involve oneself i n 

7 
a controversy which has raged for lnany years. The dispute centers 

on the relationship between myths of origin and myths of cosmogony. 

My position regarding this dispute follcws that of Eliade for whom, 

II •• every myth is 'cosmogonic' because every myth expresses the 

appearance of a ne,,7 cosmic 'situa t ion' or primeval event vlhich 

becomes, simply by being thus expressed, a paradigm for all time to 

8 come. II My reason for accepting this definition is that it a110 v7 [;. 

7 
The central contemporary dispute centers around the 

disagreement between Mircea Eliade and Raffael Pettazzoni on t he 
r elationship between myths of origin and cosmogony . Pettazzoni's 
position is stated most fully in his "Hyths of Eeg innings and 
Creation Myths", Essays on the HLst?ry or Religions (Leider.., 1954) 
pp. 24-36. This holds that the sub ject of myth is the SUpremE! 
Being (see his article liThe Supreme Being : Phenomenological 
Structure and Historical Development", HO~ (1959) pp . 59-66). 
Eliade's point of vie',v is that " . . . every myt h is 'cosmogonic' 
because every myth expresses the appearance of a new cosmic 
'situation ' or primeval event which becomes, simply by being t hus 
expres s ed, a paradigm for all time to come." Pa tterns, p. 416 . 
He holds that all myths of origin presuppose a cosmogonic myth: 
M. Eliade, "The Prestige of the Cosmogonic My th '!, Diogenes, 
(xxiii, Fall, 1958), pp. l-l3. Myth and Reality , New York : Harper 
and Row' , 1963, p. 37. K. W. Bolle, The Future of Man in Myth, 
Tennessee: Vanderbilt University Press, 1968, pp. 14-30, reviews 
t he literature in full and argues Eliade's case . 

8Eliade, Patterns in. Comparative Religion, p. 416. 
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for the fullness \'lhich the metaphysics of Vac require while others 

9 
do not do so. 

II. The question artses as to whether the myths of Vac are best 
10 

termed "cosmogonic" or "cosmological". This is a matter of 

interpretation which depends upon how the references are organized 

and to ,vhat end they are applied. Randomly much of the material 

is "cosmogonic" in that it functions in an unsystematic manner 

within a multitude of contexts which attempt to offer an account, 
11 

primarily descriptive, of how the ,vorld came to be. Other 

9It will be shown that within the Indian understanding of 
reality and history the nature of the "created order", its status 
ontologically, and its si3nificance ontically differs radically 
from that of the West . A brief statement on the Indian view is 
put forward by Younger in his Introduction to Indi.an Rel~_ou s 

Thought, pp. 78-81. The \,'estern view is discussed at length in 
two studies 1y H. B. Foster , "The Christian Doctrine of Creation 
and the Rise of Modern Na tural Science", Hind , Vol. 43; I!Christian 
Theology and Hodern Science of Nature", Mind, Vol. 44. 
The question of the 'Supr eme Being' which has been central to 
Pettazzoni's thought and the status of 'origination' have been 
penultimate questions in Indian philosophy: this is best illustrated 
in the doctrines of Nirg~~ and Saguva in Advai ta Vedanta, which is 
one way of expressing the fact tha t the Ultimate transcends all 
phenomenal categories. 

lODasgupta , History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 21, 
interprets Hacdonell's categorization of 13-g Vedic cosmo gony as in 
terms of 'mythological' and 'philosophical' categories. This 

-distinction might be applied to that between 'cosmogonic' and 
'cosmological'. However, as the structures of Vac are neither 
exclusively ' cosmogonic' nor 'cosmological', neither are they 
'mythological' or 'cosmological' by virtue of the fact that through 
its metaphysical structure as a foundation of both the mundane and 
the transcendent aspects of reality, or what came to be known withia 
Advaita Vedanta, to both lokasalllvJ;"ittisatya and pa=amarthasatya . It 
will be argued further that the unique nature of the Indian world 
view within the understanding of Tradition as defined earlier render 
the distinctions sacred/profane, mythological/philosophical 
inapplicable to the Indian situation . 

llEliade, PatLerns, p. 23. 
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-
material is more systematic, speculative, metaphysical, and 

attempts to deal \vith the question of ontology in a more complete 

Manner. Because of the metaphysical concern, this material might 

best be called "cosmological". 

It is evident that with regard to Vac the two categories 

are not exclusive of one another -- a fact .... 7hich attests to the 

centrality of the question of language and the multi-faceted 

persistence Hith vhich the question of its status was persued; 

the question of Vac leads one from phenoluenology through to 

h " 12 metap YSlCS. 

This "multi-faceted" persistence is reflected in the 

var:i.eties of language aud models within which the cosmological/ 

cosmogonic question is put. In an t icipation of a later argumen t 

i t is also int e.nded to imply th9 ~matic aspec t s of the question. 

The distinction "my th/metaphysics" is used heuristically: it is 

a useful device to argue that Vac implies an understanding, the 

nature of which renders such distinctions artificial, in terms of 

the question of relation (cosmology/cosmogony). 

All speaking as inquiry into or description of the 

problema tics of origins and relations is petition for clear vision 

of the many facets of the principle of the Real. It is the 

understanding ~vithin the Tradition of Vac as the matrix of the 

Real which has manifest itself in the revelation of all that is 

Truth (Real) as ~, the fact that the Tradition sees itself 

12A d" d " 10 d 11 b "h 1 d s lscusse 1n notes an a ove, 1.n t at cosmo ogy an 
cosmogony are concerned with the realm of deductions which Vac as 
ak9ara transcends. 
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as being rooted in the revlation of Speech vlhich indicates that 

within the Tradition all cosmogonic or cosmological descriptions , 

models, speculations or fantasies are descriptions, models, 

speculations or fantasies on the question of Vac. The understanding 

of revelation as t he manifestation of all that which is Real 

results in the equasion: "creation" = "revelation". 

Thus, Speech can be see:l in two mode.s: (1) as the basis 

of mundane reality, a basis which leads to (2) t ranscendence beyond 

particularism and personalism. The fo llowing s t atement demonstra t es 

that the modes have not been understood to be exclusive of one another: 

Speech is better than a name. Speech makes us understand the 
~ig-ved ~ , ~~ur-v2da , Sarna- veda, and as the fourth the 
Atharvana, as the fifth the Itilllisa-Purana , the Veda of the 
Vedas, the Pitrya, the Ras i, the Dawa , the Niih...i , the Vaksvakya, 
the ]:k~Y3i.ll.C! , the ~~~'idya , the Grahma- v ic!Y1l, the Ksha t ra
vidya, the Naksha tia- vici..Y§, the Saipa and pev_aJ@na-visL:@ ; 
heaven , earth , air, ether, water , fire , gods , men, cattle, 
birds, herbs, trees, all beas ts, down t o ,.;orms, midges, and 
ants; what is righ t and what is wrong; what is true and wha t 
is false; ,.;hat is go od and what is bad; what is pleasing 
and what is not pleas ing. For i f there "Jere no speech, 
?either ri~or ·.vr o~ ,.]QuId be knmm, neither the true 
nor the false t neither the good nor t he bad , neither the 
pleasant nor t he unpleasant . Speech makes us understand alJ. 
this. Meditate cn speech . (emphasis added) Chan.Up. 7, 1.1. 

The difference between speech and name became the center 

of a philosophic deba te of major pr oportions in later "classical" 

philosophy . The dispute will be considered in the discussion on 

Mimamsa in the final chapter of this work. What is significant at 

this point is the fact that the dispute was concerned with language 

as it pertains to i n terpretation of Veda to ascertain the nature of 
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realit.y as dharma embodied in the Vedic injunctions. In the above 

passage Speech is the foundation of all objective particular 

reality. More important (a point Hhich is central to the C"ita) only 

through speech can one discriminat e between dharma/adharma --

thus in the Cfta, ~~~a appears to Arjuna when dharma is threat e~ed 

to tell him how to set the situation straight. Arju~a is told that 

one transcends ego frustrations and fulfills dharma through the 

realization that only the gu~as act. (cTta, III. 27) . Speech as 

Veda, is as Mlmaulsa understands it , an eternal compendium itself 

for dharma is the Real. In inquiring into Speech one becomes one 

with Speech and is master (i.e. knower) as far as speech extends: 

"He \(1ho meditates on speech as Brahman , is as it were, 
lord and master as far as speech reaches -- he who 
meditates on speech as Brahman . " Chan. VE.. VII, 2.1. 

The highest reality is found in and through Speech, for it 

is speech itself. 

The unique features of vac regarding the question of 

origination-relation are these: (1) Vac is that whidl the question 

is about in that Vac is both the bas i s of relation in the mundane 

world as distinguished by name and form, and it is the medium which 

provides for the transcendence of such distinctions through right 

relation at Vac as Ak~ara/Aum/Brahman. (2) Vic as revelation is 

also the form in which the question i s expressed, i.e. the language 

of cosmology/cosmogony. The nature of this language has become 

problematic philosophically to Western scholars who have attempted 

to distinguish a difference between myth and metaphysics on 



epistemological grounds. 

Vedic symbolism must be understood from within the contex t 

in which it arose which is the "word-battle" and within the context 

in which it was applied. The "battle" was twofold involving the 

struggle f or the attainment of right relation to Vac a nd the 

application of the f ruits of that struggle in the debate. Thes e 

two factors represent the inseparable "private" and "public" 

aspects of the experience which makes one m. The visions as 

expressed in poetry were subjected to severe scrutiny by the 

Assembly: that the Assembly was able to pass judgment on both 

content and form of expression indicates that they held some 

understanding in common as to wha t constituted an authentic vision. 

This being the case, they must have understood the multitude of 

symbol interre lations to be int egral in some manner which West ern 

scholars have as yet been unable ~o comprehend. Certainly, the 

myt hology of cosmology/cosmogony was not understood within t he 

causal framework which Westerners try to impose upon it. There 

is no indication tha t Ved ic man, nor those ,,,ho followed held 

any absolute distinction between power and matter. Betty Heimann 

states the case well when she says, 

Logic, the scier.ce of actua l rea soning , has no final pla ce 
in India. With the keen s 2nse-per(:eption of creative 
primitivity t he Indian thinker gras ps natura l l aws and 
adapts them t o human understandi ng , only to el evat e them in 
the end to a higher i ntuitiv e v i sion. . . . Philosophy on 
the whole is significantly call ed anu-Ik~ik1 (litera lly : 
'the look along ' ) , t:he perspective and coll ecting v i e,,, of 
all things. . . . As regards also t he logical. proces s and t he 
varied evalua tion of i ts stages, the single ax i oms of logic 
are diff erent in I ndia and the West. . .• the axiom of t he 
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'Excluded Middle' does not entirely hold good for Indian 
logic. The Indian regards not even mutual negations as 
one-sidedly fixed opposites. In the transcendental sphere 
no distinction at all between 'A' and 'non-A' exists. But 
also for the empirical sphere as such the Indian is reluctant 
to split up ' A' and 'non-A' i nto opposites of mutual exclusion. 
Life and death are combined in a series of an interrelated 
sequence of growth and decay , without definite boundaries 
between them. 13 

This tendency boggles the Western mind most on issues 

regarding causality and causal relation . One scholar deals with 

the problem of the lack of precision in logical set distinctions 

by saying, "It is easy to confuse explanation and causation ... 

"When it believed that the mental i s material, then the question 

of determinism becomes acute, because freedom is necessary to 

value, value to Hill to life, the morale of the society.,,14 

It is true that a certain amount of freedom is necessary 

for the fulfillment of dharma, but it is also true that India 

has ahmys held the highest form of freedom to be moksa which is 

the total transcendence of personal c2.tegories within "hich the 

question of freedom is usually framed. In India, the question of 

freedom "in time" is seen as categorically distinct from the goal 

of moksa which is beyond all time-space distinctions, and it is 

II 

therefore beyond causal relations. That India saw this distinction 

very early is evident from ~g Veda 1.164 as was discussed earlier 

in Chapter III. 

l3Heimann, Facets of Indian Thought., 148-149. 

l4R. H. Smith, "Emanation or Creation: Causation in Early 
India", pp. 51-57. 
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In the 1}g Veda the issue of identity and relation fi:lds 

expression in the accounts of creation, in the complex interre1ation-

ship of the alliances of powers throughout the entire sa~hit~, and 

the effort to discern a factor of stability transcendent of all 

power particulars as in 1.164, and 10.129. In the Upani~ads this 

same issue is centered in the concept of nama·-rupa , and as regards 

the status of the individual, in the complex of the puru!?a, jlva, 

atman (and) Brahman relationship. In both the ~g Veda and the 

Upani9ads the basis of the human predicament is the difficulty of 

somehow expressing the relationship of the transcendent which is 

verified in the ecstatic experience to the particular isms of 

mundane existence. 

The fundamental question which was to serve as the bas is 

for all inquiry into this relation was framed in the 1;'.g Veda. 

Repeatedly the questions are asked "\mat?" "vlho?" "vlhence?" 

1. Who now is he, what God among the immortals ... 
2. ~o shall to mighty Aditi r e score us? 

(1.124) 
4. Who ha th beheld him as he sprang into being . . . 

Who may approach the man who knows, to ask it? 

5. Unripe in mind, in spirit undiscerning, I ask of 
these the God's imperishable places ..•. 

6. I ask, unknowing , those who know, the seers (~), 
as one all i gnorant for the sake of knowledge, TNhat ~vas 

that ONE who in the Unborn's image hath established and 
fixed firm the world's six regions? 

18. ~ence hath the Godlike spirit its rising ? 



32. He who hath made him surely doth not comprehend him: 
from him surely is he hidden . . " ... " .................. . 

37. What thing I truly am I know not clearly, 
mysterious, fetter in my mind I wander . 

(1. 164 ) 

6. \-Tho knows and \>7ho can declare it, whence it 
'vaS born and whence comes this creation? The 
Gods are later than this World's first 
production. Who knows then whence it fi~st 
came into being? (10.129) 

177 

There is an intuitive realization that behind the diversities 

of mundune existence there is a matrix which, although described 

variously in both personal and impersonal terms, is central to the 

salvational concerns of the individual as the ground of his 

existence . This truth which is hidden in mystery reveals itself in 

itself as Vac in the form of the sacred hymn to those ~vho have the 

capacity to "see". The ~ are those who saw t his Truth, and the 

product of that experience, the hymns, are accepted by the Tradition 

as reliable testimony to the reality of resolut i on which the ~ 

exemplify. 

Living with a power-saturated ~vorld, often victim to it, 

and alienated from it, but occasionally swallowed up in the power 

source and actually a medium of it in transcendence, the ~ 

experienced the "obj ective" world as rooted in the same lifefor'ce 

which served both as the instrument of their transcendence, and 

as an instrument with which to dis t inguish that experience from 

others less ultimate. This force was the power of vac : Vac as 
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litany was the basis of transcendence, .. lhile Vac in its rela.tion 

to nama pt'ovided the clue to crea tion. The terms 'nama I and ',!upa' 

denote the realm of phenomenal particularity, the formal mode of 

the Source. Mundane experience and knmvledge is limited to the 

realm of names and forms. However, the "creation" itself is a 

metamorphosis of the preformal One to the formless and on to the 

particularity of the mundane world. The One in the preformal mode 

is beyond the realm of forms, although the name, as alu;ara abides 

t hroughout. Nama is the essence of all Eupas. 

The creat i on of the world order and the sustaining of that 

order is a result of the interaction of the central constituenLs 

of the sacrificial ritual, Agni, Soma, and Vac as the Sacred Song . 

In this interaction, which is the essence of the sacrifice, lies 

the guide to the resolution of the inquiry of the ;flis into the 

nature of the Source. The model of the resolution is provided 

by the relation of the ~. 

The cOI2l1lunion in power be t ween the .!~ and the gods was 

characterized by a spontaneous outpouring of Vac as liturgical 

poetry. The relationship of the individual to the transcendent 

is morrored ir! its ideal form in the figure of the .r.g swallov.Ted 

up in the ecstasy of the vision (~). Ri ght relation to Vac in 

sacrifice, then, constitutes the model of right relation to the 

stable matrix from which being emanates. 

vic, as sacred song, i n conjunction wi t h the sacred fire, 

and Soma, is one aspect of a tri-unitary medium of transcendence. 
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Proper understanding of this relationship is one of the prerequisites 

for the attainment of "effectual speech" (5.43.11). Proper per-

formance of sacrifice led to the spontaneous recitation in the vis ion 

which signified the receptivity of t h e higher powers, and which might 

lead to the satisfaction of the communities' needs. In addition 

to benefi t ing the community, the power relation, once established, 

served to sustain the whole created order: 

When the cow's nectar wins t he God completely, me.n he:L"e belo\-l 
are heaven's and earth's sus t ainers. (10.12.3) 

The key to the problem of resolut i on is rooted in the expertence of 

the m . 
The different constituents of the ritual, its order of 

performance, and the "wonders" (3.58.3) it effected were thought 

to reflect the very structure and operation of reality itself. The 

gray of Da',TIl ,l1as the midpoint between the dark shapeless Night 

(1.140.5) and the brightness of day. SymboJs of darkness are used 

throughout the Veda to express the mysterious or the elien, \olhile 

symbols of light express the overt, the friendly. The terrifying 

shapeless Night was the great enemy against ,l1hich the sacrifice 

was used in the battle for light and life. Darkness symbolized 

the dissolution of all form and order which the ~~i sought to 

maintain through the ritual. The orderly breaking of day 'l1as an 

unfolding of the latent light of Night,lS just as the orderly 

15Eliade, Patterns, p. 28 . 
10.68, below pp. 195- 214 . Kuipers ' 
very informative on this point. 

See the Brhaspati hymns 10.67, 
Cosmogony and Conception is 
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unfolding of creat ion brought fo~th the golden germ from the 

dark and indiscriminate waters, The lack of right orientation 

to Vac is a denia l of one necessary mode in the dialectic of 

the cosmic function which on the phenomenal plane hurled the 

maintenance of order in the conwunity and in the recurrence of 

oays and seasons into chaos. Sacrifice would begin, whereupon 

would follow the vision. Sacrifice and vision were complimentary 

to one another. 

A correspondence was seen to exist between the eme~gence 

of the Sun from Night through Dawn and the experience of the 

vision once the fire had been lit to mark the end of the night

watch. Many passages attest to t h is correspondence: In 1.149.3: 

"Agni is . Bright like the Sun " "Agni is wakened by the 

" people's fuel to meet the Dawn who cometh like a milch-cov7 , • 

(5.1.1) "Kindled, his radiant might is apparen t , and the great 

Deity set free from darkness." (5 . 1.2). Agni is the "Sun of men" 

(1.146.4), and "Agni follows the Red Steers Lm.,". "Agni is 

wakened: Surya riseth from the earth. Mighty refulgent Davffi hath 

shone with all her light" (1.157.1), and 3.58.1 demonstrates that 

the Dawn appears to satisfy the needs of man simply because of Agni's 

role: "The ancient's Milch-cow yields the things we long for: the 

Son of Dakshi~a travels between them." The interdependence of 

Vac (the Milch-cow) and Agni is clearly seen here. Agni is the medium 
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of the whole visible world, of all rupas: "Far as the Wealthy 

One hath spread himself abroad, he is the Sire all-visible of this 

progeny." (1.146.1) Agni is associated with the Dawn: "She 

hath shone brightly like a youthful woman, stirring to motion 

every living creature. Agni hath come to feed on mortals' fuel. 

She hath made light and chased away darkness." (7.77.1) The 

Dawn ". . . bringeth bounty and sweet charm of voices" (7.76.7), 

and similarly, in 4.11.3: "From thee, a Agni springs poetic 

wisdom, from thee come thoughts and hymns of praise that prosper. 

In 10.181.2,3 various symbols are used to explain that the vision is 

rooted in the sacrifice, and that the vision of Vac is the secret 

of transcendence: 

These sage':; found ,,;rhat lay remote and hidden, the sacrifice's 
loftiest secret essence. From radiant Dha t ar, Savitar, and 
Vishl}U, from Agni, Bharadvaj a brought the B~ihat. They 
found with mental eyes the earliest Yajus, a pathway to the 
Gods, that had descended. 

The reality of this experience provided the Seer with a 

model ,,;hich enabled him to frame the fundamental question in terms 

of the cosmic function of the sacrifice; the cosmic function being 

prescriptive of the worldly function of sacrifice, which was seen 

as the "battle for sunlight, water and life" (6.1+6.4), the.I§i. 

could look to the same model. Thus, creation both in the primordial 

sense, and in terms of the rhythmic recurrence of the days and 

seasons is spoken of in interchangeable symbols of water, milk, 

night, D.1.Wll, Sun, Fire, and Speech . They are applied variously, 

not as alternative solutions to the ultimate question, but as 

" 
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different modes of the s ame fundamental structure and function. 

Central to the symbolic representation of the structure 

and operation of reality is the necessity for what I have called 

"resolution". In the broad sense this meant deliverance from the 

dark mystery of worldly existence with its many personal problems, 

through the medium of the sacr i fice which was understood to be the 

stable center around which al l gravitated. Deliverance is pre-

scribed by the cosmic function of sacrifice wherein as vision the 

second descen t of Vac as Enlightenment is but one aspect of the 

binary dissolution/reconstitution; anxiety/bliss. 

"Creation" is a manifestation. It is an expression of 

varying degr e.es of dyr..ami c potentiali t y through the modes of the 

pre-formal and fo rmless t o the par t icula1.'ities of the mundalle wo rld 

as name and form. The first produc t of the process, either as th e 

self-identity factor (ahal~-kara) or the progenitor NarayaI}a
l6 

i s 

understood as the model of the structure of phenomenal existence 

in its truest form. The actual process of diversification on the 

model of emanation f rom the first man or dissection of him,17 or on a 

model out of the order of natural phenomenon is understood as both 

the means Hhereby diversification came about and the model for its 

recovery. In fact, diversification and recovery are but t\vO aspec ts 

of one and t he same thing f rom the integral perspective. 

16M , 0" I ' . T IV r 9 ff h 1 b ' ulr, rlg lna ~anscrlt exts, p. 2 • as va ua .le 
information on this point. 

17 Ibid ., pp. 16-23, relates ~g Veda 10.90 to interesting 
parallel s in the later Ep ic and ~ literature. 
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'rhe exercise of this latent power as the self-generation or 

self-realization of the Ultimate in manifestation is an exercise 

in the assertion of individuality or pers_onhood \vhich acts as a 

c?talyst in the making explic i t of the pre-formal. The Bhagavata-

Pudil;a, 3.20.14 ff. states that the raw elemental-stuff of creation 

ha$ no vital power in its own right: 

'rhe elements being separately unable to create , deposited, 
when united by the action of destiny, a golden eg g formed 
by the elements, this egg-shell lay lifeless on the waters 
of the ocean. The Lord dwelt in it for a complete thousand 
years . From his navel sprang a lotus. 

That aspect 1vhich gives rise to the process is considered to be a 

dynamic force. which is variously understood in both personal and 

non-personal terms. Both are expressive of the extrinsic nature of 

the Ulti.lT'.ate, according to different degrees in the particulariza-

tion process. A unique feature of Vac is that she is giving of 

herself in manifestation, as revelation, and requires no external 

factor. 

The binary is the first expression of the manifestation. 

The relationship between the Unborn and the born is one image 

used to express the relationship between the actual and the 

potential, the phenomenal and the transcendent. With the lighting 

of the fire and the co~ing of the day , both Agni and the Sun are 

born. (10.177 .2). The Sun , as the Unborn, is hidden in its 
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formless condition as the unseen light of Night (3.34.3; 3.55.11; 

8.3l.3,n.3; 2.38.3,4; 1.95.1), whose formless condition is transcendent 

at the light of Dawn (8.41.3). Thus, Da\vu is the "twin", halfway 

between the formless and the parti.cularization modes of manifestation, 

and Surya, as the light of day, is the child of Dawn. (7.76.16). 

So also is Agni the child of the firesticks, the parental pair. 

The garbham18 (germ, seed, somb or embryo) is used in the hymns 

to express creation as a manifestation of life and light; thus 

in 10.82.5; 10.121. and 10.129 .. AV 4.2.8, states "(the vlaters) 

brought forth a germ (~arbham), which, as it was coming to 

life, vlaS enveloped in a golden covering (ulbal; hiral}Yau~Q)." 

A deep rooted sense of disorientation prevails, a sense of 

the intrinsic wrongness of mundane existence, which is seen as 

improper relation to Vac in sacrifice's vanishing portions (8.89.1). 

To be cut off from Vac is to be cut off from the very I mperishable 

(Ak~ara) itself. Deliverance, then, is the transcendence of disorder 

through Vac which, because it is hidden, is found only in sacrifice 

(10 . 108.11) . 

The many references to Indra I s or B:rhaspati' s cmvs being 

stolen by the Pa~is or the Valas and the re-establishment of order 

with their recovery illustrates the centrality of Vac to the 

maintenance of order. 

18 Bosch, The Golden Germ, pp. 51-64, and Uuir , Original 
Sanskrit Texts, pp. 15 ff. 
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As the golden germ is bound in darkness, as the Surya is 

bound by Night, as Vac stolen by the Pa~is or Valas and bound in 

the darkness of the cave, so is the mind of the ~ji bound without 

the light of vac, which is the axi s of his own essential relation 

to the Real. The experience of this knowledge is described as 

mysterious (1.164.37) , just as the source of it is surrounded by 

mystery (1.164.2). It is beyond common understanding, and can he 

achieved only through alignment of one's being with the Source 

to act as a medium f or that Source , just as the poet in aligning 

himself T,vith efficacious Vac become s an instrument through "hich 

Vac flm's. Thus, vlh ile the first descent of Vac from the darkness 

of the primordial center, the second descent as enlightenment 

constitutes a recovEry of the original condition. 

3.38.1 reads: "I long to see the sages full wisdom, 

how they thus formed the heavens, set the directions and held the 

world apart." The allusion to the _skambha in vv. 2,3 is 2. ref er-ence 

to the Ak~ara-Vac, irnrilinent as sruti through the ecstatic vision 

(~) of the~. Vac is the mainstay of all creation and the 

"Knower of Speech", he ,.,ho "sees': is one with the fountain. The 

hymn tells of the salvational predicament in terms of visual iwages 

and indicates that wisdom is the ability to see the essence of true 

speech which is the matrix of all of that v7hich is Real. The 
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account of the diversification of Vac is recounted -- from the 

transcendeEt as the pre-formal through to the particularized 

phenomenon of mundane existence. The dynamic diversification of 

Vac proceeds '- f rom the androgynous Bull-cmv which is spoken of a s 

the omniform of the eternal waters in v. 4. Verse 3 relates that 

the r~is, perhaps as the embodiments of Vac, assuming mysterious 

natures in this world, set the wor l d apart with measures of me ter. 

The mystery of their natures is re f l ected in the i ma ges used to 

describe the spontaneous outpourings of the ritual chant. Meters 

well chosen are the formal expressions of the transcendent Ab;;ara 

and therefore these meters provide a measure and criterion \vhich 

is reflectiv e of the natur e of Vac' s particularization a s phenomena l 

reality. 

Dawn - perha ps the Milk-Cow - was shaped from the diverse 

forms of the Bull (Indra) around Savitar. Savitar is the cr eat i ve 

essence of Surya, the realized light of night, which sayana speak s 

of as Surya before rising , the creative potential (pre-formal) as 

Savitr. After rising, in the formal expressjon, until sunset, 

it is known as Surya. In v. 6 the Gandharvas herald the coming of 

Dawll. (1.152.3). The poet asks, "Le t no one debar me from 

enjoying the golden l ight which Savitar diffuses ... he (Savitar) 

covers both all-fostering worlds (night = bi-unity) with praises 

(= hymns or forms of the particularization of Vac-Aksara as sruti.)" 
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In the manifestation sequence the more ancient Bull first 

engendered offspr i ng which was the condition for the transition 

from the pre-formal to the formal through the initial self-generation 

of the cow (Vac as Savitar or night). From this condition further 

particularization ensues - from the Night to the passing into Da"m 

when Vac bursts forth from within the rsis. Thus Vac is to sruti 
~ -----

as Night is to Day (Savitar t o Surya). Each manifestation is a 

formal expres sion of the potential of the former. One must strive 

to see behind the phenomenal expr ession (the Gandharvas, the sun 

rays) in v. 6.c,d, and the imagery of hymns to that which is the 

source of both. The Gandharvas, wh ich are the sun rays , guide 

Surya's chari6t (1.163.2, 10.177. 2 ) and are singers to the pOT,le.rs 

(10.177.2); they ar e the preceptors of the ~ (and they revealed 

Vac as Veda. As companions of the Milk-Cow they established the 

strong Bulls' forms as Savitar. The source of this wonder source 

i s the secret of the .L~. Savitar covers both all-fostering worlds; 

the formal conditions of the actua l-potential created-uncreated 

which are but the diverse forms of the same strong Bull. One mus t 

see the golden rays of Suvitar, as the light of the Night for it 

is through the vow of Savitar that "Nigh t" comes. 19 The metanorphosis 

through the dread of Nigh t to Dawn and on to Day is the expression 

19Fa1k , Nama-Rup~, p . 9. 
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as vision of the golden light in the form of hymns. The transitions 

are varying modes of the one principle. The ~ are said to be 

responsible for creation in many hymns for they are the mediums of 

the divine sruti which is the manifest expression of the transcendent 

~n~o~n, the Formless. The inquiry into Vac leads the poet to the 

F~Sl?lu~ion of the fundamental question which is the revelation of 

the Unborn in which is expressed t he poet's transcendence to ~. 

Accordingly, it is stated that, 

The priests heard far a"laY, as they are ordered, serve the 
three Nrritis, for well they k~ow them, Sages have traced 
the cause that first produced them, dwelling in distant 
and mysterious chambers. (10.144.2 ) 

In v. 9 of the sa.me hymn this experience is exenplified as the model 

towards which men must aspire. 

What sage hath learned the met ers' application? 
Who hath gained Vak, the spiri t 's aim and object? 
Which ministering priest is ca l led eighth Hero? 
Who then hath tracked the two bay steeds of Indra? 

(One must struggle with the secret of the Path of the Bird (10 .177.1) ). 

The binary principle is used so frequently to explain the 

basis of the world order that it becomes a striking feature of Indian 

thought. This is a decided character istic of the vortex of the 

visionary's experience which, because of its unshakable influence, 

must b e rooted in the founda tions of the Tradition. In the Vedas 

one sees examples of the binary in the figure of the androgynous Bull-

cow, in the relationship between Puru1?a-Vac, Puru~a-Viraj, and 
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Daksa-Aditi. However, also characteristic of Indian thought is its 

refusal to accept oppositions as mutual exclusions. It strives to 

integrate, appropriate, and transform exclusion into harmony. One 

expression of such an attempt at r econciliation is to interpre t 

the binari.es in images of the int i r:lacy of the male-female relationship, 

and where this is not conceivable to see the oppositions as modes 

of a single transcendent pr.inciple. Both models serve the same 

function \'/hich is ir.tegretion. 

In the cosmological/cosmogonic hymns of the ~g Veda the 

Asat/S~!. duo is of particular impor tance. The binary \vhich is 

essentially a dualism is first expressed as a set of oppositions 

in the Indra-Vrtra myth. Of interest is the fact that this opposition 

is reconciled and even transcended by Vac in the !.Eis' ever-deepening 

understanding of the status and function of "effective speech" 

within the framework of the question of the origin and relation 

of phenomenal particulars. 

This fact provides a good focal point for further and 

more detailed discussion of the status of Vic in terms of specific 

cosmologica1/cosmogonic figures and accounts. It will serve to 

substantiate the very general description which has been put forth 

thus far, and as well, bear out the claim made earlier, to wit., 

that with regard to the status of Vac, all distinctions regarding 
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origins and relation are, in the final analysis, inappropriate. 

Vac, the 'Powers' and the Seers 

It is held
20 

that Surya was the original muse of Vedic 

poetry. However, it is apparent t hat other gods - primarily 

Brhaspati/Brahma~aspati, Visvakarman, and Prajapati - are also 

seen to be directly and intimately r e lated to both vac in itself 

and as it applies to the gli (the distinction is purely heuristic), 

as well as being interrelated to one another, and all within the 

context of solar and light i magery to sllch a complex extent that 

it renders any distinctions beyond the purely descriptive level 

out of the question. It would be useful at this point to illustrate 

this point in terms of the gods mentioned: the inter-complexity 

of the solar images will then be mentioned, and developed further in 

the analysis of the hymns which will follow. 

Van Buitenen
2l 

associates Brahma~aspati of 10.71.2 with 

Visvakarman of 8.81.3. Examination of the texts reveals this to 

be a valid association: (from Geldner) 10.72.2: "Brahmarpspati 

20 h " h . S. S. B awe , T e Conceptlon of Muse Poetry in the .!l& 
Veda.", .Journal of Bombay University, Series 19, Vol. 2, Sept. 1950, 
pp. 10-27. 

2lJ A B H B' "V- - bh "I d' L' . . . . . van ultenen, acaram a~am, n lan lngulstlcs, 
Vol. 16, 1955 (Chatterjee Volume), p . 160. 
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ha~iese [all beings, der Gntter of v. lJ wie ein Schmied 

zusarnrnenschweisst . • . (all beings are welded into a homologised 

unit through some fire-like power)"; 10.81.3: "Allenthalbem ~~, 

Gesicht , _ Arm, Fuss, schweisst er [Visvakarman] sic mit den Annen 

(Geldner comments: Heaven and 

Earth were welded together to form an integral unit). 

Van Buitenen continues: 

This one god i s Visvakarman who has not only the 
appellation Vacaspati in cornmOll with Brahma1}aspati, 
but other features as 'Ilell: both as the contexts shm, 
represent in some respec t the sun, who separates the 
sky and earth after the nocturnal union, and in this are 
strongly remildscent of the anonymous deity of 10.129. . 
[",hich he designates in n. l8a , as Vac] .22 

B;-haspati uses flames to slay his enemies (6.73.3); they are his 

arrows which are his praye.rs (cf. Geldner on 2.24.8). He discovered 

the sun, cows, and the brahman. B~haspati, 'Lord of Prayer' 

(= Brahma~aspati)23 by means of his speech released the rays of 

light " hich are "god-inspired speech" (Geldner on 10.67 . 10). 

Thus, the "Lord of Vac" first made speech manifest in the form of 

the brahman which is incomprehensib l e to mortal men; the brahma~ 

shattered the realm of darkness (Asat), bringing forth light (Sat) 

as the emanation of Aksara-Vac as name. 

nva.carambha1!am" , p. 160. 

23See Shende, "B!h,urati in the Epic and Vedic Literature", 
pp. 227-242. 
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Visvakarman is an epithet of Indra in 8.87.2 , who is said 

to be the "gravest splendour to t he sun" (2) , and "radiant with 

light" - the 'hero' of the cosmic battle where light triu.nphed 

24 
over darkness. In 10.170.4, Vi svakarman is, called Surya, the 

"light of Heaven" : "In Light erstrah1end kamst du a1s Sonne, a1s 

Himme1s1icht, vo~ dem aIle diest Geschopfe erha1ten werden, von 

dem A11scl1opfer (Vi$vakarman), der a~le gottlichen (Krafte ?) 

besitzt (Geldr.er)." Hacdone11
25 

considers that the name \vas 

chiefly an epithet of the sun-god. As Surya he is associated 

with Vac. The two hymns dedicated entirely to him speak of 

VisvakarmaI'.' s intimate relation to Vac: He is a l;'9i, the 'Father' 

who came to men as an archetype (1.82.1); with mighty pmver he 

disclosed the heavens (v. 2). He is "Des Auges der Vater. ." 

Ge1dner relates th i s directly to the transcendental vision (dhih) 
--<. 

- "Das~stige A~ des Sehers, das in die 'lorzeit schaut 

(n. 1a) ." (It is the "mind's eye" of the Seer.). 

Prajapati has an element in common with Visvakarman and 

Brahma~aspati, in that he is described as the husband of 'lac, 

and even identified with her. Thus, "Prajapati verily was here; 

24 
See VI. N. Brmvn, "The Cr eation Myth of the I}ig Veda II , 

JAOS, Vol. 62, 1942, pp. 85-98. 

25 
Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, pp. 118-119. 
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his partner was Vac; he copulated with her and impregnated her; 

thereupon she separated from him and bore these creatures; then 

again she united with Prajapati." (Kat;haka Sainhita 12,5)26. This 

is similar to the binary PuruE?a/Viraj of 10.90.5, which Falk27 has 

made much of. Viraj, in AV 8.10,24, and 2.8.30, is called both 

"female", and "cow" - language often applied to Vac. In 

SB. 3.5.1.34, Viraj is identified directly with Vac, and is 

said to have ten feet (which refers to the poetic meter). I do not 

intend here to attempt to make a distinction as to v7hich god or 

power has priority with regard to i ts relationship to Vac. To 

the contrary: the significance of th6 preceeding discussion lies 

in the fact that it illustrates, again, a point 'vhich has been 

made often -- that is, that in the Indian consciousness 

reality is experienced as being integral to the extent that such 

distinctions are not valid in themselves; and are wor~hless and 

even obstructive to the attempt to obtain a clearer Ullderstand ing 

of the consciousness in question. 

The hymns I will examine in detail are the B~haspa ti 

hymns - 10.67, and 10.68. Others could have been chosen - these 

have been selected because they are similar enough to alloT'" for 

comparison , and variant enough to provide a distinct point for 

26Cited in'VacarambhaI.:1am" , p . 161, n. 22. For further 
identification between Prajapati and Vac see Sat. Br. 5,1,5,6, 
\-:hile Visvakarman is identified with Prajapati in Sat. Br. 8,2,1,10, 
and 8.2.3.3l. 

27 Nama-Rupa ,,'.TId Dharma-Rupa, pp. 3-15. V. S . Agrawala, 
"Fire in the .!iigveda tl

, p . JO, seems to add support to her case: I 
find both a rguments incomprehensible on the basis of the texts 
themselves - too much has been made of too little, and no basis 
is provided for the intricate association of symbols. 
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discussion. The discussion, in part, will involve a comparison 

of these hynms to what has been called the "original" cosmogonic 

28 
myth of the ~g Veda, the I ndra-Vrtra battle. 

One additional point w'hieh raises a problem for the task 

of interpretation must be mentioned. As Macdonell points out
29 

B~haspati and Agni have been extremely closely associated from the 

earliest Vedic literature. Consequently, they share a remarkable 

number of features in common, to the point that, in most cases, 

what is said of one is said also of the other. 30 In fact, this 

is true for all of the three essential elements of the formal 

ritual - Agni, Soma, and vac. Thu s , any given symbol may, at one 

time or another or at the same time, be interpreted in terms of Qne , 

two, or all three of these factors, for in the ~g Veda in no instance 

from the standpoint of the phenomenology of the religious experience 

is there any indication that the ritual out of which the hymns arcse, 

and in terms of which the hymns 'mean' is exclusively either Agni, 

Soma, or Vac centered. 3l My interest is in Vac, b1lt that does not 

28This is discussed most f ully byW. Norman Brown in his 
"The Creation Myth of the l..~da" pp. 85-98, and more recently 
in his "Theories of Creation in the ~g Veda", pp. 23-34. In the 
latter he deals with the 'development' of' edic cosmogony from 
the 'original' myth. His conclusions regarding the B~haspati 
hymns, and, moreso, with the role of Vac in the developmental 
process are provocative to say the l east . However, to consider his 
argument in full would entail stepping well beyond the specific 
interest of this study. The task is better left for another time. 

29Vedic Myth~, p. 103. 

30For comparisons see Ibid., pp. 88-104, and Renou, Religions 
of Ancient India, p. 14. 

3lIbid ., p. 29. 
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and could not preclude implication of the other two aspects of the 

triad. 

I understand the question of Vac as central in the sense 

that in the first instance - that is, in that aspect of the 

"Redekiimpfen" which indicates the private, interior, and personal 

struggle for that True Speech which is transcendent of personalisms -

Vac and the problems of speaking are more intimately related to the 

fundamental concerns of the one who aspires to speaking the Real. 

Therefore, my discussion of the hymns will involve the ritual 

implications to t he extent that they involve the question of Vac 

and the quest for right relation to Vac. 

10.67 

32 
The Hymns 

1 . Ima~ dhiya8 sapta9Irsh~Im pita na ~itaprajatam 
b~ihatlm avidat I turlya~ SVlJ janayad vi~vajanyo 
'yasya uktham indraya ~ansan 

1. This seven-headed poem our Father devised - She 
the poem born of Truth, on High. But only a 

quarter of this was brought forth by Ayasya, to 
be kno~~ to all people, as he performed the song of 
praise to Indra. 

"Seven-headed" may refer to the seven mouths of the seven priests' 

voices as in 8.51.4 or as in 4.50.5, to Brhaspati who there is 

said to have seven mouths. "Father" refers to B~haspati as in 

4.50.6, and 6.73.1. The Angirases are called "Fathers" in 1.71.2, 

but are never referred to in the sing ular form; the singular form 

12~hes? are my translations from Geldner's German rendition. 
The German texts a s well as Griffith's translation are given in the 
Appendix. 
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1 A · 33 re ates to gnl. 

"Quarter" is the turIE and may refer to either 1.164.45 

that portion of Vac which men speak - or, as in 5.40.6, to the 

fourfold repetition of the ritual hymn. In the context of vv. 4,5, 

v. 1 would appear to refer to 1.164. 

Ayasya is probably an ancestor of the Arigirases ,"ho are 

spoken of throughout the ninth book as a priestly family. 

2. ~ita~ ~arisanta ~iju didhyana divas putraso asuryasa 
vIraQ / vipram padam ang i raso dadhana vajnasya dhama 
prathamam mananta 

2. Speaking Truth, thinking honestly, the Sons of Heaven, 
the heroes of Asura, the Angirases , [by ] following 
the path of the Knowers of Speech [ thereby] conceived 
the first fo rm of sacrifice. [they followed in their 
speech the path of Brhaspati.] 

The reference to the "heroes of Asura" represents a 

departure from the Indra myth where the Asuras are demons in 

opposition to the Devas, representing darkness and Asat. In 

Sat. Br. 2,4,2, they are associated with darkness. ~g Veda 10.170 

speaks of the Sun as "Asura-slayer", a title given to Agni in 7.13. 

Geldner thinks that the Asura refer to Heaven: what is more likely 

is that the Angi~ases, through their relationship to Brhaspati as 

"genuine Friends" (7) and their part in the release of Vac (= light) 

are victors over the Asuras who, representing the chaos which results 

when Vac is withheld stand in opposition to the "Glc\ving-Ones" of 

33 
Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 143. 
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v. 7. It makes more ritual sense, and v. 5 seems to bear it (Jut. 

The Angirases are 'Sons of Heaven' in 10.61. 

3. hansair i va sakhibhir vavadadbhir a~manmaJani 
nahana vyasyan / brihaspatir adh ikanikradad ga 
uta prastaud uc ca vidva il agayat 

3. With the Friends [the Angirases] who screamed like 
geese, the stoney bonds, the stoney cavern shattered, 
Brhaspati, as the Knower, struck up a tune and sang 
loud, howling tow·ard the cows. 

In 10.71, the "Friends" are members of the "Freundschaft" 

who have in common the factor of r ight relation to Vac. "Screaming 

birds" are referred to in 10.68.1. 10.177.1 speaks of the Bird 

(= Vac) as being "sheared" OV2r wi th the magic of the Asuras \vhj.ch 

makes it impossible for anyone other than a "Knower of Speech" to 

"see" Vac: this may in part explain the mention of the Asuras in 

v. 2 of this hymn. Tha t the birds "scream" and Brhaspati "howls" 

is, I think, perhaps significant: it may point to an aspect of 

my interpretation of 10.71, indicat ing that there is perhaps an 

incomprehensible nature to tha t por tion of Vac which the Knowers 

of Speech (= Friends) speak - incomprehensible to the ordinary 

mortal because, perhaps, of the Asura's magic (cf. v. 5). It 

indicates that it is a speaking which is more like yelling with 

forcefulness when sounded in unison by the Friends. There may also 

be an essential community (= Freundschaft) aspect to it. That 

Brhaspa ti is called Angirasa indicates that in both 10.68.2, and 

here the Il3.!1le is paradigmatic. 



4. avo dvabhyam para ekaya ga guha tishtantir an:ritasya 
setau / b:rihaspatis tam~asi jyotir ichann ud usra 
akar vi hi tisra avat 

4. Beneath through tHO doors, gates, above through 
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one, Brhaspati, searching the dark for light - for he 
had opened three doors - he brought forth the CO"\,7S who 
hidden captives of injustice. 

Geldner makes nothing of the three doors. It seems to me 

that in light of v. 9 of this hymn, the three doors should be 

interpreted in terms of 1.164.45, which speaks of the four parts 

of Vac, three of which mortals have no access to - only the 

immortal have access to the fourth part. Thus in v. 9 of this 

hymil Brhaspati becomes immortal; t hat is, having opened the three, 

he goes beyond to the fourth , the turiya, of v. 1, where Ayasya 

brings the quarter forth as hymn. Approaching the "inviolable 

cow(s)" of 1.164.40, he attains the ab;;ara of 1.164.39. Thus, he 

is paradigma tic in that, with 1.164.38, " ... the mortal has a common 

origin with the in~ortal " 

5. vibhidya pura~ ~ayathem apacI~ nis trT~i sakam 
udadher akrintat / brihaspatir ushasalJl surya~ gam 
arka~ viveda stanayann iva dyauq 

5. After he had shattered the fortress, that [lit. 'she'] 
(the fortress) fell backwa rds - he released at once the 
three from the ocean, the mountain cave. Brhaspati 
found the morning 's-red, t he sun, the cow - he 
foend the song that thunders like the heaven. 

Geldner thinks that "ocean" refers to the masses o~ cattle \"hich 
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filled the mountai n cave, or, to Vala, as in v. 12) and 10.114; 

7.94.12, indic.:ates that the ocean signifies the cave. The "three" -

U~as, Surya, catt l e - are found in 10.68.9 and 1.62.5. 

The "three" may refer to the three forms of Vac. In 4.50.1 

nrhaspati is said to have three abodes. It may refer to the three 

wheels of the Sun, as in 10.85.6 - the Sun, the Moon, and the th i rd, 

the Year, 1-7hich only the "knowers of Truth" can see. The two 

meanings are not incompatable \vhen viewed within the entirety of 

the ritual complex. The "three" could refer to Agni as the light 

of day, as the night-sun, and as the astronomical day: see Geldner 

on 3.55.11; cf. also 6.9.1. The knowledge of Vac is spoken of as 

being "sun-like" in 10.177.2; 4.5.8, speaks of the puzzle of the 

cows which, as a secret which Agni guards, has been opened as a 

gate: in 4. 9, Agni "walks ahea.d, followed by the morning cow" 

[Geldner: "calf" - Agni, wh i le "cow" - U1?as], and in 1.l15.1, 

Agni is equated with Surya. In 4.5.9, Agni is the radiating 

countenance of the gods which "hurries on" (from night to dawn 

to day) within which one finds concealed the secret of Truth ,,7h i-::h 

is the Path of the Bird (4.5,8). This relates it back to v. 3 of 

this hymn which speaks of bird images and the "magic!! \vhich mak~s 

it visible only to the "Knowers of Spzech". Such seeing is within , 

introspection, and, as in 10.71, the focus of the introspec tion is 



held to be the heart. In v. 5, "ocean" might very well, as 

in 10.123.2, refer to the heart. The "song that thunders like the 

heaven" refers to the unintelligible words of Vac as thunder ( ee 

Sayaua on 8.89.10): this is consistent with the analysis of v 3. 

6. indro vala~ rakshitara~ dughan~ kare~eva vi 
cakarta rave~a / svedanjibhir af?iram ichamano 
'rodayat pa~im a ga amush~at 

6. Indra has cut Vala, the watcher of the milk-cows, 
wit h his howl (just as though) as having cut (Vala) 
wi t h his hand [as though he had an instrument in 
his hand]. With the sweat-dotted Angirases searching 
for the milk, he made the Pa~i cry - he robbed his co s. 

7. sa I~ satyebhiQ sakhibhiQ ~ucadbhir godhayasa~ vi 
dhanasair adardaQ / brahma~as patir v~ishabhir vara ha1r 
gharmasvedebhir dravi~a~ vy ana~ 

7. With his genuine Friends - the Glowing Ones, the 
Winners of Wealth - he has broken Vala who fed himselt 
from the cows. Brhaspati reached with the bulls - th 
inheritors, those sweating from heat - the owner of 
wealth. 

These verses in particular, but also those to follow, 

illustrate the complex of ambiguities which are threaded throuhout 

the entire hymn. Here many things are talked about in many wa~s 
at the same time to the extent that one doubts that it is in ol der 

to speak of the hymn as being "cosmogonic", for the term is to ! 

restrictive . One thing is clear: the vortex of consciousness 

which has as its "eye" the quest for vision through right 
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relation to Vac has gathered up the "original" Indra myth, made 

it its own, and in doing so radically transformed the structural 

principles of it. As Macdonel134 notes, Brhaspati has become 

more ""Tar-like", more Indra-like, and in v. 6, he is even called 

Indra. But, he ha s not usurped Indra's position, for his role is 

integral in a way which Indra's never was, and he represents a 

paradigmatic figure in a sense that Indra never did. He is not a 

"third-party" demiurge, an extraneous factor in the Asat/Sat 

relation, but rather, he is an integral part of the relation in 

that Brhaspati's "discovery" of the cows is essentially a "recovery" 

of that which is fundamentally himself. He is not the "cause" of 

the cosmos, he is the basis of it. 

One is at odd s as to how to interpret such terms as 

"Friends", "Glowing Ones", "Winners of Wealth", "Inheritors", and 

"sweating from heat": they may be allegorical, or they may be 

descriptive of the rigors of ritual involvement. Perhaps, in 

light of 10.71, "Friends" refers to those of the "Freundscha}t"; 

"sweating" and "glowing" may perhaps refer to some ritual act 

within the "Freundschaft", as may be i mp lied in 10.71.5, but in this 

case it would be mo re like an act of tapas. "Winners of wealth" 

34 
Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 103. 
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may refer to the winning of provisions through winning 0: the 

debate as in 10.71.10. Vala may be likened to the one who has 

grown 'fat' on false speech (stolen cows) in 10.71.5. 

One thing is apparent: these verses and those which follow 

allude, however darkly, to a real-life situation in terms of \"hich 

Brhaspati was understood to be paradigmatic. This is clear in vv. 

8 through 11. 

8. te satyena manasa gopatim ga iyanasa ishaI).ayanta 
dhlbhil]. / bJ;ihaspatir mithoavadyapebhir ud usirya 
asrijata svayugbhi9 

8. With eager and truthful hearts "'ith prayers for the 
Lord of Cattle, he [the Angi rases] implored for the 
cattle - Brha spati freed the car.t1e along with his 
allies, t hose that will protect one another from 
disgrace. 

Recall 10.71.10: nAIl Friends are happy over the honoured Friend, 

who as the Victor arrives at the Assembly, for he saves them from 

failure and provides them bread." The "allies" in this case 

would be the Angirases who are the Seers. 

9. talJ! vardhayanto matibhil). E?ivabhih sii1ham iva 
nanadatalJ! sadhasthe / brihaspatiP;l vrisha-q.aI!l surasatau 
bhare-bhare anu madema jishI).um 

9. With affectionate poems raising him up, He who roars 
like a lion in his stance. we will cheer Brhaspati, 
the Bull, he who in dual combat, who is in every fight 
victorious. 
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, 
In 3.2.11, Agni is said to be like a lion, while in S.B. 111.5.1.36 

Vac refers to a roaming lion. Perhaps the "dual combat" is the 

great debate: recall 10.71.10: II . sent forth to the great 

"Redekampfen" he stands immoveable." B-;-haspati, hOv7ever, is 

"Victor" in every fight. "Dual combat" may refer to the private 

and public aspects of the struggle "lith speech. 

10. yada vajam asanad vi9varupam a dyam arukshad uttara~i 
sadma / brihaspatiT[l vJ;"isbaI}a11' vardhayanto nana 
santo bibhrato jyotir asa 

10. Hhen he won the all-coloured Victor's reward the 
many colclUred cows [= the meters application, the many 
forms of Vic], and ascended into heaven, to the highest 
places, whilst we raise up the ~ull B~haspati, lingering 
(here and) there, carrying the ligbt in his mouth the 
light of enlightenment in the form of god-inspired 
speech. 

This is similar to 1.164.38, where the immortal has a common 

ground with the mortal, and also v. 45 of the same hymn where it 

is said that those who know the highest portion of \/ac attain immor-

tality. 

11. sat yam a~ishaT[l k~i~uta vayodhai kIri~ cid dhy 
avatha svebhir evai9 / pa~ca m~idho apa bhavantu 
vi9vas tad rodhasi ~riI}utaT[l vi~vaminve 

11. Fulfill the pleas for strength - out of your own 
free-will you care for the needy. Mayall enemies 
[of speech] stay far behind. Hear this you - heaven 
ar.d earth - you \o]ho produces all! 
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The "enemies" possibly refer to those ~i1ho have fallen out with 

right speech as in 10.71.9, or, perhaps better, to the Pa~is, 

as in 10.108 who 100m as a constant threat to Speech, syalbolizing 

the elusiveness of right relation to Vac. If this were the case, 

then v. 11 here would indicate both the revealing (free-will) and 

concealing aspects of Vac. 

12. indro mahna maha to arDavasya vi murdhanam abhinad 
arbud asya / ahann ahi m ariI)a t sapta sindhun devair 
dyavap;'ithivi pravatarp nah 

12. Indra cleft with power the mi ghty ArDava, the head 
of Arbuda . He killed the dragon and released the 
seven streams . Heaven and ea rth help us with your 
gods furtl1er. 

Here Geldner equates ArDava with Vala on the basis of 10.114a to 

10.675b. This verse s eeMS to be a refrain: with v. 5, it 

attempts to legitimate the new paradigmatic model by relating 

him to the old hero ideal. 

10.68 

The commentary on this hyr;m is abbreviated where it \vould be 

redundant of the pr eceeding hymn. 

1. Udapruto na vayo rakshamaI)a vavadato abhriyaseva 
ghoshal} / giribhrajo normayo madanto b:t;ihaspatim 
abhy arka anavan 
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1. As watchful screaming birds swimming in the water, 
as the thunder of the clouds, as the roaring waves 
breaking against the rocks -- in this manner the songs 
are car ried to Brhaspati. 

Geldner's commentary on 10.123.2, indicates that the ocean 

(perhaps the "water" here) is the heart 1-7herein abides the path 

of the Bird which is secret: the "waves" are "visible" speech, 

i.e. Vac made manifest for mortals to see, but not comprehend as 

in v. 1 of 10.67 . Brhaspati is in v. 12 called "cloud-like", 

and, as noticed regarding 10.67.5, "thunder" is the image used 

to signify the unintelligible words of Vac. Of note here is the 

extreme forcefulness and tension of the images which are used co 

describe the power of Vac; recall here the interpretation of v. 3 

of the preceeding hymn - perhaps the same applies here, for the 

same images and relations are used. If so, then it refers to 

Vac, as ,,,ell as both the context and conditions in which Vac is at 

the same time "revealed" and "sent forth". 

2. sa1}l gobhir angiraso nakshamaI!o bhaga ived aryamar:laJ!l 
ninaya / j ane mitro na dampatl anakti brihaspate 
vajaya~unr ivajau 

2. The one of the Angirases [B~haspati] came by and 
brought them (the Angirases) together with the COHS, 

like Bhaga the 9ridegroom Aryman like a confidant 
brings together the tvlO partners of a marriage. 0 
Brhaspati! Spur them on, as race horses in combat. 
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This is the only place in the ~gVeda where Brhaspati is directly 

called Angirasa, Le. one of the Angirases. Here "came by" ;nay 

refer to the ever.-present and ever-available nature of Brhaspati. 

If so, it would clarify 10.67.10, where Brhaspati is talked of as 

"linger ing here and there". That BJ;haspati, as one of the Angirases, 

brings those of which he is a part together supports my interpreta.

tion of 10.67.7, regarding the fundamental difference between the 

creation myths of Indra and Brhaspati; to wit., that his "d:i.s.::ov ery" 

is essentially a IIrecovery" of that which he truly is. Or, to U f;€ 

the language of the mountain cave used in these hymns, it is an 

"uncovering" of that which is. This verse indicates that ~hat 

which is freely given (cf. 10.67 .11) brings itself to the revela tior. 

of itself through itself. 

If the verse is understood within the context of the 

"Freundschaft", as the first verse may be, then the last line -

"Spur them on, as race horses in a competition." would refer to 

the Angirases as the Seers within the competitive context of the 

debate in the Assembly, Two points are involved here: (1) the 

public aspect of the "RedeK.3.D1ufen" and, in that it is a petition, 

(2) the .Erivate (interior) aspect which is the struggle to find 

right speech. 



3. sadhvarya atithinir ishira sparhaq suvarIfa 
anavadyarupaD / b~ihaspatiq parvatebhyo viturya 
nir ga upe yavam iva sthivibhyaq 

3. The cows, which belong to an excellent master, 
the cows which bring guests, restless, desirous, 
well-coloured and faultless in appearance, has 
Brhaspati poured-out - as corn from a sack - (out 
of the mountain) after he had made a way passable 
through the mountain. 

The "cm.rs which bring guests" may refer to that type of speech 
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which brings bounty if it finds approval, as in 10.71.8 and 10. 

Or perhaps it refer s to that speech which finds audience, i.e. 

within the Assembly. Brhaspati would be the seat of inspiration 

which causes speech to he poured out in total spontaneity, freely, 

and flowing, no l onger "restless" at being penned up within 

(=Heart=Ocean=Cave=Mountain). Now, finely sifted, as in 10.71.1, 

it pours forth. It refers to the ~9is' technical ability with 

language. This is in keeping ~vith the next verse: 

4. aprushayan madhuna ~itasya yoni m avakshipann arka 
ulkam iva dyoq / brihaspitir uddharaan a~mano ga 
bhumya udneva vi tvacam bibheda 

4. (From) the cradle of Truth and sweetness, cast as 
a weather-beam, Brhaspati has hurled a torch from 
heaven, as he brings forth the CO\vS from the rock -
splitting the skin of the earth as if it were water . 

"Sweetness" refers to the milk of the cows: " . mit sussig-

keit besprengt wie ." (netted with sweetness as a ~veather-beam). 
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The "torch from heaven" may be as in 5.42 . 2, vlhere the rays of 

Surya open the stable portals - perhaps in the same way the doors 

(gates) of the "heart" are opened as may be the case in 10.67.4. 

The image of the torch is interesting in relation to 10.177.2,c,d: 

"This lightening-like, sun-like knowledge the Seers guard at the 

station of Truth." 

The verse relates the revelatory, lightening-like flash 

of vision (~), (which, manifest as Truth by a Knower of Speech 

(Redekundige) mak es him Victor (hero) before the Assembly) to the 

ancient hero ideal, Indra. The struggle with Truth as Vic which 

is won through v i sion, marks the transcendence from mortality to 

immortality, from darkness to light, just as Indra's victory over 

Vrtra brought forth light from darkness , order from chaos. But, 

there are several important differences in the two myths which 

should be reviewed here. Brhaspati is paradigmatic of the mortal 

struggle (with and for Vac) and the reality of transcendence 

(10.67.10), of the fact that the immortal has a common origin with 

the mortal - a common ground which lies within . He is both mortal 

and immortal in one. He is paradigmatic in that he epitomizes the 

homo1ogization of distinctions of identity and relation which is 

so typical of the Indian approach to that which is Real . That 

which is hidden in secret by Agni (Vac: 10.177.2) is freely given 
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by Brhaspati, the Herdsman (10.177.3 ) of the cows of light who are 

Speech. He gives of himself (10.68.2) as revelation Ylhich is 

"creation". "Di scovery" is "uncovery" of that which lies wi-cbin 

the heart. Whereas Indra separates the Sat from the Asat, 

Brhaspati makes manifest as actual that which is hidden within as 

potentiality. The distinction chaos/order is no longer categorical 

in the Bfhaspati account. 

5. apa jyot isha tamo antarikshad udna~ slpalam iva vata 
ajat / brihaspatir anumri9ya valasyabhram iva vata 
a cakra a gal] 

5. with light he has broken through the darkness as 
wind, a s a water plant breaks out of the water. 
Brhaspati siezed the cows of Vala, and herds them 
on as the wind the clouds. 

The plant image may be significant her e , for it is used througho~lt 

Indian mythology and art to depict tha t understanding of the 

integral nature of the Real which I hav e been speaking of. 35 

6. yada valasya plyato jasum bhed brihaspatir agnita
pobhir arkaj~ / dadbhir na jihva parivishtam ad ad 
avir nidhinr akJ;i~od usriyat).ara 

35For an interesting account of plant symbolism in Indian 
art and literature, see F. D. K. Bosch, The Golden Germ. To 
illustrate my point: Bosch says, !II'The lotus is the \.;aters." In 
this brief formula. Sat. Br. VII 4,1,8 r eveals the gist of the 
significance the lotus-symbol had of old for the Indian. For 
these words mean: the lotus is rasa, i s identical with the magic 
substance drawn from the 1;vaters which is virtually one with natura l 
life itself, both when this life is a negation of sickness .. 
(etc.) and when it manifests itself in the fertility of women, of 
fields and cattle ••.. " pp. 81-82. 



6. i</hen Brhaspati broke up the prison of the scornful 
Va1a with his fire-glowing magic songs, he grabbed 
him (Vala), like the tongue with the teeth prepared 
food. He brought the treasure of the cows into 
the light. 

This seems to refer to the force and power of inspiration. The 

implications of "fire-glowing" and "magic songs" have been 

discussed in the interpretations of 10.67.3,5,7 and need not be 

reviewed here. 

7. brihaspati:;:- a111ata hi tyad asaI[1 nama svarIl)am sadane 
guha yat / a1)c.Jeva bhittva 9akunasya garb ham ud 
usriyaQ parvatasya t~anajat 

7. Brhaspati thought (specified through thought?) 
the name3 of the loud-screaming ones ~.,ho were hidden 
at the place. As the brood of the bird after she has 
split the eggs, in such a manner he drove the cows as 
a brood - (he drove them) in h i s ovm person, out of 
the mountains . 

Brhaspati is the Herdsman in 10.177.3. This does not contradict 

the sta terr:ent that the cow needs no herdsman in 3.57.1, for 

Brhaspati is essentially one with the cows . The phrase "in his 

own per son" points to another essential difference between this 

and the Indra myth : Brhaspati, through his intimate relation to 

Vac absorbs and integrates the role of Indra's hound, Sarama 

(1. 62.3) in that Brhaspati is both the seeker, and that which is 

sought. The "bird/egg" image is probably no more than a literary 

device, although it could possibly indicate the attempt to 
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homologize an image which occurs frequently in creation accounts.
36 

The verse may very likely indicate an attempt to redevelop 

the theme of the freeing of V~c more strictly within the limits of 

bird imagery, and in keeping with the imagery of v.I. Thus, vac 

is the Bird to which 10.177 is dedicated. The Bird carries the 

Geist of Vac, which abides within the "heart", "smeared" with 

magic so that those unknowing in Vac (=mortals) cannot see her. 

The "eggs" may refer to the latent Vac which lies within, out I 

can find nothing to support the idea. 

8. a1?napinaddham madhu pary apa~yan matsyalll na dIna 
udani kshiyantam / nish ~aj jabhara camasa1!l na 
vrikshad brihaspatir virave~a vikl;itya 

8. He scouted (his sight "penetrated") the mountain 
with its enclosure of sweetness the milk of the 
imprisoned cows, as a fish that lives in shallow 
water -- B:rhaspati brought theln forth (as a wood
carver would "bring forth") a cup (bowl) from a 
tree, after he burst (the rock) with his howl. 

In 3.38.1 Prajapa ti, the son of vac, is said to contempla te with 

the precision and skills of a carpenter . The verse lauds the 

pmver of vision, and affirms the displacement of Sa.rarria , supporting 

my interpretation of v. 5. The reference to "bringing forth" 

also supports that interpretation. 

36 
The significance of 

beyond the scope of this work: 
Golden Germ on this q~est~on. 

the egg and allied s~nbo1s fall 
the reader is referred to Bosch's 



9. sosham avindat sa svaQ so agni~ so arke.~a vi babadhe 
tamansi / brihaspatir govapusho valasya nir majjana~ 
na parva~o jabhara 
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9. He found the U$as, the sun, the fire. He drove away 
the darkness with magic songs. B~haspati brought (the 
cows) of Vala - vJho boasted with the cows - as if 
taking the marrow from a joint. 

"Boasted with the cows" may be a slur of the sort as that agai_nst 

Indra's display of the cows in 3.32.21 , or it may, as in lO.125./f-5 

refer to those l..rho do not pay proper respect to speech. It is 

interesting that while Indra requires the vajra, an extraneous 

element, for the combat with Vrtra, Brhaspati, again homologizing 

the diverse factors of the Indra account, is able to provide the 

effective force from within the integri ty of his own being. Thus, 

"marrow frem a joint" would be a reference to the ease by which 

that which is witnin (Vac) is dra~~ out. 

10. himeva par~a mushita vanani b~ihaspatinak~ipayad 
valo gal) / ananukt;-ityam apuna~ cakara yat suryamasa 
mitha uccarataQ. 

10. As the frost robs the trees of their leaves, in 
that way Vala longed for the cows that were 
robbed by Brhaspati. He has done something unequalled, 
that cannot be repeated, for as long as sun and moon 
have their path. 

[Geldner: before the separation of day from night there had only 

been eternal night . 1 

Recall the passage cited earlier: " . . if there were no speech, 
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nei ther right nor wrong .. J·:mld be known, neither the tl:Ue. nor the 

false, nei.ther t he good nor the bad • • Speech makes us 

understand all this." (Chan. Up. 7.1.1) Or, one could interpret 

it to mean that speech, having revealed itself, stands revealed 

for all times (as sruti). That his act is "unequalled" may 

indicate that despite the intimations of a similarity in the acts 

of Indra and Brhaspati, the Seer under stood Brhaspati's role as 

"revealor" to be unique, i.e. by virtue of his proximity to thEi t 

which is revealed, a proximity which Indra does not have. 

11. abhi f;!yava1Jl na kri~anebhir a$vaI!l nakshatrebhih 
pitaro dyam apiiu;?an / ratryai)l tamo adadhur j yotir 
ahan b;-ihaspatir bhinad adriq: vidad gal: 

11. The Fathers [Angirases = 1;'qis) adorned the heavens 
with stars, as a black horse (is) decked with pearls. 
The darkness they moved into light, the light into 
day. Bfhaspati has split the mountain, he has found 
the cmITs. 

Brhaspati in 4.50.6 is the "Father". In relation to the -;-qi~, 

he is the. Father of the Fathers. The verse refers to the beginning 

of time (the cycle of nights and days), which is the age born with 

the freeing of the cows; vac exists from the beginning of time in 

her manifest form (~ruti?) (On the light abodes as the channels 

for the recovery cf Vac see Falk, Nama-Rupa.) Of interest in this 

verse is the fact that the seven streams which flowed out when 



Indra slit Vrtra's belly, are identified with the seven ancient 

rris, the Angiras es ,,,hich enforces the notion that creation is 

revelation. 

12. idam akarma namo abhriyaya yal]. purvlr anv anonavita / 
brihaspatil) sa hi gobhil) so a~vail) sa vlrebhi1) sa 
nribhir no vayo dhat 

12. These oblations we have made to the weather-cloud-like 
(Brhaspati) who in many voices h mvls after the thunder . 
So n~y Brhaspati, through sons and heroic might, bestow 
on us cows (and) horses. 

Cf. 10.67.5: 10.68.1,5: this may be an allegorical reference to 

the fleetingness of Vae, 8. plea for that portion of Vac '",hich 
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mortals know not of (again: thunder is the incomprehensible portion 

of Vac, the rain wh i ch follows is her sweetest portion); a plea for 

that portion of speech which is manifest through ~ (== "sons"). 

In these hymns, despite the imagery drawn from the 

natural order, there is an implicit monism. Within this framework 

questions on the nature of origination and causal relation are all 

reduced, ultimately, to questions on the nature and conditions of 

revelation. Necessary conditions for causation becorr.e necessary con-

ditions for the reception of the revelation or manifestation of that 

which already is. The factors of ef f iciency in this context refer 

to a cognitive condit i on rather than an objec tive set of relations. 

The entire framework within T"hieh the West has come to understand the 

causal problem, i.e. after Burne, is irrele'Jant in this context. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONTINUITIES OF MODELS: nom POI~LS OF EMPHASIS 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the notions of 

reality and the rela tionship between the Real, speech and speaking 

as put forth by two classical dar-sanas to illustrate the extent 

to which the "goal of the intellectual process" in these settings , 

as they per.tain to these questions, conform to the view in the 

~g Veda as previously discussed. That view, in brief, is this: 

In the ~g Veda the question of how one stands in relation to 

that which i s Real is bound up with the question of how one stands 

in relation to Vac. The possibilities of relation are three

fo l d: personal, supra-personal, a nd non-personal. The J.32-·f i g\lr e 

embodies all three possibilities in his three-fold capacity as 

visionary, poet, and functionary. In this the :J;:9i is a unique 

figure. 

Part of \vha t it means to say tha t t he JQ is a unique 

figure i3 the fact tha t, as visionary, the r9i saw the Real which 

is the transcendent form of Vac and served as the medium through 

which the Real made itself manifest as sruti. Such seeing is a 

non-persona l role wh erein the language of relation is out of 

place for such seeing involves t he total identification of the 

Seer with that seen . There is an implicit monism here. 

21.5 
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The ~ as kavi exemplifies a supra-personal relation to 

the Real as Vac in that as "translator" of the vision into audible 

terms (mantra) certain "personal" factors such as poetic skill 

are involved, but not in the sense of "crea tive" imagination. Also 

involved here is the capacity of the r§i as functionary. In this 

respect I argued that vratra and dharma are similar in that as 

imperatives to action they must always, to some degree, involve 

the particular existent to ~hom the imperative is directed. For 

this reason th8ir fulfillment must .be understood in supra-personal 

rather than non-personal terms. 

The "personal" element involves the fundamental human 

predicament which provides the basis for the imperative to right 

relation to the Real. I have called it a " fundamental" condition 

in that it invo::'-.es the primary sense of "wrongness" or inadequacy 

which is co-terminus with the fact of finite existence. It is 

the fact of finitude, the raw basis of the historical facL of 

existence. It is expressed in a secondary sense in sociological, 

psychological, or historical terms. 

The "personal" condition was discussed in two contexts; 

both were relevant to the question of right relation to Vac as 

the Real, and both concerned the cognitive basis of wrong relation: 

(1) Dlrghatamas in his plight reflects the best possible condition 

withiI~ the framework of wrong relation, while (2) the "fat and rigid" 

one of 10.71.5 who operated in delusion, i. t . maya which in 10.177.1 
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is an actual power, represents the "wrst possible condi tion within 

the framework of wrong relation. 

The t,V'o dar s ana s which I have chosen to examine in relation 

to these points are Purva Mlmamsa and Sankara's Advaita Vedanta. 

I have chosen them because they represent allied but different 

philosophic points of emphasis. For both, however, the question 

of speec.h is important in proper relation to that Y7hich is Rea l, 

and for both su~h relation is understood to be non-p ersonal. For 

both "relation" is understood as identification with the Real. For 

both wrong relation to speech is the basis of the unauthentic con-

dition, and for bo t h wrong relation to language i nvolves the quest i on 

of the misapplication of personalisms to language. 

One point must be clarified r egarding the designations 

non-personal, supra-personal, and personal, and the statement 

that the realm of vratra/ dharma ahvays invo l ves the supra-persona l. 

This is not so in HImamsa and the rea son f or this is tha t Mlmamsa 

sees dharma as the highest reality. The fulfillment of dhar ma is 

in fact equivalent to mok$a for it involves the total non-personal 

alignment with the law of the universe which is itself non-personal. 

Speech is i mportant in that the truths of dharma are manifest in 

sruti and h ow one understands sruti determines how one stands with 

dharma. 
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These positions are discussed in t"lO sections; brief 

discussion of the relationship between the two is included in the 

first part of the second section. 

1. Dharma andtheNon-personalCharaCtetcifLanguage in Mlmamsa 

Dharrr.a is the chief concern of the Mlmamsa darsana ; it is 

a philosophy of involvement wherein ritual activism triumphs over 

metaphysical concerns. The term "dharma" has special co:motations 

for 111mamsa; it is more than mere "duty" as personal responsibil i ty 
I 

in that ultimately, the autonomy of personal or individual "duty" 

is subsumed under natura l law, or, more f ully, the dharma of the 

cosmos. Dha rma is the Real itself, nothing transcends it. 

Dharma is seen as "duty" to the extent tha t the individual 

(physically, mentally, and verbally - the latter being a particular 

c ombination of the former t,,!O, and of special interest here) aC l:S 

in accordance ",ith the eternal and unalterable La\v. No static vie',v 

of reality is held here -- the term "dynamic" best describes the 

basic nature. of the Real. From this it fo l lows that co-terminous 

with dharma as the \:lyna!!lic of TIeing" is its microcosmic counterpart, 

that ~hich the basis f or any individual relation to the Real, the 

imperative to action . Thus, the inquiry into the nature of dharma· 

is focused on the Vedas ,.,rhich are dharma made manifest by the rsis . ............. -
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The rsis exemplify the fulfillment 'of dharma in that the dynamics 
-"--"--

of the rsis lived-world involvement correspond totally with the 
-'-'--

dynamics of Being itself. Dharma did not originate 'Ilith the ~. 

They are the mediums through which the eternal Law made itself 

manifest. In the sense that the ~ are paradigms of the complete 

identification with the eternal dharma they can be said to be 

manifestations of dharma itself. Such a manifestation which is 

total identification signifies not the inhistorization of a 

transcendent principle, but, rather', the transcendence of all 

of the fallacious categories of distinction 'Ilhich serve to 

obscure the Real. Thus, the ~ does not create, but proclaims 

that which is while that which the I.§i is paradigmatic of is an 

integrative relCl.tionshp to the Real. The integrating v.l ith and 

becoming one with that which is Real (dharma) and authentic 

represents a dra,ll ing a,vay from and transcending of that vlhich 

is fallacious and unreal (adharma). 

Dharma is manifest as sruti. Inquiry into the nature of 

dharma is inquiry into the meaning of sruti. In the narrow sense 

such inquiry serves to determine the correct for@at of ritual 

involvement ~hich must be followed exactly. In the broad sense 

the inquiry into dharma concerns the ritual nature of all acts 

within th~ framework of Tradition as discussed earlier. In the 

latter context inquiry into dharma is inquiry into the fundamental 
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significance of existence t for the significance of 

individual existence is proportional to the degree that the 

existence of the individual is an expression of dharma. 

HImamsa considers the Vedas - Jaimini speaks of the ~gvedat the 

Samaveda, and the Yajurveda as precise t unerring, and un-

contradictory proclamations of dharma.
l 

On the interpretation 

of the reciprocal relationship between dhar~ and action
2 

the truth 

statements of the Vedas are seen as positive injunctions to action 

h ' . - . 3 t roug~ SaCrl!lce. Hence , the Mimams-ci Sutras of J aimi:li are, to 

1 _ 
Prabhakara considers only the Vedas s abda- pramaI).::l "Thile 

Kumarila includes the "lords of all trustworthy person.;. Dasgupta t 
History of Indian Philo~EY.~ Vol. I, p. 397. 

2Desire is the link between the injunction and the act, 
but the interpretations as to t he specific significance of desire 
diff'2r; ?rCl.ohfikara ("lhose position i.s closest to that of Jaimini) 
opposes Kllmarila in irs ist i ng that duty i s for duty's sake t and that 
individual practical concerns are of no r e levance in light of the 
overpowering nature of dharma. He would undercut all ?crscnal 
individual interests. 

3
J 
... alInlnl says: 

An act of sacrifice is the chief thing, and it is obliga tory . 
Its sanctifying affect exists in a ll things , and it is 
performed for the sake of that affect . An act of sacrifice 
makes for the purification of a proper perso~> and it should 
be performed for the sake of that purif ication. Sacrifice 
is assQciated~vith Dharma (the 1m,' of rightousness) because 
its objec t is purification, and it is linked up with purifica
tion; and that is the reason why sacrifice should be performed. 
Inde~d) purification and sacrifice are synonymous terms. 
MImansa : ~ The Secret of theSacred Books of the Hindus.> tr~ns. 
N. V. Thadani, p. 212 (IX .l,I-4) 

Both Kuniarila and Prabha:kara agree that Action is of rrimary 
significance in the Vedas, but whereas Kumarila d i vides the Veda into 
vidhivada (injuncti~nsf-and arthavad~ (exp lanations) Prabhakara 
maintains tha t the arthavada are authoritaU.ve when they help in the 
performance of dharr:la - (!:!pvi t6lbhidanavada), '3. view which is closer to 
the position of Jaimi~i in the Mimafusa Sutra, G. Jha, .Purva }fim:arnsa 
in Its Sourc2s, ed. S. Radhakrishnan, pp. 177-182. 
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a great extent, discourses on methodology. He puts forth MIffiamsa as 

basic guidelines through the establishment of maxims of interpreta-

tion, the mastering of which allows one to penetrate through Vedic 

l;Lteralism to the true message \-lhich is that the Vedas are really 

an exposition of the attributes of Nature . Action, as the "Law 

Of Life" and the foundation of dharma is the object of the 

~xposition. In a systematic manner the laws are clarified, and 

interrelated from Nature , to Man, to the gods, to the planets-

and on down to man in particular, and such eve.ryday chores as 

ccoking , etc. -- into a harmony of Natural Lm.,r. In their present 

form the .sruti texts appear disjointed an:! inconsistent and 

antithetical to the most fundamen::al presuppositions of inter-

pretation which would verify tha t the Vedas proclaim a unified 

and consistent message. In an attempt to do this a philosophy 

of language analysis was developed, the basis of whic h was the 

presupposition that all words are eternal , and that all words 

are denotative in nature. This idea is but an extention of the 

idea that the. Vedas are eternal in nature, i. e. that they are 

neither created by the .i1;;i nor delivered by God, but, rather, that 

they are eternally self-existent in themselves. On this basis 

meanillg was also understood to be eternal. For Mrrri3.msa, particularly 

J . . ." ." d "dh " almlnl, meanlng an ~rma are. synonym.ous. The main thrust of 
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MImamsa philosophy was directed to the task of developing a 

philosophy of language and a hermeneutic which would penetrate 

the degenerations of literalism which are the result of the 

misapplication of personalisms in the use of language to find the 

eternal meaning of the Vedas. 

Word and Meaning 

In searching for the true meaning of a word there are 

several types of prav~ttinaimitta to be considered. This too is 

a develop~lent from the basic understanding of the eterilality of 

Veda. If words and that which they "mean" are eterna l, and it 

is assumed that this meaning is undefilable, then it must be 

calculated just hOH the apparent defilement came about. The 

term "pravrttinimitta" refers to the process of manifestation of 

the eternal word into concrete form as Veda. It is the efficient 

cause of the word's appearance, of its form,gabdha. Analysis of the 

cause of the form leads to discernment of the process which brought 

about defilement of the eternal meaning. 
4 

The various forms are: 

(1) jati,5 or "birth"; this is the most general for if a word 

4 
Conducted correctly, the classification is not arbitra r y 

for the eternal nature of the word-referent relationship cannot be 
overlooked: "Thus words are cal led jatisabdal) or samskarasClbdal). 
because they ultimately stand fo~ jati and ~amskara." G. V. 
Devasthali, Mlmamsa: The Vak~7a Sastr a of Ancient India, Vol. I, 
p. 61. Practically t he methodology is justified after the fact on 
the basis of consistency . 

5Devasthali, }umamsa, p. 55. 



9.~notes nothing else, it denotes "birth", (2) yaugika sabdhas,6 

o~ "connection"; this indicate.s a word created especially for, 

and dependent upon another word, (3)safuslciira, 7 or "memory!!, 

"<;:€)J-J-ection"; here the problem is between the relation of the 

WQr1d1yand the non-worldly usages (laukika and alaukika), 

(4) sarnbandha,8 or "association"; this concerns words related on 

th~ pasis of use (artha) rather than etymology, i.e. as in the 

relationship of the terms "father" and "son", and (5) rudhi,9 

or "development"; the grO\vth of an explicit reference out of a 

general term. The basis of comparison for each classification 

is the conunon or \vcrldly use (laukika). However, all of the 

efficient causes refe~ LO the expressed meaning (yacyartha). 

Jaimini suc.cinctly states both the necessity for and the problems 

of the method of classification: 

We cannot say that the common meaning of a word is its 
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real meaning, because it does not giv e us a proper connection 
between things, and so \-7e get no meaning at all; and, as \\1e 
do not get any satisf actory result, \ve have to think of 
another nethod of interpretation . . . in some r5ses we have to 
choose the meaning that suits the context best. 

6Ibid ., pp. 55-56 " 

7 Ibid., p. 56. 

SUid., p. 57. 

9Ibid ., pp. 59, 60, 61. 

lOThadani, MIrr:8.r..sa, p. 85 (IV. ii, 12-14). 
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In the final analysis the accuracy of the classifications - particularly 

and most obviously in tbe case of the Vedas - will be determined by 

the extent to which such classifications are conducive to the inter-

pretation of the general cont ext as dharmic injunction. Hence the 

variability of interpretation is conditioned by consistency rather 

than individual preference as intimated in the above statement 

while, ultimately, consistency is found only in terms of that which 

the words eternally "mean". 11 Although the ~vorldly use (laukika) 

11"We cannot say that this is but one of the many ways of 
understanding the text, because if we have a different meaning, ~ve 

find that there is no close connection between its different parts. 
Nor can we say that the cause of this interpretation is the desire 
to get particular explanation, because the rules of interpretation 
are fixed . . . ." Ibid., p. 125. lIte i nsistence of Hirlla.msa on 
the doctrine of the eternality of meaning is based on the under
standing that the referends of words are universals, and that 
universals are the presupposition of al l knowledge. The opposite 
view, apohavada, is put forth by t he Buddhists, and one consequence 
is that the Buddhists reject ~ruti as a basis of PI~ma~ . Mlmamsa 
holds that words mean objects while the Buddhists hold that words 
and objects are totally different, objecLs being beyond words wi th 
no corrE:spondence bet,veen the two. Words denote particulars, and 
the denotation of one particular entails the negation (apoha) of 
all other particulars. The understanding of "orthodoxy" within 
the frarr,ewor k of the Tradition '",hich is rooted in revelation ,vas 
discussed in Chapter I; clearly the apohavadins, because of their 
rejection of sruti do not fall within that understanding of 
orthodoxy. For that reason the doctrine has not been considered at 
length. On apohavada see R. C. Pandey, The Problem of Meaning in 
Indian Philosophy, pp. 200f. 
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is the basis for the initiation of the i nquiry, it is retained as 

a category among several (samskara); in this connection, intention 

(prayojona) is also a consideration in t he search for the eternal 

meaning. The undercutting of intention does not, however, completely 

undercut the role of the individual. Words and their referent are 

eternally existent, but the human is involved as the agency y,;hich 

affects the manifestation of the word, or, so to speak, exposes 

it. Although practically convenient from the standpoint of the 

salvational concern of the individual, the factor of intention is 

not necessary as any guarantor of the status of ,vord. For Mim"2Tnsa 

"salvational concern" is the concern to achieve total correspondence 

between the orientation of individual action and the eternal laH 

which transcends all individual actions. The involvement of the 

individual is pu.rely non-personal in nature; it is a mere ::0-

ordination of the vocal equipment with the eterna.l wo rds wh ich, in 

the final analysis, represent the dharmic law itself, in its first 

moment. The degree to which the involvement is non-personal is 

correspondent to the degree which the universal dharma is manifest 

on the action of a particular individual. Ideally, this is the 

total of the human contribution, but in this it is applicable only 

to the p~i~. In fact, everyone but the :r~is has "fallen" (i.e. is 

adharma) by the misapplication of the etern;.;.l ~vord through worldly 

(laukika) use. 
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In the task of interpretation, the only acceptable meaning 

is thevactattha, the expressed meaning of the text in disguise. 

The various other alternatives in interpretation are rejected on 

the basis of the understanding that the truths or dharmic injunctions 

which the texts reveal are not ·apauru!;;eya, i.e. not "r..ot-of-man" in 

the sense that such truths which are eternal and therefore r..ot 

created by a god, are made manifest by the 1-~is. This is a sig-

nificant distir..ction for it is this unders tar..ding which allows the 

MImamsakas to maintain, without contradiction, the eternality of 

sruti and the centrality of the ~ a s the proclair.lers of dharma 

and, at the same tir.le , as paradigms of the fulfillment of dharma. 

It is in this light that the role of the r~i is totally non-personal. 

The MImamsakas hold that meaning is not arbitrary. That thE: 

task of interpretation is to screen oet the application of personal isniS 

in the understanding and application of language within a contex t 

"7hich is decidedly transpersonal is seen in that in the distinction 

between 'yaugiKartha (etymology) and ruqhartha (signification), the 

1 ' 'd d' 12 atter 1S conS1 ere pr1mary. Also, the establishment of the 

connection (tad yoga) between the principal meaning (mukhyartha), 

and the precise meaning (lok$ana) is dismissed as inadequate on the 

12 
S'abara agrees with Jaimini on this point. Devasthali, 

MImamsa, pp. 74-5. 



grounds that because intention is ultimately laukika, the objects 

of it are contaminated. Stipulated definition is acce.pted as a 

means of knowledge inartuvada (in explanation of an independent 

and novel apprehension)13 which amounts to nothing more than a 

practical concession for the use of language in its "falleno 

condition as a worldly medium of expression, but because of the 

contextual presuppositional conditioning of lok~ana (definition) 

it can be said to be do~~ (fallacious) regarding Ultimate Truth 

(dharma). According to MImamsa epistemology, apprehensions, and 

only apprehensions, are valid. All other relationships are 

unnatural, i.e. their ar~ha is not antpattika (inborn, inherent), 

Eitya (eternal), or apauru~eya (not-oof-man). Lok$ana (literal 
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meaning) is the lesser of evils in that it renders the text us eless 

(anarthakaya)14 rather than offering an outright distortion of it; 

that is, by definition it makes no pretentions ~o have any applica-

bility to Ultimate Truth (dharma) one way or the other. 

Once properly interpreted it will be seen that each term 

or varna has its own signification. One word can convey only one 

artha (use). Hence, because each word or aspect of a word denotes 

a specific purpose in terms of action it is not possible to speak of 

13Ibid_., pp. 91-2. 

14Ibid ., p. 93. 
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a modification in meaning without violating the eternal status of the 

. sabda":prania1)a (as the precondition to, in their eternality, and the 

witness to the relationship of dharma/action).15 To insist on such 

modification results in the ~ (fallacy) called abhidhana-viprHtipatt~, 

which is defined by Sabara as the" •. incongruity bet~'leen the words 

16 
uttered and the sense intended to be conveyed." The incongruity is 

a consequence of the violation of the non-personal role of the 

individual. As the effector of the manifestation of the eternal wurd 

the i ndividual has no option to distort the denotation with -worldly 

or personal intention. 

The basis of the unity of meaning begins with the particula r 

word. Each aspect of a word represents an action or part of an 

action, and in terms of the dynamics of t he dharmic law each action 

is relative to both a separate purpose and effect: 

Words have their meaning, even as qualities convey their own 
idea; and that is the best meaning which cannot be substituted 
by any other. A word can have but one real meaning because it 
can refer to but one impelling force. 17 

Thus, for Jaimini, the import of words lies in the fact that th2Y 

stand for action -- they "mean" dharma both in regard to the word 

as a unit, and the atomic constituents of it. Initially, the 

15Th d . MI· -' -• a anl, J.mansa, p. 

l6Devasthali, HTr:lamsa, 

l7T, d . ~= _. -na anl, ~ansa, p. 

130 (VI.iii.11-12) . 

p. 76. 

90 (IV.iii. 11-13). 
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concern i3 "'ith the word as a whole, but if it does not satisfy 

the criterion, i.e. a meaning which is consistent with the dharmic 

i . f h h' . d 18 njunctlons ate text, t e constltuents are examlne . The 

explanation of the meaning of a word can be obtained by associating 

it with some special meaning - not as an arbitrary stipulated 

definition , but, rather by taking the common meaning which one has 

heard, and dividing it into parts; that is, by breaking the word 

19 
down into its natural components. The important point is that 

the first resort is to the common meaning, an idea which reflects 

the understanding that in some way the worldly use of the word 

is still the key to the higher, uncorruptable and eternal meaning . 

Jaimini extends the idea that the principle of unity is 

the basis of the word into the theory that a group of words forms a 

vakya if it n~eets the three stipulations that (1) the constituents, 

although examined individually nonetheless express an expectancy 

for one another, (2) the constituents be within the same context, 

d (3) th t th . t . Id .. f'+- . 20 an a ' e constltuen s yJ_e one slgnl lca~10n. Each aspect, 

~hen, be it within the individual word, or between the words of a 

vakya has a meaning, a signification in terms of the metaphysics of 

18Thadani, Mimansa, p. 77 (III. viii , 35-6). 

191bid ., p. 82 (VII.iv, 22). 

20Devasthali, Himarr,sa_, p. 187. 
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dharma, and its mi crocosmic counterpart, action, which is of prime 

salvational concern to the individual -- an individual concern 

wh i ch is the aspiration to transcend personal individuality through 

correct performance of dharma. There is, howeyer, no metaphysics 

of relation as a thing-in-itself which unifies the various parts; 

this is done through the unity of the eternal truth of dharma 

which they reflect and "mean". The relationship (sambandha) 

between form (sabdab) , and use (artha ) is not of samsila (attachment 

in immediate context), or .saroyoga (conjunction). It is described 

as being pratyayaka-pratyay~abhava (causing to know or understand, 

to encourage in the sense of mutual enlightenment) . 21 The truth of 

the nature of this relation is witnessed to by the very nature of 

the Vedas. Jaimini holds that 

The text is so arranged that each part of a word has a bearing 
on the idea of the principal word, and can be explained in its 
light; and it is in this manner that the whole text has been 
integrated. 22 

21 h l' M~'" - 3 7 -nevast a 1, 1 lmamsa, p. . 
22Th , . , h 1 h . ere 1S a major except10n to t is ru e as in t e case 

where " .. , we are dealing with the grea t forces of Na ture in their 
relatio~ to their ob j ects; for these are major ideas, and so the 
words describing them are complete in themselves, without reference 
to the principal \vord in the text". (lhadani, Hlmansa , p. 354, n.l), 
l-finiarnsa disagrees ""ith Nyaya that the Veda is the work of God; the 
Ved~~ are eternal, TNTitten neither by man , nor God; they are 
manif ested through t he li~' The sabda (word) , in its eternal relation, 
is simply a manifestation of the eternal varna, and for this reason 
it is, to a degree, arbitrary as to exactly which form is taken as 
the final standard, i.e. "If theye are a number of principal words in 
a sentence, they should be regarded as synonyms; and all kinds of 
actions associated vlith tbem should be referred to them alike." Ibid., 
p. 104 (V.U, 1-2). --
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There is no reductionist methodology operating here, for Jaimini 

insists that "a fundamental word cannot be obtained from another or 

23 
a different form of the smae ' .... ord". A word is divided, if 

necessary, into letters and each is treated like a vlOrd in itself 

24 
rather than a reduction of a more complex form. Compounds are non-

real (except in "worldly" use). The emphasis is on combination 

rather than construction. Each new word (constituent) has nothing 

in common vlith the parent Hard; it is their common relationship to 

dharma \<7hich unifies the constituents with the parent, or the 

extended combinations of phrase or sentence. Relation is not held 

to be a metaphysical thing-in-itself. There is a serial inter-

connectedness of the constituents within the complex of the eternal 

. 25 
varna, but only with respect to the various injunctions to actlon, 

i.e., in terms of the time continuim, but this interconnectedness is 

. h f . d d 26 Th "k" not 1n t e sense 0 a necessary lnter epen ence. e term -.-Eama 

applies both to the relationship the words bear to aile another and 

23Thadani, MIrna.ris·a, p. 168 (VI. iii, aO). 

24Dasgupta, History of Indian PhiJ.oso:?hy, Vol. I, p. 395. 

25"I . b' h h f d b d t 18 a V10US t at t e parts 0 a wer must e connecte~ 
with one another, because they represent the law of life (action)." 
Hlniarnsa p. 35 4 , n .2. 

2 6T1 .. . d . £:. h hI' ,llS 1S a conS1 erat10n oj. t1me rat er t an a regu at10n 
of it : "The Krama method of reciting the text does not regulate 
time required to pronounce .J. word, but is connected with tr,e method 
of interpretation." Ibid., p. 1-2 (V.i, 21-22). 
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the methodology to be employed in the correct interpretation of the 

t:~!'ts (i. e. progression of meaning). Thus we are told that "l.fnen 

w~ pronounce a word according to krama (progression of meaning), the 

d ] r h ld .. h h' . h " 2 7 
WQf its~ _ .I S ou rema1n 1ntact, even t oug lt 1S C anged. 

Upon t his idea is based the insistence on correct utterance by the 

;j.pgiv:j.dual speaker, as demonstrated by the cla i m tha t, "asabdas mve 

th~ir origin to the want of capacity to go through the elaborate 

process of uttering a word witbout conunitting a mist ake .,,28 This is 

~pother example of the manner in which any sense of individuality as 

personal option is undercut in favor of · the eternal word. 

In considering the ~rai1\a method of interprel: t! tion it is 

necessary to emphasize the status that MImarilsa accords to 

individual words. 29 The advocates of the sphota theory maintain 

that language is unitary to the extent that the sentence is seen as 

the minimum unit for communication, or the establish.nent of meaning . 

T.T d f . 1 30 ~or s out a context are meanlng_ess. On the othe r hand, :vhile 

27 
Ibid., p. 102 (IV. i, 17). 

28Devasthali, MImams~, p. 25. 

29The spho1;a is held to be the substantial e ternal verbum. 
For more on this point see Sastri, Philosop.!:~'y .. of Word and Meaning .. , 
and also his "Meaning and the I-lordJ., in Oriental Th ousht . 

3°0 d ' . . h . f ' . ne mo ern western posltlon on t e quest l on 0 meanlng 
in context' is illustrated by the Oxford philosopher, J. L. Aus tin , 
in his essay "The Meaning of a Word", in Pi"1i1osophY~ll1d Ordina~ 
Language. Charles E. Caton, ed., Oxford, 1963. 
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Nyaya and MlmaIDsa a gree tha t the sentence is a unit of meaning and 

connnuuication, they disagree on the significance of the contextua l 

rela t ionship of words. Nyaya advocates the antiabhidhana concept, 

i. e. that '-lords are related in a sentence and that the sentence is 

31 a construct of words. Here context is stressed . The independence 

of words is maintained, but the meaning of the word in relation 

to the meaning of the sentence is determined by context. The word 

is not strictly seen as a thing-i~-itself. The abhidit anvay~ 

theory is upheld by MImamsa; here words are regarded as independ ent. 

They are unit.ed in a sentence in the sense that a sentence is merely 

b · . f d 32 a com 1net1on 0 wo r s. \-lords are meaningful in themselves, but 

to the individual the sentence is necessary to complete the meani n8 

in that the sentence offers a fuller elaboration of dha r ma . 

The Vedas are the basis of the entire philosophy of l a ns uage, 

and it is held that in the eternal and perfect nat.ure of s ruti 

each part of the text, i n its true s ense, follows the other in 

succession. 33 This is the basis of the integrated design of t he 

texts, as well as justification for the kramE:. method of interpretatioll . 

The method is applicable to all literature and speech because it is 

f 1 · th V d 11 t . . d f ' . 34 success u .1n e _e as; .a rue .speecn 1S rawn rom srut1. 

3lDevasthali, }ITmamsa , p. 68. 

32 Ibid ., p. 69. 

33Thadani, Mlmansa, p. 100 (V. i, 1) . 

34Jbid ., p. 172 (VII.i,lO-ll). 



For l1Imamsa there · .18 . something \-Jhich is the particv.lar 

meaning of every particular ltlord, or more radically, of every 

2')' J'-+ 

particular constituent of every particular word. That "something" 

is dharma, the dynamic Real, in its various aspects. Ea::h word, 

or part of a wo rd, is, in actuality, a name to the extent that it 

stands for a particular referent. However, to the extent that the 

word is merely an external manifestation of the eternal varn~ it 

cannot be cal l ed a "name" as such, i.e. in the sense that it 

designates a particular existent. At this point, the ambiguity of 

the relationship between the word and dharma as action becomes 

probl ematic , If one inquires into the natu:;~e of a certain word cr 

part of a ,wrd by asking the question, "What is in (the word) ~?" 

one would be told that ' That ':vhich is i~ (the word) ~ is an injunctio:r: 

to action (dharma) . ' More accurately, 'that which (the term) ~ 

"s t ands for" (or "is" as the manifestation of the eten:al varu~) 

is ".9h~~.ma" which, because it is the meaning of the sacred texts, 

and because one is salvationally concerned is seen as something which 

one sh:)Uld emulate.' To understand "hat (the term) ~ "means" is to 

understand the nature of the activity which ~ stands for. The 

ambiguity is presenteu in that the Real which the word stands for 

is dynamic Hhile, on the other hand, the relation between the word 

and the referent (dharma) is static if the two are considered 
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distinct. Although the relation is not held to be a thing-in-itself, 

it is a necessary relation in the eternal identification of the 

word-referent. By this identification the word itself is, in a 

sense, the highest reality by virtue of its inseparable association 

with dhar'ma. 

For Jaimini language is an instrument of higher reality in 

that it is the medium (manifestation) of dharmic inju~ctions. In that 

the denotations of \vords are eternal (in reference to dharma), and in 

that the relation between the word and that action which it "means" is 

unalterable) dharma_ and the word are inextricably bound together. 

The rea,lity of the world is presupposed by Hlmamsa in the sense 

tha t the world functions as the arena of dharma, and to the ext e~t 

that the practical reality of the world expresses (or conforms to) 

dharma, the world and one's active involvement in it is real or 

authentic. This correspondence of ~actical worldly activity with 

the dharmic law is understood to be the model of existence which 

is examplary. Through conformance to the "word" as dharmic 

injunction one achieves the highest possible level of existential 

authenticity which is fulfillment of dharma. This ideal is examplified 

in the t'~is as portrayed in the Vedas which are the completely accurate 

proclamation of reality as dharma and the word. Just as the rsi -'_.-

experienced the vision of the eternally existent Vac by transcending 
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the obscurities of personal worldliness, so also does the Mimamsaka 

stri ve to coordinate the totality of his lived-world involvement 

with the laws of dharma as represented by the words of the ~edas. 

One . strives to become a medium for the dynamic manifestation of the 

real. The Vedas, as presented through the Ifiis, are the expression 

of such manifestation. They are dharmic. They are not the product 

of experience, but, rather, the immediate expression of experience 

itself . 

In no authentic sense can language be used as an instrument 

of personal expression. ~There it is applied as such, with the 

over t ones of personal intention, it is unauthe3tic (as~) 

par ticularly for Jaimini and Prabhakara. Kumarila, on the other hand, 

does accept the sabda-prama~ of trust\l7orthy persons, the criterion of 

which is their compatibility with the Veda. His position is esse3tially 

the same. However, the significant point of his distinction is that 

he makes more allowance for the possibility of the total fulfillment 

of dharma. For Kumarila the ~~is are a paradigm of the fulfillment 

of d~arma and it would appear that he holds tha t it is practically 

possible for the ~sis to be emulated, contrary to the claim of 
-'--

Nir ukta 1.20. The personality of one who emulated the ~~is does 

not enter the question, for to emulate the '~ is to transcend the 

fa ctors of personalisms 'which are the foundation of worldliness. 

Thus) Kumaila' s reference to "trust\.mrthy perscns ll refers to those 
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who are trustT,vorthy to the extent that they have transcended the 

normative factor of personhood which is worldliI!ess. Such a person 

would not be a "person" in the sense that the term is applied to 

other people. Such a one would be a rji. 

Worldly use or the personalized use of language is ::-espon

sible for the establishment of the unauthentic condition of t he 

individual; that is> through the misapplication and misunderstand ing 

of the true significance of language existence is rendered non

dharmic. Of interest is the fact that common usage is understood 

to be the starting point for the i~terpretive enterprise. This 

points to the notion that although everyday l anguage is a deteriora

tion of an ideal> it still reflec.ts that ideal, however darkly . 

In this respect, everyday language provides the means for the 

realization of the dharmic ideal. The correction of everyday 

language - in the obliteration of intention - in proper interpre

tat ion for the establishment of the correct mean i ng, and in the · 

faultless recitation of language once the ideal meaning has been 

established - is at the s ame tiNe the correction of the 

fallacious personal existential condition. 

GENERAL 

llimai'1sa and Vedanta are traditionally regarded as 
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complimentary aspects of a single darsana; the task of the -----

former is the development of a methodological basis for inquiry 

into the dharmic injunctions of the Vedas, while in the case of 

the latter, particularly Sahkara, the concern is with the develop-

ment of the doctrine of Brahman, which Sankara understands to be 

the subject of the Vedas. To facilitate its task, Mlmamsa 

developed a philosophy of language which Sankara adheres to, 

although his philosophic interests are of a different sort. 

Sankara acknowledges his indebtedness to the dharma-school 

of Purva-Mlmamsa as the precursors of his analysis. His doctrine of 

salvation demands that he r.lailltain dh 2rma , in aCl:ordance \vith the 

Veda, while at the same time reinterpreting it within the structure 

of Vedantic gnosticism. Therefore, dharma should be considered 

together with his understanding of maya, mok~a, and vidya. Sahkara 

offers not so much a deviation from the traditicnal MImarnsa as an 

extension of that position within a monistic metaphysic of salvation, 

and the adjustments required thereby. 

On the question of dharm~ and its relevance to salvation 

(mok~a) Saitkara takes ext::eption to the contention of the Hlma:r.sa 

school that dharma is the central concept of the religious quest. 

He states that, 
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•.. the unembodied state called 'final release' (lnoks~) is 
declared not to be the effect of religious merit as defined 
by Vedic injunctions. If it were the effect of merit it 
would not be denied that it js subject to pain and pleasure. 35 

Sarikara maintains that kno\<lledge is superior to and independent of 

action: 

But what the Vedanta-texts really teach as the object of 
knowledge is something different from the embodied Self, 
viz. the non-transmigrating Lord who is free from all 
attributes of transmigratory existence such as agency and the 
like and distinguished by freedom from sin and so on, the 
highest Self. And the knowledge of that Self does not only 

36 not promote action, but rdtner cuts all action short .... 

He holds, therefore, that, " •.. for release to be the result of 

true knowledge it must be concluded that Vedic texts on frahman 

. t "t" """ ,,37 alm a cogn.l lon, not lnJunct).on. 

True knowledge is the realization of the truth of the 

identity prir>.ciple. Bu.t release is more than mere acknowledgement 

of tad ekam, it is the abandonment of all of the principles of 

selfhood in the Absolute . The cognitive function of such a realiza-

tion is the synthesis of the subject/object dichotomy to Pure Being. 

35V d- - f d e anta Sutras 0 Ba: arayana, 2 'loIs ., George Thibaut, 
trans., New York : Dover Publications, 1962 (reprint of the 1890 
edit i on of 'loIs. 34 and 37 of the Sacred Books of the East), Vol. I, 
p. 27. Consideration of ~arikara's position is limited to this set 
of texts. 

361bid ., II, p. 290. 

37 Ibid ., II, p. 165. 
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At this point knowledge (jrtana) completely transcends mundane 

discursive cognition and worldly involvement. 

Like Jaimini, Sankara recognizes the Vedas to be the 

infallible example of the word, and that he holds the Vedas to be 

independent. The basis of such independence and unity is the 

external word \·,hich, as in Mfnlamsa, is held to have the power of 

denotation either in its entirety, or through its constituents. 

It is the assumption that each and every wcrd, and that each part 

of a word h2.s denotive power which leads him to reject the s?ho~a 

theory wherein it is held that the eternal verbum is substanti~l 

in form a~d that the smallest component of meaning is the sentence. 

, 
For Sa6kara meaning, based on the particular denotation, is 

compounded rather than const-::-ucted; he therefore subscribes to t"he 

krama (progressive meaning) method of interpretation as advocated 

by Jaimini. Both the substantial relation of the spho~a theory 

and the establishment of relation as a metaphysical thi~g-in·-itsclf 

(Va ise9ika) are rejected. The eternality of the word is ma intained 

by referring it to the mind of ~rajapati pr ior to creation. 

Therefore, creation is not held to be the product of the word as 

in t he ~J2.~. theory. The emphasis that denotation is in terms of 

universals rather than particulars accounts for the ambiguity of 

the denotive capacity of a particular \o70rd, as well as avoiding the 
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Vaise9ika position that relation is an enternal reality i~ itself. 

Sankara maintains that any distinction of the Self as 

anything other than Brahman, i.e. 'tattvamasi' , is a condition 

of avid~, and an expression of existential unauthenticity. If 

looked at from the two standpoints of the micro/macrocosmic analogy 

avidya can be understood in a two-fold sense: from the human 

perspective it is a cognitive misjudgment, a maintenance of the 

unauthentic condition, while from the perspective of the Ultimate, 

.avidya is a testament to thE; efficiency of the divine "creativity" 

(sakti or !!lay-a). The distinction of the self as a personal being 

through ahamkar~ and the "obj ective" (m"8.ya) reality of the world 

is the product of speech. Thus, while on one hand spe'2ch is the 

instrument of the unauthentic condition (avidya) in the capacity 

of the word to denote existential particulars, i t enjoys, on the 

other hand, a very positive status in that it serves as an effective 

means for the attainment of the knowledge which is lhe realization 

of the unic.ity of Brahman. Sruti is not an end in itself, but the 

means to an ene. Descriptive language is meaningful only in a 

negative sense. Brahman is the sole Reality, therefore predicative 

statements are meaningful only to the extent that they apply to 

Brahman. 



SANKARA'S POSITION 

The question of the relationship between Brahman and the 

world is a causal question. Vedanta holds the position known as 

satkaryavada on the issue of causality. The cause alone is real, 
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the effects are mere appearances: this is called vivarttavada. 

Vivatttava92. stands in opposition to th~ pari~amavada of Samkhya 

which is the position that the effects are real and distinct 

developments out of the potentiality of the causal condition. In 

his connnentary on the Vedanta Sutras Sankara argues against 

pari~amavada. He does this through the use of the dialectic by 

using the language of pari~amavada to undercut pari~amavad~. In 

studying §a~kara's positiop one must constantly bear this fact in 

mind in order to avoid attributing pari~amavada to Sankara. The 

language of pari~amavada, 1. e. the use of such terms as "potentiality", 

may be used without violating the position of the satkaryavadins 

only if such language is used in a heuristic or dialectic senSE: 

within the frame~vork of ,!!layavada. Within that context the implica

tions of pari1).amavada >vi1l have the same status as those of mayavada: 

that is, real effects as modifications of causal potential are 

neither sat lIis" nor asat "is not". It is with this understanding 

that I use such language. Sa~kara uses such language to discuss 
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the paradox of the causal question in general, and in particular, 

39 as it applies to discriminative knowledge. 

One important feature of Sankara's arguments in his commentary 

to the Vedanta Sutras is his use of the dialectic to demolish other 

positions. His central concern is to uphold the doctrine of the 

38In reference to "Higher than the high Imperishable": "Here 
the term 'I>nperishable' means that undeveloped entity which represents 
the seminal potentiality of names and forms, conteins the fine parts 
of the material elements, abides in the Lord, forms his limiting 
adjunct, and being itself no effect is high in comparison to all 
effects ...• " Ibid., I, p. 1L,0. 

39Before the rising of dis~riminative knmvledge the nature of 
the individual soul, which is (in reality) pure light, is non
discr i minated as it were from its limiting adjuncts consisting of 
body, senses, mind, sense- objects and feelings, and appears as 
consisting of thE:: energies of seeing and so on . . . . Thus the 
discriminative knowledge, affected by sruti , on the part of the 
individual soul which previously is non-discriminated as it were from 
its limiting adjuncts, is (according to the scriptural passage 
under discussion) the soul's rising from the body, and the fruit of 
that discriminative knowledge is the accomplishment in its true 
nature, i.e. the comprehension that its nature is the pure Self. 
• • • The individual soul is therefore called 'That whose true nature 
is non-manifest' merely on account of the absence of discriminative 
knmvledge . a nd it is called 'That \vhose nature ha3 become. manifest' 
on a ccoun t of the pre sence of such knmvledge. . .. ... Thus the 
difference between the individual soul and the highest Lord is owing 
to wrong knmlledge only, not to any reality, since, like ether the 
highest Self is not in real contact with anything:' Ibid., I, p. 
187. - --
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uniformity of Brahman. Rather than positing this doctrine as a 

first principle and arguing for it in a logical and systematic 

manner he emphasizes, dialectically, the logical paradoxes of 

maya and avidya. In doing so he turns logic against itself just as he 

uses the language and logical distinctions of other doctrines to 

undercut those positions until, finally, all alternatives having 

been demolished Sankara's position triumphs, so to speak, by 

40 I 

default. Thus,Sankara does not, in fact, argue for a particular 

position as much as he discusses the inherent logical fallacies of 

other positions. He uses the same method within the framework of 

--------.~---------------------------------------------------------------40 
Betty Heimann su;:mnarizes these points well when she says, 

The method applied in Indian epistemology lS that of gaining 
higher knowledge through discussion. One standpoint is firs t 
pronounced, and then confronted a nd denounced by a second. a 
third or further pak§i:J.s 'wings or viewpoints'. Finally the 
highest, or at any rate the at present no-more-refutable, 
notion is reached. . .. It is divergency ~lich helps to elucidate 
the comparative l y higher, i.e. the wider, grasp of the prob lem 
in hand. Samvada, ' discussion ', instead of vivaca, 'd ispute!, 
is the methodological means of gathering all the different 
facets of truth, which is only indirectly a~d gradually 
approachable. Here comparison (and in a way a] so tl1e 
highest graduation at present attainable) is applied to an 
attempt to reach beyond merely empirical factors. The true 
Sunwum, however, still lies beyond, and not within, the r elative 
sphere of all formulation. As long as formulation prevails, 
the Summum, the neti-net:!:., the 'neither this nor tha t alone', 
i.e. the truly pur~am, indistinct fulness and the all-embracing 
Highest, is not yet reached. All formulations and definitions 
(Latin fines) are still bound to form and limitation, and do 
not penetrate to t he core of truth . The transcendental Divine 
lies beyond all gradations and ccmpa~isons within the unalterable 
transcendental Positive. Facets of Indian Thought, pp. 170-171. 
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his disc1.lssion of the ambiguous nature of the rei1lity of Isva ra, 

~aya and avidya to avoid having tl1ese misunderstood as an 

assertion of pariDamaviida. It is because Sankara turns the 

dialectic against his own position that he speaks of Brahman 

as both Being and Non-Reing. Brahman is neither a logical postulate 

nor a non-logical postulate. On the other hand it is a logical 

postulate in the sense that it is the "at present no-more refutable 

notion", wh ile, at the same time it is a non-logical postulate 

in that Brahman is the coincidentia oppositoru~ of factors which 

are logically contradictory of one another. 

Erc-.hman is the Ultima te, 'that which iE" ,41 the Real, the 

True. 42 Brahman, referred to by tne neuter pronoun 'it' ,43 is 

4l"As the cause, i.e. Brahman, is in all time neither more 
nor less than that which is, se the effect also, viz, the world, is 
in all time cnly that which is." Vedanta Sutras, I, p. 332. 

42"By the term 'the True' there is meant the. highest Brahmc:n; 
for Brahman is the Real, and it is called the 'true' in another 
scriptlll:al passage •.•. " I bid., I, p. 167. 

43B H . d· hI· ·f· f h etty elmann lscusses t e genera slgnl lcance 0 t e 
neuter in Indian thought. She says: 

Hindu cosmology, since the epochs of the ~gvedic speculations, 
accepts as the only true datum sat yam (neuter!), 'Being '. 
This indistinct Being may be divided into actual momentarily 
existent and potentially existent reality . Sat yam compr ises 
all material and intellectual existence, potential and actual 
reality. The Upanisads make use of this neutral term of an 
intentional vagueness in theirmaha-vakyas, 'Great Sayings', 
when they acclaim Brahman as the Satasya satya~, 'the reality 
of all realities' of this world, of epistemological, intellectual 
and also material manifestations. Br ahman is the all-embracing 
Neuter, the potency of all possible 'He's' and 'She's' nameable 
and knmvable, which primarily and finally are submerged in t he 
gra~d 'It'. Facets of Indian Thought, p. 163. 
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beyond being,44 the totality of 'that which is', and beyond Non-

45 46 
being as well. It is the undifferentiated transcendental Absolute 

which is above classification or description in anything other tnan 

a negative sense (lieti, neti). Tl1e negative method serves a positive 

function in the attempt to comprehend Brahman. Sankara says, 

This passage ("Not so, not so."), we conclude, conveys 
information regarding the nature of Brahman by denying 
the reality of the forms fictitiously attributed to it; 
for the phrase, 'not so, not so!' negatives the whole 
aggregate of effects superimposed on Brahman. 47 

'" . Sankara holds that the highest end of man is the realization 

of Brahman as the sole reality: 

44"Brahman ,"hich is mere Being cannot spring from here being , 
since the relation of cause and effect cannot exist without a cert a in 
superiority (on the part of the cause). Nor again can Brahman spr i~~ 
from that which is someth ing particular, since this would be c ontr a r y 
to experience (so theref or e there. is no origin of that which is 
(Brahman))." VedRnta Stitras, II, p. 160. 

45" •.. while the term 'Being' ordinarily denotes that which 
is differentiated by names and forms, the term 'Non-being! denotes 
the same substance previous to its differentiation, i.e. that B:cahmall 
is, in a secondary s ense of the word, called Non-being previously 
to t he origination of the ,,,orld." Ibid., I, p. 267. 

46" . t" bJ f--" . d . . • . 1 1S 1ncapa .e a rece1vln3 any accret10n an 18 

eternally pure." Ibid., I, p. 34. 

47V d- - 169 e anta Sutras, II, p. . 
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• • • the complete comprehension of Brahman is the highest end 
of man, since it destroys the root of all evil such as 
Nescience, the seed of the entire sa~sara . 48 

. . • you are rather to dissolve by true knowledge the universe 
of effects, which is the mere product of Nescience, and to 
know that one Self, which is the general abode, as uniform. 49 

Sankara us~s the doctrine of maya to deal wi th the question of the 

relationship of the diversities of phenomenal reality to Brahman. 

Through the may~ doctrine he resolves the dilemma of the contradiction 

between the interior realization of uniformity and the objective 

experience of diversity. Maya is of central importance for it is 

only throligh the ambiguous nature of maya that one is able to 

consider the Absolute in that the AbsoJ_ute is the basis (adhi~~hana) 50 

on which maya appears. The maya doctrine allm'ls one to !Ilake logical 

distinc tions in the a.ttempt to understand dialectically that lvhich 

. b d h fl' 51 1S eyon t e scope 0 OglC. 

He says tha t : 

48 Ibid ., I, p. 14. 
49 . Ibld., I, p. 155. 

Dasgupta expresses this point well. 

50 
Dasgupta, History of Indian Ph ilosophy, Vol. I, p. 246. 

51Ibid ., pp. 442-43. The oasis of the d:Lalec tic is understood 
by Betty Heimann to be 2. unique featu re of Indian thought: 

The unique characteristic of Indian though t is a simultaneoT'-:s 
moving on two levels: the empirical and the transcendental. 
The transcenden t al is assumed to be ever present. Brahman, , , ------the It, i s postulated to be before and a fter , yet also 
within, all empiri.::al phenomena. !ac;..'2L.s or Indian Thought, p. 70 . 

Mayavada is an example of the attempt to express the two levels of 
understanding wi thin a single principle. It i s in this sense that I 
have referred to the 'ambiguous' nature of maya. 



Maya: • • • is a category which baffles the ordinary logical 
division of existenc.e and non-existence and the principle 
of the excluded middle. For the maya can neither be said 
to be "is" nor "is not" (tattvanyatvabhyam anirvac~~) . 
• • , The world is said to be false -- a mere product of maya . 
The falsehood of this world-appe&rance has been explained 
as involved in the category of the indefinite which is 
neither sat "is" nor asat "is not", Here the opposition 
of the ':i3" and "is not"-is solved by the category of time. 
The world-appearance "is not", since it dOeS not continue 
to manifest itself in all times, and has its manifestation 
up to the moment that the right knowledge da,ms . It is not 
therefore "is not" in the sense that a "cas t le in the air" 
or a hare's horn "is not", for t.hese are called tucch~ , 

the absolutely non-existent. The world-appearance is said 
to be "is" or exist i ng , since it appears to be so fay t he 
time the state uf ignorance persists in us. Since it exists 
for a time it is sat (is), but since it does not exist for 
all times it is asat (is not). . .. the falsehood of the 
,,-'orld-appearance -consists in this, that though it appear s tc 
be the reality OJ: an expression or mardfestation of t he 
reality, tce being , sa.i., yet v:hen t he reality is once 
r ightly comprehended, it will be manifest that the world never 
existed, does not exist, and will never again exist. 52 

From "7ithin the ~a complex, :naya stands as an incomprehensible 

obstruction to any effort to glean knowledge or the Brahman whereas 

from the standpoint of the realization of the identity of the Self 

\"ith Brahman ,·7hich is the transcendence of the distinctions \.;hich 

characterize personality (jIva-antal;1kara~) and finitude ~ is 

no more than a potential effect of the Brahman to which it is 

. . . 53 10ent1cal. 

52 
Ibid., pp. 442-43. 

53 
" the highest Lord also may, w~en he pleases, assume 

a bodily shape fo~ed of l1aya . • "Ibid . , p. 80 . 
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/ • S4 
When Sankara says .that the Brahman has two natures and 

goes or. to speak of these natures as being exclusive of one another 

h i k · h" ·1 h 1 • I d' . . SS e s ma ' lng a eur~stlc rat ler t an an onto~oglca lstlnctlon. 

Creation is the result through the action of Brahman as 

Isvara (Karya-Brahma).5 6 It is the product (karya) of the Brahma 

54 
"Brahman is apprehended under two forms; in the first place 

as qualified by limiting conditions owing to the multiformity of the 
evolutions of name and form [i.e. the multiformity of the created 
world]; in the second place as being the opposite of this, i.e. free 
from all lir:li.ting conditions "7hatever ." Ibid., I, p. 61. Also, 
Brahman possesse~ a double nature, " ... according as it is the 
object either of Knowledge of Ignorance . As long as it is the object 
of Nescience, there are applied to it the categories of devotee, 
object of devotion , and the like." Ibid., I, p. 62 . 

55 
~.Je are told that there can be no modification in Brahl1'.an 

for Brahman is unborn (Ibid . , I, p . 349); also, ". . . the (alleged) 
break in Erahman 's :1at'.Jre is a mere figment of Nescience ." Ibid ., 
I, p . 352. This represents one main point of difference bet·\veen 
Sailkara and the Sphotavadin , Bhartrhari.. Sastri contrasts the t'NO 

positions: "That the Kalasakti is ultimately real and has the sarr.e 
ontological status as the Eternal Verbum does not seem to admit of doubt. 
But Sar'tkara (,lOuld never accept the ultimate re3.lity of any pmver 
(sakti) co-exis t::i.ng with the Ab solute • . . Sankara would not admit 
the possibility of the relation of identity except as a metaphorical 
expression. II The Philosophy of Hord and Meaning , p. 62 . 

56 
" . no soul, apart from the Lord, possesses the power of 

evolution; and if any have such power it is dependent on the highest 
Lord." lbi'!.., l, p. 97. 
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- 57 -power (sakti":m2.ya--Isvara) . The personal Isvara is the actualisation 

f h . . . 158 (f h f' . . 1" 1 \ o t . e creatlve potentla rom t e lnlte perspect lve, or OglC3.L y J 

as maya (distinction)59 which is relative i n t hat, although it is the 

first determination it is qualified as determination. Brahman in its 

qualif ied sense (sagu~a) is the realised potentiality (realised as 

Nescience)60 of the Ultimate , and as such it represents the goal of 

h .. 1 . h' h . b " . 61. h t e splrltua enterprlse w lC lS an 0 ]ectlve pursult, l.e. t e 

57We are told that Brahman has all p01,,€:r although it d02S 
not possess bodily organs of action. Ibid., I, p. 355. " 
Brahman being all-knowing, all-powerful, and possessing the great.: power 
of May! •... " Ibid., I, p. 362. 

58" h .. t . to r B I h .•. t at omn:tsclen ,omIllpo~en~ ra.lma n, w,ose essence 
is e t ernal pure cognition and freedom, and "'hjch is additional to , i.2. 
different f-::-om the embodied Self, is the c:r.eative prinr:iple of t he 
world." Ibid., I, p. 344. 

59 "Although all qualities are denied of Brahman we nevertheless 
may consider it to De endowed with powers, if we assume in its nature 
an element of plurality, which is the mere figment of Nesc ience ." 
Ib i d., I, p. 355. 

60" 

powers, ab le 
[, p. 347. 

.. Brahman, although one only, is, oy7ing at its manifold 
to transform itself into manifold effects .... " Ibid . ~ 

6l"Hence as he 1"ho does not reach t he form of :::he double
natured highest Lord vlhich is divorced f rom all qualities stops at 
that form which is dis tinguished by qualities, so also, unable to 
reach unlimited pmver y!:i.t:hin the latter form , he stops 2.t limi::ed 
lordly pmver." Ibic!.., Il:, p. 417. Were anything but the qualified 
Lord meant, the distinctions between the ind ividual and the goal , etc . , 
because Identity is the nat ure of the Ab solute, could not be maintained. 
The appropriation of the truth of the realisation of 'tat t-.;~:im asi: 
is the 2bsolute interiority of conscio'-.lsness as Self which is the 
overcoming of consciousness in its discursive capacity; at this poil:t 
of absolute Identity, dist inctions are not l ogically possible. 
Practical possibility is another problem ; one exists not in oppasition 
to the Absolute, but, rather, as an instrument or its pure creativity, 
i.e. one exists logically , as, ultimately, ~iaya exists logically . One 
both "is" and "is no"[". 



attainment of Brahma-Loka. The Ultimate (rtirgu~a, i.e. as pure 

potentiality) beyond the characterisations
62 

of Being and Non-
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( ~ . - -) 63 1- d f ' h Being is the Real. Isvara =saktp--n;aya is tue groun 0 t at-

which-is' as phenomenal reality, and it is in this sense that the 

identification ofatn'lan/Bre.hman if it is seen as something that 

one is conscious of rather than as, in the sense of full 

id . f .. b d d . f - /-1 ' 64 ( 11. entl. l .catlon, must e un erstoo l.n terms 0 atman svara t at 

is, differentiation, in the sense of innnediacy rather than dist:incti0n, 

in terms of potentiality). In that the differentiation concerns 

immediacy rather than distinction it can still be said that Brahman 

is the Self of eve:rything
65 

within the illmediacy of its OHn 

potential as cree.tivity and Will. 

6211 
•• all statements regarding difference have reference 

to the difference of Brahrr .. an' s limiting adjuncts only , not to any 
difference affecting Brahman's ovm nature. " Ibid., II, p. 178. 

63" ... there is only one highest Lord ever unchanging , 
whose substance is cognition, and who, by means of Nescience, manifests 
hiillself in various Hays, just as a thaumaturg appears in different 
shapes by means of his magical pOHer. Besides that Lord there is 
no other substance of cognition ..•. " Ibid., I, p. 190. 

64"Thus the difference bet'veen the individual soul and the 
highest Lord is m.;ring to \>:rong knmv1edge only, not to any reality , 
since, like either, the highest Self is not in real contact with 
anything." Ibid., I, p. 187. 

65" ... the universal rulership implied in the statement 
that, dwelling within, it rules the entire aggregate of created beings, 
inclusive of the god s . . . is an appropriate attribute of the highest 
Self," Ibid., I, pp. 131-2. 
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The distinction - bet'veen the qualified and the unqualified -

represents the logical poles in Sankara's use of the dialectic. 

The unqualified, that which is beyond the distinctions (phenomenal) 

of name and form
66 

(in which respect it is not, nor can it become 

an object of knowledge for men or gods)67 is 'accepted as the Real 

although it can never be determined as such through discursive 

thought. 68 The qualified Brahma, never to be accepted by the 

66"By that element of plurality which is the fiction of 
Nescience, which is characterised by name and form, which is 
evolved as v!ell as non-evolved, which is not to be defined either 
as the Existing or the Non-existing, Brahman becomes the basis of 
this entire. apparent vorld with its changes, and so on, while in its 
true end real nature it a t the same time remains unchanged, lifted 
above the phenomenal universe." Ibid., I, p. 352. "But, excepting 
Brahman, ther:: is nothing ~vhatever different fr om name and form, si-nce 
the entire world of effects is evolved exclusively by names and ferms . 
Moreover, the complete revealing of names ~nd forms cannot be 
accomplished 1y anything else but Brahman . • ." Ibid., I, p. 233 . 
Both references demonstrate that any distinction must be logical 
rather than practical or actual. 

67"For Brahman, as being devoid of form and so on, cannot 
become an object of perception; and as there are in its case no 
characr:eristic marks ... inference. also and the other means of 
proof do not apply to it; but like religious duty, it is known solely 
on the ground of hold tradition • . . the cause of this world is not 
to be known even by divine beings [Isvara] of extraordinary pmver 
and wisdom." Ibid., I, p. 307. 

681!Brahrnan is that i-7hose nature is permanent purity, in
telligence, and freedom; it transcends speech and mind, does not fall 
wi thin the category of 'object', and constitutes the inward Self of 
all." Ibid., II, p. 168. 
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1 d d ·· If 69 . h - - .. . d . earne as an en 1.n 1.tse ... , el.t er as maya, or In 1.ts 1.TIlll£ late 

relationship to ~ bears witness to the totally transcendent nature 

of t he Brahman as well as the finitude of the mundane mind. Sankara 

call s for the transcendence of the objective distinctions of 

phenomena to metaphysics and that which is beyond distinction. One 

must get beyond cosmogony and cosmology which is the realm of 

Isvara. Sankara states that 

• we must remember that the scriptural doctrine of creatio~1 
does not refer to the highest reality; it refers to the afparent 
world only, which is characterised by name and form, the 
figments of Nescie!1ce, and it, moreover, aims at intimating that 
Brahman is the Self of everything. 70 

Sailkara inquires intu the nature of that which is beyond) and then 

proceeds to answer his own question: 

What then is that obj ect to vhich the kno\\rledge of the Lord 
can refar previously to the origin of the world? Nama and form, 
we reply, which can be defined neither as being identical with 
Brahman, nor as different from it, unevolved but about to be 
evolved. 7l 

The k.i nd of knowledge t o vThich he refers :l.S totally different than 

mundane knowledge of phenom(;na and time relations (sarnsara). 

6911Thus the Lord depends (as Lord) upon the limiting adjt.;ncts 
of name and form . . . He (the Lord) stands in the realm of the 
ph2~1omenal in the relation of a ruler to the so-called jlvas (indivi
dual souls) or cognitional Self s (vignaniltman), ,.;rhich indeed a!:"e 
one with his o~n Self. . . . Hence the Lord's being a Lord, his 
omniscience, his omnipotence, etc., all depend on the limitation due 
to the adjuncts >-Those Self is ·:\' escience; while in reality none of 
these qualities belcng to the Salf \.;rhose true nature is cleared, by 
right knm.,rledge, from all adjunc:ts whatever . 1I Ibid., I, p. 329. 
Also, ". . • as he ,.;rho does reach that form of the double-natu.red 
highest Lord which is d ivorced from all qualities stops at that 
form ,·,hich is distinguished ~y qualities, so also, unable to reach 
unlimited pm.;r2r within the latter form, he stops at limited lordly 
power." Ibid., II, p. 417. 

IOIbid., I, p. 357. 
"'1---
I Ibid., I, p. 50. 



Being: 

Objective 'knowing' is replaced by pure intuition of 

And the knmvledge of Brahman which discards Nescience and 
effects final release results ill a perception, i.e. the 
intuition - sakshatkara - of Brahman. 72 
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All distinctions are obliterated in the realisation of the 

Identity with the Absolute (tat tvam asi). Prior to the realisa-

tion of the ultimate truth the Absolute is a logical postulate, 

and after the realisation of that truth the qualified Brahmia or 

73 
Isvara is nothing r.lore than a creative possibility of the Brahman. 

~abkara speaks of f~vara in three different ways: (1 ) as 

the basis of the created order: 

The entire evolution of names and forms • . . all this 
manifold evolution according to species and individuals can 
surely be the ~ork of th2 highest Lord only ... ,7 4 

72 Ibid ., I, p. 300. 
73 Dasgupta notes that, 

IlIn .the Vedant a s 'r'lJStre..'11 I svara ha s but ] ittle ir:1Port ancedfo r re lS but a phenome a belng ; he may be 5etter, pur er, an TIlUe l 

more powerful than 'JJe, but ye t he is o.S much phen omena l as 
any of us. The highest truth is the self, the reality , t he 
Brahman, and both Jiva and Isvara are but illus or y i mpositions 
on it." History of Indial1 Philosophy , Vol. I , p . 477 , 

74n d- - 97 ve anta Sutras, II, p. . 
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(2) rsvara is likened to a magician in that he is the creator of an 

illusion: 

the omnisci.ent Lord of all is the cause of the orlgln of 
the world (as the magician) . • . by his rulership he is the cause 
of the subsistence of this world once originated, just as the 
magician is the cause of the subsistence of the magical illusion 

75 , 

(3) Isvara is the causal potentiality of Brahman: 

For that causal potentiality (the previous seminar condition of 
the world dependent upon the Lord) is of the nature of Nescience; 
it is rightly denoted by the term 'undeveloped'; it has the 
highest Lord for its substratum; it is of the nature of an 
illusion; it is a universal sleep in which are lying the 
transmigrating souls destitute for the time of the unconscious
ness of their individual character. 76 

Betty Heimann makes the following observation on the sig-

nificance of the use of suc~ superlatives as "highest Lord": 

The Superlative, it is true, tries to approach the infinite 
sphere. As such two different kinds of Superlative are 
introduced: the fixed Superlative of empirical gradation 
and the unfixed Superlative, the so-called Elative of vague 
import. The Superlat i'le proper designates the highest degree 
of the quality knmm, for which a higher quantity is stated 
via Comparative and Superlative. This kind of Superlative 
is comparison developed to its highest quantity. Here W2 

remain in the range of empirical values. Sankara, the 
Vedantist philosopher, makes use of this empirical Superlative 
in his laukika interpretation for the understanding of the 
masses. As such he assigns to Brahman the term tatama , 'the 
most expanded' (from the root /tan) .77 

75 Ib ' d __ 1_. , I, p. 290. 

76Ibid . , I, p. 243. 

77Heimann, Facets of Indian Thought, p. 171. 
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The third example above indicates that Sankara uses the Superlative 

in both ways regarding Isvara as causal potentiality. The first 

example is more strictly a case of Sankara's laukika in.terpretation, 

although all three are laukika in that they concern the phenomenal 

(sagUI/a) rather than metaphysical (nirgur,:a) order. 

However, the difference must remain a purely theoretical 

one in that Nescience (maya, from the perspective of the divine) has 

no truly objec.tive sta tus, although it is, so to speak, a very 

positive effect as vie'i\Ted from the wrongness of the hUl:lan perspective .. 78 

Actually the Brahman is one and unmodified as the totality - nothing 

] h · - h h'" 79 . 1 d' - - 80 _ess, not lng more - ot t at w ~cn lS, lnc u .lng maya . 

as a condition of the Real cannot be discarded -- it must be seen 

for what it is as a condition of the pure potentiality of Brahman. 

To place the emphasis where it belongs, i.e. on the Real in respect 

to its potentiality as ~, maya has a positive aspect.
8l 

Its 

wrongness as an impediment to salvation is the wrongness of the human 

d " . l' d 8 2 con ltl0n mlsapp le • This is clearly seen in the problems of 

using analogical l anguage to speak of the Ultimate. 

To say that "Brahman is the Self of every tr.ing" and that 

78 T 1 - - ~ h d" ' d fl' / . ..I.n s :lOrt, ~:,,~~ , rrom t e l Vlne Sl e 0 t 1e mlcro macrocosnnc 
analogy repr esents the positive force of the divine creativity, \vhile 
from the human persPective i t is philosophically equivalent to avid va , 
or the i gnorance of t he true identification of t he Self a s Brahr::.an, L e. 
'ta t tvaI'll asi I, in \vh ich caracity it is negatbie, and an obstruction to 
the realisa t ion of the spiritual ideal, i.e. identification with Brahwan. 

79"There is no origin of tha t which is (because B8ing can't 
arise from being, and nor can Brahman arise from the particular). " 
Vedanta Sutras, II, p. 19. 
------80-,,-- h h' h d 

... t e 19 est Lor also may, when he pleases, assume 
(continued) 
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therefore "Qualities of the Self belong to Brahman also" is to 

make a statement of fact which is sensible only \V'ithin an understanding 

of the inverse nature of analogical language; that is, I think that 

in this sense "analogy" must be considered dialectically, not in 

the sense as a distinction in classification, but, rather, as a 

step beyond the impossibility of the classification of distinction 

which is implied of the Absolute by the terms "neti, neti".83 

SO (continued) 
bodily shape formed of maya, in order to satisfy his devout 
worshippers." Ibid., I, p. 80. 

8lSankara holds that it is the fact that maya eCJ.uals Nescience 
whicr. makes liberation possible. Ibid., II, p. 174. 

82"(the sOul) ... erroneously considers itself to be li.mit ed 
by name and form as presented by Nescience, and errcneously i mputes 
their attributes to itself." Ibid., I, p. 139. Also, "And the 
individual soul is to be considered a mere appearance of the highest 
Self. . . . And as that 'appearance' is the effect of Nescience , 
it follows tha~ the samsar a which js based on it [the appearance] i s 
also the effect of Nescience, so that from the removal of the latter 
there results the cognition of the soul being in reality nothing but 
Brahman." Ibid., II, p. 6S. 

83" h .. . B h h ... t at omnlsClent, omnlpoter..t ra .. man, '" ose essence 
is eternal pure cognition and freedom, and iolhich is additional t o , i.e . 
different from the embodieJ Self, is the creati.ve principle of t he 
YlOrld. " Ibid., I, p. 34Lf • " ••• we have to understand t hat the bliES 
of ~rahman is not a meT-ber (in its literal sense), but the suppor t or 
abode, the one nest (resting-place) of all worldly bliss." Ib id ., I, 
p. 73. '''r'hey (students of Vedanta) likewise know that what is denoted 
by the term f thou I is the inward Self (pratyagatman); T~]hich is the 
agent in seeing and hea ring , is (successively) apprehended as the 
inward Self of all the ouLlard unvo.lucra beginning with the gross 
body (cp . Ja i tt, Up.), and finally ascertainec as of the nature of 
intelligence. " I bid., II, p. 335. 



Thus it can be said that Brahman is intelligence, or, from "this 

side", "like" intelligence,8q etc. But within the monistic or 

"non-dual" structures no distinction is implied for,85 in the last 

word, the "aaalogy" is within the potenti.alities of Brahman - or 

between pure potentiality, and potentiality as possibility (sakti, 
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or maya). So, (the term) "also" in the statement, "qualities of the 

Self belong to Brahman also" and all other such comparative or 

analogical references, are not references to distinctions or 

determinations of the Absolute, but, rather, they are assertions 

86 of the unitary nature of the Identity of the One. 

This inverse nature of analogy is necessarily operative 

in any discussion or description of Brahman in its qualified sense 

(the prescpposition being that -.olith regard to Brahmail. as nir gUI;a 

84" ••. Brahman is of the nature of intelligence." Ibid., i, 
p. 261f. " ••• scripture decl2.res that Brahman consists of intelligeace, 
is devoid of any other characteristics~ and is altogether without 
difference . . . ." Ibid., II, p. 156. "For Brahman is the Self of 
everything, qualities such a s consisting of mind and the like, which 
belongs to the individual soul, belongs to Brahman also." Ibid., I, 
p. Ill." . Nmv, if the individual soul is nothing but t hat highest 
Brahman , then eternal intelligence constitutes the soul's essential 
nature also. "Ibid., II, p , 34. 

85"~'le therefore look on the relation of the highest Self and 
the soul as analogous to that of the snake and its coils. Vie,oJed as a 
whole the snake is one, non-different, while an element of difference 
appears if we view it with regard to its coils, hood, erect posture 
and so on." Ibid., II, p. 174. 

86.. -- [ ] 
As th1.:s the soul as long as involved in the sainsara. has 

for its essence the qualities of its limiting adjuncts, it is spoken 
of as minute. The case is analogous to that of Brahman .... " Ibid., 
II, p. 45. Within the maya , camplex, ~Jnana equals the limiting 
adjuncts in Brahman. Ibid., II, p. 153. 
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no discussion can take place, i. c. it is net~l neti). Thus the 

philosophic enterprise, as well as the religious quest (as a 

salvational endeavour) must necessarily (that is, "practically") 

stop short of the Ultimate. In the establislunent of an c:nalogy only 

Isvara, t he sum of the transcendental Universals, which as a 

determination of the Absolute is qualitative can be the object for 

the discursive dichotomies from "this side".87 So it can be sajd 

that the "Brahman cannot be reached by an act of gOing ,,,88 f or (the 

term) "going" implies distinction. One cannot be said "to go" to 

where one already is (tat tvam as:i). On the other hand, O!le can 

"go" to Isvaca 89 in that any r e lationship with Isvara is vlithin 

an ontological schema wherein distin,ctions in identities (actual 

or otherwise) can be logically as well as practically main tained . 

87 "Hence as he who does not reach thet form of the double-
natured highest Lord which is divorced from all qu?.lities stops at: 

that fo r m which is distinguished by qualities " Ibid., II, 
p. 417. 

88Regarding the progression of t he soul 'to what i s h~gher 
than that I: "This is the release by successive steps which we f1ave to 
accept on t he basis of the scriptural declarations about t he non-ret~rn 
of the souls. For He have sho\Vll that t he Highest Cdnnot be directly 
reached by the ac t of going . . . . Th e texts about goin~ therefore 
all belong to t he lOHer knowledge." Ibid., II, pp. 391-94. 

89" .•. the highest Lord also may, when he pleases, assume 
a bodily shape formed of }faya , in order to gratify thereby his 
devout vlorshippers . " Ibid., I, p . 80. "Althoug~, present everywhere, 
the Lord is pleased ·...,ben medita ted upon as dwelling in t he. heart." 
Ibid., I, p. 114. 
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90 
Although Isvara is the ultimate "by default" in that only a 

d .. b . . 1 k h· 1· 91 1 . I' l·f etermlnatlon can e cognltJ_Ve y nown, e lmp les, ogu:a .loy 

not practically, the non-deterluinate metaphysical Absolute above 

d b ' 1· 1 d· . . 92 an eyona onto oglca lstlIlctlons. Hmvever, within the pseudo-· 

. 1 · . 93 f· 1· d f f h d· . practlca ltles 0 contlngent rea lty, an ree rom t e lscurS lve 

. perspective of the "individual" (ahamkara=maya) the Brahman, through 

its creative capacity, lsvara, is understood in terms of a series of 

gross and subtle states (potentialities) of formal manifestation.
94 

90"Hence, the Lord's being a Lord, his omniscience, his 
omnipotence, etc., all depend on the limitation due to the adjuncts 
whose Self is Nescience; while in real~ty Ilone of these qualities 
belon8 to th~ Self 'Jhose true nature is cleared, by ri ght knowledge, 
from a l l adjuIlcts whatsoever." Ibid., I, p. 329. "But by t:,e 

I meditation on the highest that which hidden (viz. the equality of' 
the Lord and the soul, beccmes manifest); for from him [the Lord] are 
its [the soul'sl bondage and release. . . . Do you mean to say that 
the individual soul has no COIl1I!1on attributes with the Lord? We do 
not maintain that; but we say that the equality of attributes, 
although existing, is hidde:l by the veil of Nescience ." Ibid., II, p . 139. 

01 -
J "No limit, on the other hand, can be admitted of the migh t 

of the highest Lord, as appears from the passage (~~_. IV, 4,22), 
'He is the Lord of all, the king of all things, the protector of all 
things. He is a bank anrl a boundary so that these worlds may not be 
confounded;' Hhicn passage intimates tha t the Lord is free from all 
limiting distinctions. For all these reasons the person in the eye 
and the sun cannot be the highest Lo~d." Ibid., I, p. 79. 

92"B h 1 .c: .' 1· h· h· 1- f·' f y t at e ement OL p~ura lty w lC lS tile lctlon a 
Nescience, which is characterised by name and form, \vhich is e-lo lved as 
well as non-evolved, wh ich is not Lo be defined either as the Existing 
or the Non-existing, Brahman becomes the basis of this entire apparent 
world with its changes, and so on, while in its true and real nature 
it at the same time rS!ma i:1s unchartged, lifted abcJve the phenomenal 
universe. And as the distinction of names and forms, the fiction of 
Nescience originates entirely from speech only .•.. " Ibid., I, p. 352. 
(nama-rup~ = E:_aya = av~dya). 

93primeval Nescience provides the basis for all practical 
life . Ibid., II, p. 156. 

94
11

-

... Eral~an, in so far as it differentiates itself through 
(continued) 
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They represent the "mediums" (= .!Eay~) of Personality or creativity (atman~.= 

Isvara) which is immediate, but not particular or determinate. They 

can be considered Real only in relation to the Universals which are 

Real in themselves (as capacities of Brahman).95 (Such Universals 

are not generalities from particulars,96 but, rather, transcer..dentals 

which are universal in that they are unitary and beyond particularism.) 

The wrongness of the analogical insight li~s in this one-way contingency 

94 (continued) 
the mind (buddhi) and other limiting conditions, is called individual 
soul, agent, enjoyer." Ibid., I, p. 104. "The entire evolution of 
names and forms which is seen, e.g. in fire, sun, moon, lightening , or 
in different plans such as kusa-grass, kasa-grass, palasa-trees, or 
in various living beings SL'.ch as cattle, deer, Den , all this manifold 
evolution according to species and individuals can surely be the work 
of the highest Lord only, who fashioned fire, \later, and earth .... 11 

Ibid., II, p. 97. It ••• the evolution of names and forms was preceeued 
by the tripar tition, the evolution of each particular name and form 
being already explained by the accounc of the origin of fire, water, 
and earth. Ibid., II, p. 98. 

95Regarding Ch. U. 6,8,2 - "For indeed, my son, mind is fastened 
to praI).a:" Sankara maintains that prf!1)a denotes prahman because EEa·Q.a 
is connected with the characteristic marks of Brahman, i.e. "All beings 
merge into breath alone, and from breath they arise:-which declares that 
the origination and retraction of all beings depend on pr2~" clearly 
shov7s pra~1a to be Brahman..." _Ibid., I, p. 86. "If we therefore meet 
with the clause 'to .E!aIJ.~ mind is fastened' in a section (of the sacred 
texts) of vlhich the highest Brarunan is the topic, W2. do not for a 
moment suppose that th2 word praDa should there denote the ordinary 
breath 'i.hich is a mere modification of air. II Ibid .. , I, p. 87. 

9611For Brahman, as being devoid of form and so on, canno t 
become an object of perception; and there are in its case no characteristic 
marks ... inferen:::e also ap.d the other means of proof do not apply to it; 
but like religious duty, it is known solely on the ground of holy 
tradition . . •. ..• the cause of this world is not to be knm..m. even 
by divine beings (lsvara) of extraordinary power and wisdom." Ibid., I, 
p. 307. --
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(Nescience)97 directed from the "objective cognitive reals" to the 

transcendental Universals. (That the "obj ective cognitive reals" are 

1 1 h 11 1 - _. . d - 98 pli osop ica· y equiva ent to maya as aVl ya is demonstrated by the 

fact that "reals" (the realization through saks;atkara of the truth 

f h · . ....' f ' -.. ') 99 l' d - ( . ..,. - ~ , ate lnterlor ;:,e.l. as tat tvam aSl eque. V1 ya J lva as aLman) 

which results in mok'ia, or the obliteration of the "individual" 

100 personal self which is the basis of multiplicity. 

That the analogical methodology is suseptible to misinter-

pretation prompts Sankara to continually reaffirm the metaphysical 

97 11In the case of Brahman the limit.ing adjuncts are, moreover, 
presented by Nescience m'O:rely." Ibid., II, p. 153. 

98Nescience is tt.e basis of the practical distinction betw<:.en 
knmvledge, object of knmvledge, and the person. Ibid_., I, p. 6. "These 
subtle elements - heat and so on - which constitute the abode of hearing 
and the other organs persist up to the 'union', 1. e. up to final release 
from the s2.r;,sara, ':vhich is caused by perfec t knowledge." Ibid., II, p. 
371. (vidyii:':-;ob;;a (= release from maya. = release from s~ra), or 
avidya = sa~s~ra). 

99 l1With regard to this (unreal limitation of the one Self) the 
distinc.tion of objects of activi::y and of agents may be practically 
assumed, as long as we have not learned -- from the passage, 'Tha t art 
thou' -- that the Self is one only." Ibid., I, p. 115. 

100 --
". . . but the passages such as 'Thou art That) t "'1 am Brdhmc':D t ) 

leave nothing to be desired because the state of consciousness produced 
by the~ has for its object the unity of the universal Self." Ibid., I, 326 . 
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101 unity of Brahman. Thus, ontologically it can be said that 

B h . k 102_ 103 104 '1 105. h ra man 1.5 2-~' pra~, name, or S1 ence W1.t out 

contradicting the metaphysical unity of the Absolute. For Sahkara 

10111 
••• every effect, which is produced, is produced in such 

a way as not to be separated from other in place as well as in time, 
and either itself is non-se~arated in place gnd time from Brahnlan, 
hence, if there are known Brahman and its effects, the either is 
also known." Ibi~., II, p. 8. 

102" .• we take akshara to mean either 'the Imperishable' or 
'that which pervades I on the ground of either of w·hich explanations 
it must be identified with the highcst Brahman." Ibid., I, p. 170. 
Also, " .•• Brahman which as the cause of the whole world is the Self 
of everything is also the Self of the ether." Ibid., II, p. 110. 

l03"For Scripture says of prar;a also, that it is connected 
with marks characteristic of Brahman. The sentence, 'all these beings 
merge in~o breath along, and f rom breath they arise,' which declares 
that the origination and retraction of all beings depend on pra9~, 
clearly shows praI;l~ to be Brahman." Ibid., I, p. 86. Also, "Thos'3, 
L e. the sense organs -- denoted by thc term 'praI)a' -- and the elements 
of him who knows the highest Brahman, are m2rged in the same higbest 
Brahman. ... And when parts that are due to Nescience a re dissolved 
through knowledge it is not possible that a remainder should be left. 
The parts therefore enter into absolute non-division from Brahman. lf 

Ibid., II, p. 37~. 

104"Having thus declared the different abodes of that true 
Brahman with reference to the gods and Hith reference to the body, 
and having, in what follows, identified its body \vith the sacred 
syllables (E.huh, etc.), the text teaches its t~-lO secret names (~anishad), 
'Its secret llame is ahar' with reference to the gods; ane! 'its secret 
name is ~haIE.' \\1ith reference to the body .. Ibid., II, p. 216 .... but 
as each sec-ret name is taught only with reference to the one Brahman as 
conditioned by a particular state, the name applies to Brahman only in 
so far as it is in that state. (Therefore the names must be held 
apart. ) " 1b iE.., II, p. 217 . 

105" . . Bhava, being questioned about Brahman by VashkalinJ 
explained it to him by sil<mce • . . 'Silent is that Self.'" Ib:ij._., II, 
p. 157. 
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there is no possibility for symbolic knowledge of Brahman. He 

states that, 

We must not, •.• attach to symbols the idea of Brahman. For 
he, i.e. the mediating person, cannot comprehend the heterogeneous 
symbols as being of the nature of the Self. Nor is it true that 
the symbols are of the nature of the Self, because as being 
effects of Brahman they are of the nature of Brahman; fay (from 
their being of the nature of Brahman) there results the non
existence of (them as) symbols. For the aggregate of names and 
so on can be viewed as of the nature of Brahman only in so fa r as 
the individual character of those effects of Brahman is subJ.a t ed; 
and when that character is sublated how then can they be vi sr.v.:::d 
as symbols, and how can the Self be apprehended in them? lOt) 

True analogy is tautological in that it involves the identification 

of the Brahman as that ,,,hich "is" with itself. This is expressed 

in the BrahIr.an/Atman identification. Thus the mahavakya "tat t vain asi" 

(That (Brahman) art thou) can be reduced to "That (~, Brahman) is" if 

"thou" is understood to refer to the atman. If, however, one interprets 

the "thou" as referring to the jlva_ it is quite another case. Atman 

and jIva differ in that the latter denotes the Self in association 

with the personal individuating factors of the antahkaraqa. The basis 

of this association is aj~5na, while the yesult of it is that the Self 

as jlva must endure the diversities of mundane experience. T~us the 

jiva is identical to the Brahman proportional to the extent that it 

is associated ¥Tith the positive aspect of the ajup..na factor. That is, 

to the extent that it is unencumbered by the negative influence of 

personality. The term "Eva" refers to a phenomenon. 

106" f - s- 341 veuanta utras, II, p. ' . 



Consequently~ any attempt to establish an analogical association 

between the Self as jIva and the Real must be contained within 

the framework of the phenomenal order~ and must refer to the Real 

as it expresses itself within that order. This involves two 

possibilities which correspond to the twofold aspect of the jiva 

as the Self in association with the antahkarana. One would be to 
- » 

emphasize the personal element and to establish random associations 

from that basi s. The other \-lOuld involve the de-emphasis of the 

personal element in the association betv7een the jIva and IS-vara 

which is the phE:no~enal aspect of Brahman. Both approaches are 

based on avidya and are restricted to the realm of maya . However~ 

whereas the former conCE:rns avidE in its most negative and veiling 

(- )107 h 1 °d - 0 0 0 ° d sense avaraDa t e atter concerns aVl ya ln ltS posltlve an 

o (0 k ) 108 generatlve V1 ~epa sense. 

By emphasizing the positive aspects of the reality of rrla)"a 

Sankara is able to put forth what might be called an ontological 

argument for the existence of Bralman. He says~ 

• the 
being the 
existence 

existence of Brahman is knov.-rn on the ground of its 
Self of everyone. For everyone is conscious of the 
of Self~ and never thinks 'I am not' .109 

10, 
D2sgupta~ History of Indian?hilosophy~ Vol. I, p. 475 . 

108Ibid ., p. 475 . 

109" d- S- 14 .€ anta utras, I, p. • 

\ 
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If. -'-k' . . b . .. 110 h b h h' ~au_ara 1S not pos1t1ng a su ]tct1v1sm ere, ut rat er, e lS 

asserting that Brahman is theadhi~thana of all reality. III All 

statements of association should be understood in this light, for 

this is the basis of the notion of the "positive" aspect of 

mayavidyaajnana. Dasgupta discusses the "positive" aspect of ajnana 

within the framework of the understanding of Brahman as Satcitananda. 

He says, 

Ajiiana is • . . considered to have both its locus and obj ect in 
the pure cit. It is opposed to the states of consciousness, 
for these at once dispel it. The action of this ajn~na is 
thus on the light of reality which it obstructs for us, so 
long as the obstruction is not dissolved by the states of 
consciousness. This obstruction of the cit is not only with 
regarc1. to its character as pure limitless consciousness out 
also with regard to its cha racter as pure and i~ficite bliss; 
so it is that though we do not experience the indefinite in 
our pleasurable feelings, yet its presence as obstructing 
the pure cit is ind:l.cated by the fact that the full infinite 
bliss constituting the essence of Brahman is obstructed; and 
as a result of that there is only an incomplete manifestation 

110 
Betty Heimann points out that, 

• • the principle of individualizaion is solely an empirical 
fiction \vhich hinders natural, inLorn knowledge and has to be 
given up in the end. Even during the time of its effectiveness 
in action the A~~ kara is never considered as a specific 
quality of the human itJdividual alone, nor, in a wider sense, 
of an individual in the animate sphere alone. . •. Ahainkara 
thus means nothing else but the principle of individuation, 
the distinction by name and form (!iama-rul~), irrespective of 
its psychological or merely cosmic form of appearance. No 
basis is given in Indian thought for any genuine subj2ctivisITt 
in a W2stern sense . . .• !"acet s of India!! Thougtt_, p. 53. 

11 IS' . 1 ·d'· f· '1 . anJ:Cara conS1 ers tne 1mport 0 Slml. ar statements: 
'Omnipresent and eternal like the ether' 'The Brahman is visible) 
not invisible, the Self that is within ell ! (Br~_~ III, 4,1); 
'Self only is all this' (Ch. ~~ VII, 25,2); ' Br ahman only is all 
this, it is the best' (£fu . ..-JP_. II, 2,11): from 3.11 these passages 
we ascertain t ha t the highest Brahman is present everywhere, within 
everything, the Self of E.verything , and of such a Brahman it is 

(continued) 



ll2 
of the bliss in our phenomenal experiences of pleasure. 

It is the reality of the partiality which allows Sankara to 

make the distinction between figurative statements which are f3.lse, 

and figurative statements which, although within the realm of l~ya, 
ll4 

are more than simply figurative. The "more than" refers to the 

functional, i.e. dialectical value of such statements, not as 

assertions, but as affirmations of Brahman as adhi9~hana. 

Ultimately, with r~gard to tte actual realization of the 

identity of the Self and Brahman, all ~tatements and cognitive 

III (continued) 
altogether impossible that it ever shoald be the goal of going. 
For we do not go to what is already reached ; ordinary experience 
rather tells us that a person goes to something different fro m him. 
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113 

Vedanta Sutras, II, p. 394. 
ll2 

History of Indian Philosophy, Vol. I, p. 458. 
ll3 

"As therefore the application of the conception of the 
Ego to the body on the part of those who affirm the existence of a 
Self diffe:;:-ent from the body is simply false, not figurative, it 
follows that the embodiedness of the Self is (not real but) caused 
by wrong conception, and hence that the person who has reached 
true knO\\l ledge is free from his body while still alive." 

Vedanta Sutras, I, p. 43. 
lH 

" .• so the passage 'that is the Self, that art thou, a 
Svetaketu J ' teaches the Self in its true nature •.• (i.e. therefore 
the word 'Self' is applied to the subtle Sat not in a merely 
figurative sense)." Ibid., I, p. 56. 
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determinatior.s have no import, for , 

Brahman is that whose nature is permanent purity, intelligence, 
and freedom; it transcends speech and mind, does not fall within 
the category of 'object', and constitutes the inward Self of 
all. (II. 168)115 

They have an interim value in that they lead one to the realization 

that, 

A ~07ise man should keep down speech in the mind, he sho~ld 
keep down the mind in intelligence, intelligence he should 
keep dmvn within the great Self, and he should keep that 
within the quiet Self.' -- that means: The wise man should 
restrain the activi t y of the cuter organs such as speech, 
etc., and abide within the mind only; he should further 
restrain the mind which is intent on doubtful ex ternal objects 
v!ithin the intelligence, whose characteristic mark is de c. ision, 
recognizing that within the great Self, i.e. the individual 
soul or else the fundamental intellect; he should finally fix 
the great Self on the ca l m Self, i.e. the highest Self, the 
highest goal, of which the whole chapter treats. 116 

-------
115 

Ibid., II, p. 168. 
116--

Ibid., I, p. 241. 
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1 
The following are the texts of Geldner's German trans-

2 
lations and Griffith's English translations of RV 10.67; 68: 

10.67 An Bfhaspati 

1. Diese siebenkopfige Dichtung erfand unser 
Vater, die aus der Wahrheit geborene, hohe. 
Wohl ein Viertel (davan) brachte der allen 
Volkern bekannte Ayasya hervor, als er das 
Loblied auf Indra vortrug. 

This holy hymn, sublime and seven-headed, spr~ng 
from eternal Law, our sire discovered. 

Ayasya, friend of all men, hath engendered tile 
fourth hymn as he sang his laud to Indra. 

2. Wahrheit sprechend, redllch denkend haben 
die Sohne des Himmels, die Mannen des Asura, 
die Ahgiras' den Redukundigen zu ihrer Wegspur 
machend die erstc Fona des Opfers ersoanen. 

Thinking aright, praisiag eternal Order, the sons 
of Dyaus the Asura, those heroes, 

A~girases, holding the rank of sages, first 
honoured sacrifice's holy statue. 

3. Mit den Freunden, di e wie die Ganse schrieen, 
die steinernen B~nder sprengend hat Brhaspati, 
den Kuhen zubrullend, den Ton angestiw~t und 
laut gesungen als Kundiger. 

Grit by his friends who cried with swan- like 
voices, bursting the stony barriers of the prison, 

Brihaspati spake in thunder to the cattle, and 
uttered praise and song when he had found them. 

4. Unten durch zwei, oben durch eine (Tur) hat 
Bfhaspati die in den Banden des Unrechts versteckten 
KUhe, im Dunkeln das Licht suchend, herausgeholt, 
denn er hatt die drei (T~ren) geoffnet. 

1 
Der l}i fl-Ved a : Aus Dem Sanskrit Ins Deutsche Und Nit Einem 

.!-aufP.l·':..d2~ommentar Versehen, K. F. Geldner, trans. HOS, Vol. 35, 
pp. 241-45. 

479-81. 

') 
I. 

The p;igveda, Vol. 2, Ralph T. H. Griffith, trans., pp. 



Apart from one, a\.;ray from two above him, he drave 
the kine that stood in bonds of falsehood, 

B~ihaspati, seeking light amid the darl<ness, drave 
forth the bright cows: three he made apparent. 

5. Nichdem er die Burg zerspalten hatte, dass sie 
sieh hintenuber legte, erloste er auf einmal 
die Drei aus dem Meere: Brihaspati fand die 
Morgenrote, die Sonne, die Kuh; (er fand) den 
Gesang \Vie der Him:nel donnernd. 

When he had cleft the lairs and western castle, 
he cut off three from him who held the waters. 

E~iha3pati discovered, \.;rhile he thundered like 
Dyaus, the dawn, the Sun, th~ cow, the lightening. 

6. Indra hat den Vala, den Bewacher der Milchktlhe, 
durc.h sein Gebrull \vie mit der Kand zerschnitten. 
Hit den Schw~issbetupften die t-t ilch suchend 
brachte er den Pa~i zum Weinen; er raubte 
seine Klihe. 

As with a hand, so with his roaring lndra cleft 
Vala through, the guardian of th (~ cattle. 

Seeking the milk-draught \Vith sweat-shining 
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comrades he stole the Pa~i's kine and left them \Veeping . 

7. Mit seinen wahrhaften Freunden, den ErglUhenden, 
den Schtitzegewlnnern hat er (den Vala) gesprengt, 
der Von den Rindern sich nahrte. Brahmar:taspati 
gelangte mit den Bullen, den Ebern, den vat Hitze 
Schwitzenden, in den Besitz des Reichtu:ns. 

He with bright faithful Friends, winners of booty, 
hath rent the milker of the co\Vs asunder. 

B~ihaspati with \Vild boars strong and mighty, 
s'weating with heat, hath gained a rich possession. 

8. Sie eiferten \Vahrhaften Herzens mit Gebeten den 
Rinderherrn an, inn urn die Rinder anflehend. Brhaspati 
liess die Kuhe heraus mit seinen Verbilndeten, die 
sich gegenseitig vor Unehre schi.itzen. 

They, ~onging for the kine, with faithful spirit 
incited with their hymns the lord of cattle. 

Brihaspati f r eed the mdiant cows with comrades 
self-yoked, averting shame from one another. 



9. Mit lieblichen Gedichten ihn erhebend , der wie 
der Lowe an seinem Stande brUllt, wollen wir 
dem B~haspati, dem Bullen, dem im 
Zweikampf, in jedem Streite Siegreichen, 
zujubeln; 

In our assembly with ausplClOUS praises exalting 
him who roareth like a lion, 

May we, in every fight where heroes conquer, 
rejoice in strong B~ihaspati the Victor. 

10. Wann er den allfarbigen Siegerpreis gewonnen hat 
und zum Himmel aufgestiegen ist zu den 
hochsten Sitzen, indem wir den Eullen Brhaspati 
erheben, da und dart weilend, im Hunde das 
Licht tragend. 

When hI? had won him l3lery sort of boo th and gone 
to heaven and its most lofty mansions, 

Men praised Brihaspati the Mighty, bringing 
the light within their mouths from sundry places. 

11. Erflillet die Bitte zur Kr~f t igung, denn ihr 
nehmet euch aus eigenem Antrieb selbst des 
Durftigen an! AIle Unbilden sollen ciahint£n 
und fern bleiben! Dies horet, Himm'2l und Erde, 
die ihr alles zmvege bringet! 

Fulfil the prayer that begs for vital vigour: aid 
in your wonted manner even the humble. 

Let all our foes be turned and be driven backward. 
Hear this, 0 Heaven and Earth, ye All- producers . 

12. Indra spaltete mit Macht des machtigen Arr:ava, 
des Arbuda Haupt. Er erschlug den Drachen~ 
liess die sieben Strome laufen. Himmel und 
Erde, helft uns mit den G~ttern weiter! 

10.68 

Indra with mighty strength hath cleft asunder 
the head of Arbuda the watery monster, 

Slain Ahi, and set free the Seven rivers. 0 
Heaven and Earth, with all the Gods, pro'Cect us. 

An Brhaspati 

1. Wie im vJasser SChvlilTlmende wacnsame Vogel, wie 
die Donner des Gewolks, wie die den Pels durch
brechenden Wogen rauschend, so schrieen die 
Gesange dem B~haspati entgegen . 
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Like birds who keep their watch, plashing in 
water, like the loud voices of the tundering rain-cloud, 

Like merry streamlets bursting from the mountain, 
thus to Brihaspati our hymns have so~nded. 

2. Der Angirasische (Erhaspati) kam herbei und hat (sie) 
mit den Kiihen zusammengebracht \vie Bhaga den Herber 
(Aryamann) mit der Braut. Wie ein Vertrauensmann 
zwei Ehegatten, so macht er sie elnlg ~ "0 Brhaspati, 
sporne sie an wie Rennpferde im Wettkampf!" 

The Son of AD.~ras, meeting the cattle, as Bhaga, 
brought in Aryaraan among us. 

As friend of men he decks the wife and husband: 
as for the race, Brihaspati, nerve our coursers. 

3. Die Kuhe, die einem trefflichen Herrn gehoren, 
die Giste bringen, die ruhrigen, begehrenswerten, 
schonfarbigen von tadellosem Aussehen, hat 
Brhaspati, nachdem er sich den Weg hind'..lrch 
gebahnt hatte, aus den Bergen ausgeschuttet 
wie Korn aus den Sacken. 

Brihaspati, having won them from the mountains, 
strewed down, like barley out of winnowing-baskets, 

The vigorous, wander-ing cows who aid the pious, 
desired of all, of blameless form, well coloured. 

4. Die Wiege der Wahrheit mit SUssigkeit 
besprengend wie der Wetterstrahl, der die Fackel 
des Himmels herabschleudert, hat Brh2.spati, als 
er die Kuhe aus dem Fels herausholte, die Haut 
der Erde wie durch Wasserflut gespalten. 

As the Sun dews with meath the seat or Order, and 
casts a flaming meteor dOvlll from heaven, 

So from the reck Brihaspati forced the cattle, 
and cleft the ea~th's skin as it were with water. 

5. Mit Licht ha t er die Finsternis aus dem 
Luftreich ge trieben wie der Wind die SIp~la
pflanze aus dem Wasser . B~haspati packte die 
Klihe des Vala und trieb sie var sich her wie 
der Wind die Wolke . 

Forth from mid-air with light he drave the darkness, 
as the gale blows a lily from the river. 

Like the wind graspiag at the cloud of Vala, 
Bfihaspati gatherad to himself the cattle. 



6. Als Brhaspati das Gefingnis des Hahn 
bietenden Vala erbrauch mit seinen wie teuer 
gluhenden Zauberliecern da packte (ass) er (sie) 
wie die Zunge mit den Zahnen die angerichtete 
(Speise). Er orachte den Schatz der Kuhe und Light. 

Brihaspati, when he with fiery lightnings cleft 
through the weapon of reviling Vala, 

Consumed him as tongues eat what teeth have 
compassed: he threw the prisons of . the red cows open. 

7. B;haspati gedachte n~nlich des Namens dieser 
Lautbrullenden, der an dem Orte verborgen war, 
Wie die Brut des Vogels, nachdem sie die Eier 
gespalten hat, so trieb er in eigner Person die 
Kuhe (a1s die Brut) des Bergens heraus. 

That secret name borne by the lowing cattle 
within the cave Brihaspati discovered, 

And drave, himself, the bright kine frOm the 
mountain, like a birdls young after the eggs disclosure. 

8. Er ersp~hte die mit einem Fels verschlossene 
SUssigkeit wie einen Fisch, der im seichten 
Wasser woh~t. Brhaspati holte sie heraus wie 
einen Becher aus dem Baum, nachdem-er (der Fels) 
mit lautem Brullen gesprengt hatte. 

He looked around on roc~-imprisoned sweetness 
as one who eyes a fish in scanty water. 

Brihaspati, cleaving through with varied clamous, 
brought it forth like a bowl from out the timber. 

9. Er fand die U~as, er die Sonne, erdas Feuer; 
er vertrieb curch Zauberlied die Finsternis. 
B;haspati holte (die KUhe) des Vala, der mit den 
Klihen prunkte, wie das Mark aus dem Gelenk. 

He found the light of heaven, and fire, and Morning; 
with lucid rays he forced apart the darkness. 

As from a joint, Brihaspati took the marrow 
of Vala as he gloried for his cattle. 

10. Wie die Baume ihre vom Frost geraubten 
Blatter so vermisste Vala die von Brhaspati 
(gebraubten) Klihp.. Etwaa Unnachahmbares hat er 
getan, das sieh nicht wiederholt, solange Sonne 
und Mond ab\vechs e lnd aufgehen werden. 



As trees for foliage robbed by winter, Vala mourned 
fer the cows Brinaspati had take.n . 

Re did a deed ne'er done, ne'er to be equalled, 
whereby the Sun and Hoon ascend a l ternate. 

11. Die Vater schmuckten den Hi~~el mit den 
Gastirnen aus wie einen Rappen mit Perlen. 
Die Finsternis verlegten sie auf die Nacht, auf 
den Tag das Lucht, Brhaspati spaltete den Fels, 
er hat die Kuhe gefunden. 

Like a dark steed adorned with pearl, the Fathers 
have decorated heaven with constellations. 

They set the light in day, in night the darkness. 
Brihaspati cleft the rock and found the cattle. 

12. Diese Vergeugung h3.ben y,Tir dem ~"etterwolken
gleichen (Brhaspati) gemacht, der in vielen 
(Stimmer.. de; Donner) nachbrullt. So mage uns denn 
Brhaspati dcrch KUhe., Rosse, er durch Sohne 
und Mannen Kraft verleihen. 

This homage have we offered to the Cloud-God who 
thunders out to many in success ion. 

May this Brihaspati vouchsafe us fulness of life 
with kine and horses, men, and heroes. 
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